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ABSTRACT
The accurate prediction of stress concentration factors (SCF) at
weld toes is recognised as one of the most important factors in the
design, against fatigue failure, of welded tubular joints in offshore
structures. The objectives of this work are i) to study the influence
of some important tubular joint and weld profile geometric parameters
on the elastic SCFs at weld toes, ii) compare these values with strains
which could be measured by strain gauges, and iii) to determine plastic-
elastic strain distributions after local yielding has occurred in the
weld.
Using 3-d frozen-stress, photoelastic techniques elastic SCFs were
determined in non-overlapped corner K joints in balanced axial loading
and in X joints in axial loading. For typical tube parameters, results
have been obtained. for different brace angles, brace spacings, weld
size, weld angle and weld toe radii in the crown and saddle planes
at the brace and chord wall erds of the weld. They have been presented
as the product of a shell SCF Ks and a notch SCF ~.
Ks' which was measured at the weld toe, depends on position in the
brace intersection, brace angle, brace spacing and weld size.
on weld toe radius, weld angle and weld size.
Large scale 2-d photoelastic and finite element models were used to
K depends
n
study the influence of weld profile "qualities" on Ks and Kn. Weld shapes
confOrming with minimum profiling requirements are called "uncontrolled".
Improved weld shapes wi th concave profiles are called "controlled". The
reductions in SCFs, due to the different profiles, depend on position
(crown or saddle) when the results are presented for identical weld
geometry.
Plastic-elastic and residual plastic strains were obtained in 2-d
steel weldments using reflection photoelasticity and moire interferometry
experimental techniques. A moire interferometer, using Helium-Neon
laser light and high sensitivity diffraction gratings was designed and
built for this purpose. strains were measured in the range 20~£ to 2%.
strain concentration factors of between 13 and 17 were determined in
models in which the corresponding elastic values were 3.6 and 4.6
respectively.
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NC!>1ENCLATURE
A. Definitions
Brace. The (usually) smaller diameter members which terminate at a
tubular joint.
Chord. The larger diameter member which does not terminate at a tubular
joint.
Controlled Weld Profilel An improved profile in which additional weld
beads are deposited to add a definite size fillet at the chord weld
toe of an uncontrolled profile.
Extrapolated Hot-Spot Stressl The value of the stress obtained b,y
linear extrapolation to the weld toe of the stress distribution
immediately beyond the notch zone.
Gap Separation I The meridional and/or circumferential distance at the
chord surface between outside ~ce wall intersection points.
Hot-Spot Stressl The maximum extrapolated stress found in a welded joint.
Node I Tubular intersection comprising a chord and one or several
brace(s) •
Nominal Stress (or Strain)1 The mean axial stress (or strain) in a
loaded brace measured remote from the tubular joint.
Non-Overlapped Joint. Tub.ll.arjoints in which the only connections
are between braces and the chord, i.e. each brace is separate from
every other brace.
Notch Zonel The distance to the commencement of the linear stress
distri b.ltionmeasured from the weld toe, both along the surfaces
and through the thickness of a joint.
Offset I The distance along the chord axis between the intersection of
co-planar brace axes with the chord axis.
Simple Joint. Any junction within a tubular joint or node comprising
a brace wall, chord wall and weld fillet.
vii
Stress (or Strain) Concentration Factorl The maximum elastic stress (or
strain) in a simple joint divided qy the nominal stress (or strain)
in the brace in which the stress (or strain) concentration is found.
Stress (or Strain) Lndexs The measured stress (or strain) at any point
divided qy the nominal stress (or strain) in the brace in tension
in a tubular joint.
Uncontrolled Weld Profile. A profile conforming to the minimum profiling
requirements of an appropriate code of practice.
Weld Fillet. The material joining a brace stub to the chord tube.
Weld Toel The intersection of the weld fillet with the outer tube
walls.
B. Notation
L.D.d.T,t,g.g',e,Q.w.~.P tubular joint dimensions, and loading defined
in Fig. 3.1
w,h,H,r,ri,G, el, ,
a
e
e
ad
f
Cl
n
u,v
z
A
c, C·
weld profile dimensions defined in Fig. 3.7
moire fringe spacing
error
standard error
frequency of virtual :reference grating (moire)
distance to point load in 2-d loading system
defined in Fig. 3.6.
fringe order in reflection photoelasticity
components of displacements parallel to x and
y axis respectively (moim)
stress zone
moire fringe gradient
cross sectional area
controlled weld profile,material constant
and shear lag coefficient in reflection photo-
elasticity
viii
E Young's modulus
F
I stress indices = oI0nom
strain indices = E/~
nomJ
K stress concentration factors, defined in Fig.
1.3
N fringe order (moire and transmission photo-
elasticity)
N
nom
nominal fringe order in a loaded brace
P load
S distance from a weld toe
u uncontrolled weld profile
angle of incident light in moire reference gra t.i ng
y
nom
2L/D
angle of diffracted light in moire model grating
diD
shear strain
D/2T
mean maximum shear strain in a brace wall
6 deflection
E direct strain
g/D
ratio of cartesian to principal stresses
fl' ratio of SCFs in controlled and uncontrolled
weld toes
Q, w, 'I' angles of rotation defined in Fig. 4.5.
wavelength of light,direction of point load
in 2-d loading system defined in Fig. 3.6
v Poisson's ratio
a stress
maximum stress
ix
a £
nom' nom
mean axial stress or strain in a brace loaded
in tension
shear stress
mean axial stress or strain in each brace, ,
anom' Enom
tiT
increment
inclination of 0, to a plane of symmetry
c. Suffices
b brace
0 outside brace and chord
s shell
g geometric
m meridional; mexiel
fl linear (a stress zone)
x, y, z cartesian values
HS hot-spot
D. SUEerscriEts
r residual (strain)
e elastic (strain)
aux auxiliary (in moire work)
m using meridional strains only
p plastic reversal (strain)
c chord
i inside brace, chord or
fillet
n notch
t weld toe
h hoop
1, 2, 3 principal values
L photoelastic layer
xE. Abbreviations
API American Petroleum Institute
AWS American Welding Society
BSI British Standards Institution
FE Finite Elements
MFV Material Fringe Value
SCF stress Concentration Factor
SNCF Strain Concentration Factor
1CHAPTER 1
INTROIXJCTIOO
1.1 General Assessment of the Use of WeldedTubular Joints in
Offshore Structures
The type of tubular membersstudied in this work are circular
hollow sections. Although the tubes themselves have an efficient
distribution of material, the joining of several tubes (of equal or
different sizes) to form simple connections disrupts the uniform load
paths enjoyed in the tubes and a potential failure site is created at
evexy intersection.
The use of tubular joints in structures, including offshore oil
and gas drilling rigs, is well documented. Over 1,000 tubllar
structures have been fabricated for use in offshore work since 1947, a
year roughly coincidental with the rapid development of welding processes
and of special. machines to profile the ends of the tubes. In fixed
offshore drilling platforms, welded tubular joints are used to form
the connections in a tuOOl.arspace frame, knownas the jacket. Typically,
a jacket maycontain between 40 and 80 such joints. Each joint comprises
one uninterrupted. through tube, called the chord, and several smaller
tubes, called braces, which terminate at, and are joined to the chord.
See Fig. 1.1.
Following a numberof failures of these joints in the 1950's and
1960's, extensive large scale testing and experimental modelanalysis
was carried out because the behaviour of the joints is difficult to
predict analytically. The tests showedthat although the joints
satisfied static and ultimate strength requirements, e.g. adequate
shear thickness, premature failure occurred at the welded intersection
2under fatigue loading. The W~hler or S-N curve which relates cycles at
failure and the maximum stress in a member was found to be applicable to
the fatigue failure of complex tubular joints. Because of the sensitivity
of this mode of failure, a 10% under-prediction in maximum stress could
result in a JO% over-prediction in fatigue life. It is now well estab-
lished that the most influential factors governing fatigue life are
as follows.
i) loading
ii) tubllar. joint geometry
iii) weld quality and profile
iv) material
v) environment
This work deals wi th the effects of items ii) and iii) on the
magnitudes and locations of maximum stresses in certain types of tubular
joints. The effects on fatigue of loading modes were studied by
McDonald et al (e.g. i). of material by Cotton (2). and of the environment,
e.g. corrosion, by Wylde et al (e.g. J).
1.2 Definitions of Stresses in Tubllar Joints
The cho~ and braces forming a tubular joint can be considered as
a number of members which act like beams. The loads in each of these
• beams' are calculated by conventional structural analysis, assuming
rigid joints. The most important load is the a.x:1alforce, rut out-of-
plane and in-plane bending are also significant. the shears and torsion
of a member about its a.x:1sare usually unimportant. With particular
joint dimensions (D, T, d, t, 9, defined in Fig. 1.1), lengths of members
and their positions, nominal membrane stresses in each brace of the
joint can be calculated assuming no distortion of the members and linear
stress distribution across each member. These stresses are here referred
3to as nominal stresses, anom~ With these assumptions
a = f(D, T, d, t, G, loads for each brace)
nom
However, because the chord is a thin-walled tube, the loads in the
braces ovalise the chord and consequently distort the braces. These
distortions cause bending of walls of the tubes. See Fig. 1.2. The
gradients along the axes of the tubes of the associated wall bending
moments vary so slowly in the vicinity of the junctions of the tube walls
that they are considered to be linear. See Fig. 1.). A shell stress
concentration factor K to quantify this shell bending is defined as
s
linearly extrapolated surface stress at weld toe
• beam' stress, a
nom
Linear extrapolation is implicit in finite element calculations using
shell type finite elements (Kuang (4» and explicit in the use of strain
gauge measurements from acrylic (Wordsworth (5» and steel (Irvine (6»
models.
With the definition of 0nom incorporating the effects of tube size
and inclination, it was assumed that, primarily,
Ks = f(brace spacing g, dihedral angle cjI)
However, the above ignores the real shape of the joint. The
presence of a brace (and the associated weld) causes additional stress
concentrations in the chord due to the increases of wall thickness which
change the stiffness of the chord wall AND due to the discontinuity of
the outside surface of the chord. A notch stress concentration factor
Kn to take account of these local effects is defined as
A
a
=
maximum stress in fillet
surface stress linearly extrapolated to toe
These values occur at different positions because the maximum surface
4stress does not occur at the weld toe but at a small distance in the weld
toe fillet arc (see Fig. 1.). Because it deals with the additional stress
concentrating effects, it was assumed that, primarily,
Knc = f(weld toe shape refT, ac and weld size HIT)
for the choxd end of the weld and
Knb = f(r~t,~ and hit)
for the brace end.
1.) Design Against Fatigue Failure BY Reductions in SCFs
Often, when a welded tubllar·joint fails under fatigue loading, the
fatigue crack ini tia tion site is at the toe of the weld. This is not
only the location of surface discontinuities such as flaws, crack like
defects and undercuttings, but is also the position of stress concen-
trations. The problem is thus two-fold and two avenues of investigation
are required,
r) a global analysis of tubular joints that ignores the shape
and size of the weld, known as the "extrapolation or hot-spot
method", and
ii) the determination of local stresses (on a microscopic scale
relative to i) in the weld toe fillets, known as "effect of
weld profile".
1.).1 Extrapolation, or Hot-Spot Methods
Surface strain measurements in steel tubular joints are usually
obtained from electric resistance strain gauges attached to the outer
surface of the tubes. The stresses computed from the strains are used
to predict hot-spot SCFs. Because the latter occurs in the weld toe
fillet, it is necessary to extrapolate the stresses from two (or more)
5points as shown in Fig. 1.4. It is therefore evident from the definition
of K given above, that, if gauges are located in the region where surface
s
stresses decay linearly with distance, hot-spot and shell SCFs are
synonymous terms.
The hot-spot method is widely adopted because it places the SCFs
from many different tubular joint geometries on a common basis. The
shell SCFs obtained from continuous stress distributions in this work
assist in the interpretation of hot-spot SCF and examine the errors
therein.
1.3.2 Effect of Weld Profile
Welded joints that conform to the reqUirement of a welding code
are known as prequalified. Some of the prequalified details for complete
joint penetration fillet welds in tubular joints are the subject of
possible amendments to API (7) and AWS (8) welding codes. To support
these proposals, fracture mechanics solutions are sought for a compre-
hensive range of tubular joint geometries and for fillet welds with
various profile "qualities". See Fig. 1.5. One of the guidelines
previously implemented to eliminate local stress concentrations where
crack-like defects occur at the weld toe is that a weld should blend
smoothly with the parent chord wall. These are idealised requirements
in which stress distributions are expected to be similar to those near
butt welds, where for thick sections the AWS welding code controls weld
angle and the radius to prevent drastic reductions in fatigue strength,
known as the "size effect".
This is not possible with fillet welded tubular connections because
of the large number of geometric configurations. Different degrees of
profile control at different positions in the tubular jOint are necessary
to maintain fatigue strength. The 1980 edition of the API code intro-
duced particular items of guidance with regard to profile control. A
6finished weld was designated "profiled" (Fig. 1..5d) or "non-profiled"
(Fig. 1.5a); the profiled weld merging smoothly with the parent plate
and the non-profiled weld requiring no specific profile treatment.
The significant difference between the S-N fatigue life curves appropri-
ate to each type of weld obviously placed importance on the definition
of profile control. To eliminate these ambiguities in this work, weld
profiles were designated "controlled" and "uncontrolled" in which the
features of each were quite distinct.
1.4 The Relevance of Plastic-Elastic strains
It has been observed (9, 10) that during the first load cycle in
fatigue tests on tubular joints, local yielding occurs at hot-spot
positions near to weld toes. strains exceeding yield values have been
measured b,y small gauges placed as near to the weld toe as possible;
typically 1.5 mm from the toe. However, it is unlikely that actual
plastic-elastic strains have been ~asured at "real" weld toes. Attempts
to model the plastic-elastic behaviour of 3-d joints using finite element
methods must consider the mechanical properties of the different mater-
ials a.t the toe of a weld. These are weld metal, heat affected zones
and parent plate.
Because plasticity precedes cracking, the behaviour of these joints
during the crack initiation period is important. The relevance of
plastic-elastic and residual plastic strains (in the important positions
in a tubular joint) is ~strain amplitude, i.e. the difference in
these values for typical loadings. These have been measured in this
work in real steel joints which represent the important positions in a
tubular joint.
71.5 Objectives of This Work
The objectives of this work ares
i) to study the influence of brace inclination, brace spacing,
weld size, weld angle and fillet radius on the elastic shell
and notch SCF at the brace and chord ends of the saddle and
crown, at the heel and toe positions of usual shapes of
joints used in offshore structures,
ii) to determine elastic surface strain and stress distri bltions
near the welds of multibrace tu1::ularjoints and. to relate
elastic hot-spot stresses to strains which could be measured
by strain gauges.
iii) to determine elastic, plastic-elastic and. residual plastic
strain distri blt10ns near to weld toes of real steel weld-
ments manufactured to offshore specifications.
1.6 Methods of Analysis
Four experimental. am. one numerical methods of analysis were used
to study elastic stresses and plastic-elastic strains in the vicinity
of weld toes. Because of the large number of tubular joint and. weld
profile geometries used in an offshore structure, a sub-structuring
approach was adopted. Small (approximately 1/6 to 1/8) scale three-
dimensional (3-d) photoelastic models were first used to determine
3-d stress fields for different tube configurations. These results
were used to design half- to full scale 2-d. photoelastic, finite elemant
and steel models.
The design of these models is described in Chapter 3. All models
were designed in accordance with appropriate codes of practice with
regard to shape and loading.
The experimental techniques given in Chapter 4 describe manufacture
8of the models and testing apparatus, and measurementof stress and/or
strain. In Chapter 5 the link betweenexperimental output data and
useful stress and/or strain information is madein the analysis of
readings.
Chapter 6 gives the results of the work. Elastic stress results
are separate from plastic-elastic strain results. For both, distributions
of surface and through-thickness stresses and strains showthe behaviour
of particular models. Maximumvalues in fillets and linearly extra-
polated values at weld toes are noted and the influence of the various
geometric parameters on the stress or strain concentration factors
follow.
All results are quoted for the intended geometric parameters and
perfect loading conditiona. The analysis of errors given in Chapter 7
describes the accumulation of error in the magnitudes of SCFsand SNCFs
due to dimensional deviation, alignment and magnitude of loads, ~asure-
ment of stress or strain and interpretation of results.
In the discussion in Chapter 8, the suitability of the methodsof
analysis is reviewed. The behaviour of welded tubular joints on global
and local scales is discussed. The implications of the results of this
work on the pred1ctlon of hot-spot peak fillet stresses are highlighted.
Comparisonsare madewith the results from other workwhich was given in
the literature survey in Chapter 2.
The important conclusions and relevance of this work in the context
of an overall offshore structures research programmeare summarisedin
Chapter 9.
9o Chord
• Maximum stress at any
position depending on
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T
Fig. 1.1 Definition of a Tubular X Joint and Hot-Spot Positions
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Fig. 1.2 Definition of Weld Profile and Stresses in a Simple Joint
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
During the last twenty years extensive research has been carried out
on the fatigue performance of welded tubular joints. Individual investi-
gations, in addition to the larger co-operative programmes,have recognised
fatigue as one of the most important factors in the design of offshore
structures. Someof the results of these investigations have since
been transcribed into recommendationsfor the design, manufacture and
inspection of welded.tubular joints to prevent fatigue failure. In
general this has relied on a family of S-N curves; plots of maximumstress
range against the numberof load cycles to failure, that have been
developed for a wide range of typical weld features. BecauseS-N curves
are extremely sensitive to variations in stress range, it is important
to obtain accurate am reliable values for maximumstresses in tubllar
joints.
A large amountof data nowexists on the subject of surface stresses
near the intersections of tubular members. This is a complexthree-
dimensional problem. Mathematical solutions have, in general, failed to
predict maximumvalues and generate stress distributions for the most
simple of connections. Investigations have therefore used experimental
and numerical methodsof stress (or strain) analysis.
The experimental techniques used were i) static strain gauge tests
on small scale acrylic models, ii) static and fatigue strain gauge tests
on (real) welded, scaled or full-size steel jOints, and iii) photoelastic
techniques. All three methodsare being used today.
1)
The numerical techniques used were i) analytical and ii) finite
element modelling. The development of computers, in the mid 1970's, which
were sufficiently powerful to analyse three-dimensional tubular jOints
using finite elements eliminated further attempts to produce satisfactory
analytical models.
Investigations have, in the main, obtained tube wall surface stresses
on idealised tube-to-tube connections with no weld, or have measured
strains at positions which do not record the effect of welds. However,
recent work has dealt exclusively in determining the localised stresses,
known as notch stresses, that occur near to the toes of welds. Attempts
have also been made to study the spread of plasticity from weld toes
using steel models and finite element representations of steel joints.
The literature review deals with these subjects in the following
sections I
2.2 Tubular joint stress distributions and geometric (or shell) SCFs,
2.3 Effect of weld profile on (elastic) stresses at weld toes, and
2.4 Plastic-elastic effects in tUbular joints.
2.2 Tubular Joint Stresses and Shell SCFs
2.2.1 Review of Codes of Practice
BS 6235 • 1982 (11) states that fatigue lives of a tubular joint
must be adequate both on the chord am brace sides of a weld. A long
term distribution of peak stress range at every location on a joint is
required to estimate probable fatigue life. The code requires that
local peak stresses should be those which are as near as possible to
the connection without being influenced by the weld profile. This
stress which is referred to as 'hot-spot stress' should be determined
by accepted practices; including finite element analYSis, parametric
equations or experimental evidence.
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DoEn Guidance Notes (12) define the hot-spot stress used in experi-
mental stress analysis of tubular joints as the greatest value around
the brace/chord intersection of the extrapolation to the weld toe of
the geometric stress distribution near the weld toe. This implies that
the stresses used to describe fatigue behaviour should incorporate the
effects of overall and local tube geometry, i.e. shell stresses, but
omit the concentrating effects of weld geometry.
API RP2A (7 ) considers local stresses at tubular connections in
terms of geometric SCFs because the microscale notch effects near weld
toes are reflected in the appropriate choice of S-N curve. The curves
should be nominated with regard to the severity of the notch effects in
terms of weld profile qualities. The hot-spot strain should be measured
by gauges adjacent and perpendicular to the run of the weld. The code
also notes that where empirical equations, e.g. (4), derived by finite
element methods are used, differences between mid-plane intersections
and actual hot-spot locations must be taken into account, along with
stiffening effects of the actual weld geometry.
AWS D1.1-B4 ( 8 ) states that the adequacy of simple T, Y and K
tubular connections in fatigue should be determined by testing an
accurately scaled model or by theoretical analysis (e.g. fin1te element
methods). In defining hot-spot stress or strain range the code states
that this is on the outside surface of intersecting members at the toe
of the weld joining the. - measured after shakedown in model or prototype
connection or calculated with best available theory.
2.2.2 Surface stress and Strain Distributions Near Weld Toes
Bouwkamp, University of California
Bouwkamp published a series of papers (e.g. 13,14) on different
approaches towards a solution for stress distributions and the behaviour
of tubular connections. Much of the future work carried out by other
..
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investigators takes its direction from his "state-of-the-art" synopsis
published in 1966 (13). Brittle lacquer, photoelastic, strain gauge and
full scale static loading techniques were used on tubular joints
incorporating gusset plates, stiffening rings, grouted columnsand local
wall thickening. Fig. 2.1a shows the principal stresses in a thick
walled unreinforced K joint (1 = 11.5, T = 0.33). Thewriter has
reproduced this in Fig. 2.1b in terms of the meanaxial stress in the
diagonal brace. Bouwkampexpressed surprise at finding the maximum
stress at the crowntoe (~= 1450) of the inclined brace, -rather than
at the saddle in the samebrace. This was attributed to the interaction
between the two braces which stiffened the crownand encourages load
transfer to these positions. Perhaps Bouwkamphad unwittingly chosen
the optimumgap at which brace interaction causes greater stresses at the
crown than do chord.wall deformations at the saddle. The gap parameter
was gjD = 0.11.
In a later paper (14) Bouwkampstudied the influence of weld defects
on surface stress using full si~ tubular K joints with, and without
complete weld penetration. Because of the configuration of a typical
jacket structure and the local stiffening effect of the chord by all
braces, unloaded brace stubs were introduced in another plane to the one
containing the loaded braces. The joints were instrumented using cross
gauges in crownplanes and rosettes in the saddle planes on all tube walls.
Single gauges measurednominal brace strains remote from the intersections.
The results are important in the interpretation of results in welded
tubular joints in whichweld defects are not detected or ignored. The
chord.wall strains for the non-defective and defective joints were
virtually identical, defective joint strains were only 2% to 7% greater.
Henceload transfer through the chord was unaffected by the weld defect.
The brace wall strains for the defective joints were 4% to 11%greater
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at the saddle positions, and 15%to 30.% greater at the crownpositions
than comparative strains in correctly constructed and repaired joints.
Gulati et al, Brownand Root, ll}c.
Gulati et al (15) expandedthe use of parametric equations
developed for single plane Kand KTjoints to applications involving
multi brace, multiplane joints subjected to combinedloading. It was
suggested that connection interactions consist of i) stiffening effects
on'the ovalisation of the chord tube betweenadjacent braces, and
ii) interaction of stress fields whentwo (or more) braces are loaded.
Additional stiffness caused by adding co-planar brace( s) was found
to decrease SOFsat saddle positions and increase SOFsin the crown
plane between the braces. This was attributed to the extra load carrying
capacity of the chord wall in this region. Little emphasis was placed
on the gap parameter" g/D which is shownby Wordsworth(5 ) to be
significant in the crownplane. The interaction of elastic stress
fields for combinedloading was shownto ..be by direct superposition
providing the geometry of the node, and the positions and numberof
braces were not varied.
Fessler, Little and Shellard, University of Nottingham,U.K.
Fessler, Little and Shellard. (16, 17) and Little (18) used three-
dimensional, frozen stress photoelastic techniques to determine prinoipal
sUrface stresses along tube walls and in large radii fillets. The details
of this experimental technique are given in Section 4.2.1. Modelswere
single plane K and KTtype joints (see Fig. 2.2a) with and without
overlap, in balanced axial loading. stresses obtained in the crown and
saddle planes are shownin Fig. 2.2b. Although the outside wall weld
fillets were smoothcircular arcs of radius r = 0.5t and the internal
fillets had a smaller radius ri ~ 0.1t, maximumstress concentrations
o
were found in the outer surface fillets at an angular position of 10 to
250 from the chord weld toe.
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Stress distributions appropriate to the saddle junction of a 900
brace show regions of linearity from 0.J5T to 1.50T from chord weld toes,
and from o.J6t to 2.J5t from brace weld toes. Shell SeFs obtained qy
linear extrapolation to the crotch of the joint (called Xj in ref. 16)
and maximum SCFs in the fillet (called If) are summarised in Table 2.1.
The results are for different crown and saddle positions and give notch
factors If/Xj for fillets of equal radius which occur at different positions
on a single tubular jOint.
The subject of local surface stress gradients has been investigated
elsewhere.
Ohtake et ale Sumitomo Metal Industries Ltd., Japan
From static and fatigue tests on high-strength steel (a ~ 800 N/m?)y
I l
K joints, Ohtake et al (11) showed chord wall surface (hoop and meridional)
o
stress distributions in the saddle plane near to a g = 90 brace. Results
for two joints, which differed onlY'in ChON wall thickness (r = 11.6
and 16), showed that the distance to the first point of contraflecture
in the chom. wall '0- measured in the hoop direction from the chord weld
otoe, was virtuallY' independent of r; the angular distances being 1J
o
and 15 of an arc. Because the chord shell SCFs were approximately
proportional to r, outside wall surface stress gradients, expressed in
terms of chord wall thickness T, were found to be independent of T.
These are important findings in a plane of symmetry because weld toe SCFs
are stronglY'influenced b,y stress gradients.
Wylde. Welding Institute, Cambridge U.K.
Tests carried out on welded tubular K and KT joints of chord
dimensions D = 457 lIIJI1 and T = 16 nunwere reported by Wylde (10). The
joints, with and without overlap, were tested under balanced axial load
or out-of-plane bending. Some of the joints, e.g. a non-overlapped K,
were comprehensively strain gauged to determine complete stress distributions
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are
in the braces and chord as shown in Fig. 2.3. Principal stress vectors
shown for (a) the start of a fatigue test (b) after 5 x 106 cycles
(c) 9 x 106 cycles; the latter corresponding to a point just priorand
to through thickness cracking of the chord wall at the saddle near
brace-A (9 = 900). Although the stress at the original hot-spot reduced
to a low level, the stresses in the remainder of the joint were found to be
similar to those at the start of the test. This suggests that if improve-
ments were made to the weld profile only in the region of the original
hot-spot, fatigue life would be greatly increased.
Chord wall surface strain distributions in the crown plane between
the braces showed the effects of brace proximity on weld toe strain
(or stress) concentrations. Brace interaction resulted in the extra-
polated strain at the weld toe of the (lesser loaded) 900 brace being
virtually zero. The strain at the weld toe of the inclined brace was
increased due to the large bending gradients in the gap region. Hence ,
for joint optimisation a critical value of g/D or g/T may exist in which
the hot-spot for a X joint in balanced axial load transfers from the
saddle to the crown toe position.
2.2.3 Through-thickness Stress Distributions near Weld Toes
Fessler and Marston. University of Nottingham,U .X.
Fessler and Marston (20, 21) developed and used an automatic micro-
polariscope to study through-thickness chord wall stresses in 3-d
photoelastic models of tubular X-joints. Slices cut from frozen stress
models were examined in a modified optical microscope in which the minimum
intensity of light was measured by a photomultiplier. The positioning
of the point under observation and fringe readings were automated to
enable stress separation using Frocht's shear different method (22).
Marston studied joints in the crown and saddle planes with three
different weld shapes. These are shown, with the tubular joint
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configuration, in Fig. 2.4. A total of six Araldite models were made
using the precision-casting technique, developed by Fessler and Perla (23)
and Little (18). The correct weld profiles were formed on identical
pairs of models. Each brace was loaded separately in axial tension.
The results were presented in terms of direct cartesian (hoop,
meridional and radial) and shear stress indices, i.e. multiples of 0
nom
oin the 90 brace, for a large number of chord sections in the crown and.
saddle (900 brace only) planes. An example is given in Fig. 2.5.
The plots show that hoop and meridional stress linearity exists in all
directions to a point near to the outside wall surface in the vicinity of
either a fillet, or the intersection of a brace wall. The distance from
the outside wall or fillet surface to this point was called notch zone.
Marston quantified the stresses within the notch zone as a through-
thickness notch factor. This is the difference between the maximum
surface stress and the stress extrapolated to the same surface from the
linear distribltion. These are given in Table 2.2 for the different
weld shapes, positions and brace loading.
The results show that the extent of notch stress is greater at saddle
positions where the chord walls are predominantly in bending.
2.2.4 Existing Parametric Formulae for SOFs
There are several alternative equations available for the prediction
of hot spot saFs at different positions in tubular joints. In these
equations SOFs are given in terms of the geometric parameters relevant to
the particular tubular configuration, e.g. T, Y, K, N or X, and loading,
for which they were developed. The equations are of the usual form
saF = a a• 'Y • • • • • (2.1)
where a, a, b, c, d, e = constants
f1 f2 = algebraic functions
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'V' L, a, 1;, 8 = geometric parameters
= inclination of brace to chord tube
Wordsworthand Smedley. Lloyds Register of Shipping, London
The technique of using strain gauges to obtain stress distributions
along the surfaces of small scale acrylic models of tubular joints was
used by Wordsworthand SEdley (24) and.Wordsworth(5 ). Parametric
equations were developed to predict the SCFsat different positions in
T, Y and X type joints (24) and in K and KTtype joints (5 ) for all
brace loading modes. SOIleof these formulae are swnma.r1sedin Table 2.3.
Theyare given for the chord side of the intersection at crown and saddle
positions.
The basic concept of this workwas that a K or KTjoint maybe
likened to a T or Y joint on to which additional braces are added. If
other co-planar braces were loaded, chord deformations resulting from
these mayextend to the original brace and. superimpose, by adding or
subtracting (depending on the sense of load), stmsses at the intersections.
SCFswere effectively shell SCFsmeasuredat the 'crotch'; the
intersection of the outs1de brace and chord wall surfaces. Notch stresses
near the crotch were ignored. Most of the tests on K and KTjoints were
done on modelswithout fillets at the crotch. In ref. (5 ) Wordsworth
refers to an earlier paper which shows that "the introduction of a fillet
transposes the stress distribution, by a distance of about ha.l£ the fillet
leg length, awayfrom the crotch". This recognises the effect stress
gradients have on weld toe SCFs. Aweld leg length correction factor
J.(1 + X/T) 3, where x is weld leg length, was proposed. This is
multiplied by the SCFsobtained from the equations in Table 2.3. This
factor was derived main17from tests on T joints with model fillets.
Tests carried out on K joints indicated that the correction factor was
"of the right order for this type of joint" although it varied for
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different loading modesbecause of different surface stress gradients.
Kuanget al, ExxonProduction Research Co., Houston
Kuanget al presented several papers (e.g. 4 , 25) in which a large
numberof tubular T, Y, Kand KTjoints were analysed by fim te element
methodsusing flat fac&t-shell elements. The joints were divided into
'basic regions' and four levels of meshrefinement were used to reflect
the regional variations in surface stress gradients. The analytical
hot-spot, where SCFswere measured, was at the intersection line of the
mid-surface of the 'brace and chord. This imposedthe complication of
qualifying all results for SCFswith the position where they were
measured, as Kuang demonstrated in Fig. 2.6a. Fig. 2.6b showsthat
stresses measuredon the outside chord and brace walls are sensitive
to this position if the distance from the intersection is less than
0.5 inch.
The 19sul ts of the analyses were used to produce someparametric
SCFequations given in Table 2.3. The applicability and accuracy of
these equations was verified by comparisonwith the empirical equations
obta1ned by other investigators. namelyReber. Beale and Toprac. and
Visser. These references are given in (4). Evaluation of these
equations revealed disagreement as to the significance of the various
geometric parameters. Kuangpresented his data in a formwhich he
considered to be appealing to most designers; algebraic or trigonometric
functions of the dimensionless ratio of physical tube dimensions.
Gibstein. DnV,Norway
Gibstein (26) used J-d thin shell finite elements to derive similar
parametric equations as Kuang for tubular T joints. These are also given
in Table 2.3. The results showedthe influence of the individual
parameters a, 'Y, T and. B on principal stress around.brace/chord inter-
sections.
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Efthymiouand Durkin. Koninklijke!Shell Exploration, Netherlands
A comprehensivestudy leading to parametric equations for SCFsin T
and Y, and gap/overlap K tubular joints was reported qy Efthymiouand
Durkin (27). Theyused a finite element programme'PMBSHELL'that was
developed specifically to modelwelded tubular joints using 3-d curved
elements. The developmentani compliance to tubular joint stress analysis
of these eleIlBnts was reported by Liaw et al (28) in 1976. Efthymiou
modelled flat fillet weld profiles around entire brace-to-chord (or
brace-to- brace, for overlap) intersections. A1though SCFswere obtained
qy the extrapolated "hot-spot" method, the results reflected the con-
tri bltion madeto joint stiffness qy the weld fillet. Someof the
parametric equations are listed in Table 2.3.
Efthymiounoted that differences in SCFspredicted qy the equations
of other investigations were due to different end conditions and effective
span to chord diameter (a = 2L/D) ratios. The stresses at weld toes were
found to be smaller for short chord lengths because the natural decay
of stress, associated with chord ovalisation, was interrupted. For
chord slenderness ratios in the range 8 {. y < 16, effective span did not
influence SCFswhenex> about 10. Crownvalues were not affected by this.
Gapand overlap K and N joints were extensively studied; about 100
combinations of loading and geometry. The effect of the brace gap in
the crownplane was found to be significant at the chord weld toe for
g/n < 0.25 and Y= 16. For other values of y, the SCFv g/n curves
were asymptotic elsewhere, suggesting that the parameter g/T characterises
this effect. Brace SCFswere not significantly affected showing that
stresses due to chord wall bending were dissipated through the large
mass of the 'weld'.
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Pan et al. Exxon Production Research Co.
Pan et al (29) suggested that the gap parameter was a measure of
additional strengthening between co-planar braces and found that above glD
values of approximately 0.2, static failure load was independent of the
gap. Here was further evidence of the correlation between static strength
and stresses at intersections of tubular joints. This is also supported
by Marshall and Graff (JO).
Buitrago et ale Exxon Production Research Co.
The parametric equations developed by Buitrago et al (31) were for
Y and non-overlapped K joints. The computer program used in the finite
eleDBnt program wasTKJOINTJ the same program used by Kuang. However an
alternative approach was adopted for this work in which influence factors
A were given in terms of joint geometry and load case at potential hot-
spot locations. The locations were crown toe and saddle positions at
the brace and chord ems of welds. The combined hot-spot SCF is obtained
by super-position of stresses induced by each brace load as followsl
m m
SCF = L
i = 1
L
j = 1
• • • • • (2.2)
°ij = nominal stress in brace "i" under load "J"
Aij = influence factor for each brace and load case
m = number of loaded braces
n = number of load cases considered
The influence factors for K joints in axial loading are given in
Table 2.3.
2.2.4.1 Comparison of EJlPirical.Equations for Each Geometric Parameter
The variation in SCF values predicted by the parametric equations
developed by Womsworth. lCuang. Efthymlou and Buitrago for y. e • T. l; and
g are shown in Fig. 2.7. The values were obtained for a K joint in
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balanced axial loading at the chord end of the weld at the saddle position
near the brace of greatest inclination. The results were determined
for the geometric parameters ,,(, 8 and r used in this work for corner
K joints, i.e. "( = 12.5 and 8 = '( = 0.5. Other convenient values were
~ = 0.1 and 9 = 450•
2.2.5 Unified Approachto Hot-Spot Stress Determination
Back, Wardenier and Kurobane1• Delft University, Netherlams &
1KumamotoUniversi ty! Japan •
The large numberof data and parametric equations derived madeit
apparent that there was a need for a commonapproach to stress related
fatigue analysis. Back, Wardenier and Kurobane(J2) reviewed the various
(mainly European) techniques for fatigue analysis; in particular the
"hot-spot" strain (or stress) range method. Several methodswere being
used to determine the strain-life behaviour of tubllar joints. These were
distinguished by either i) nominal.or ii) hot-spot stress methods. In
(i) the stress concentration is ind1reotly considered by classification
of the joint using different S-Ncurves, or by taking into account
geometrical parameters and multiplying the stress level in S-Ncurves
by a certain factor. Kurobanenoted that in Japan, direct relationships
between static am fatigue strengths are assumed.to depend on the same
geometrical parameters. (Marshall am Graff (30) support this concept
and showhowthe geometrical parameters which influence static strength
joint efficiency maybe utilised in finite element analyses to develop
design equations for the fatigue life of complextubular joints.)
In (ii) Back states that the hot-spot strain (or stress) must be
clearly defined before results presented in S-Nplots can be discussed.
Because the influence of the weld toe is difficult to determine and its
effect on maximumstress changes along the run of the weld, the extra-
polated hot-spot stress methodwas developed. The lIB thod relies on
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linear extrapolation to the weld toe of stresses measured at prescribed
distances from it. See also Fig. 1.4.
Irvine. UKAEA, Risley, U.K.
These distances were given by Irvine (6 ) as shown in Fig. 2.8.
They represent the extent of linear surface stress decay with distance
from the intersection of two tubes, or, in the presence of a weld, from
its toe. Brace wall bending stresses decay fairly linearly in an axial
directi on for distances of 0.8 J rt, am are negligible at about 5 J rt .
The distance parameter/it is a function of the characteristic length
for a cylinder in bending. Notch stresses, which arise because of the
abrupt change in geometry at a weld, were found to extend for a distance
of 0.2..rrt from the weld toe. Because weld dimensions on a tubllar
joint (to AWS standards) are related to brace wall thickness, the size
of the notch zone should scale with increasing size of joint.
Gurney (JJ) found no correlation with brace radius and suggested
a distance of about 0.4T instead of 0.2 J rt. The extent of the linear
stress regions in Fig. 2.8 were agreed qy the European Community of
Steel and Coal (ECSC) Tedmica1 Working Party on Tubular Joint Testing.
The expressions were empirical.
Irvine (:')4) reviewed the stress analysis DJ3thods used in the U.K.
Offshore Steels Research Project (UKOORP). These were strain gauge tests
on full-size steel and small scale acrylic models, finite element analyses
of these joints, and photoelastic studies of models with welds as
featured on steel models. A tubular T-joint was used to study the
differences in techniques. The outside surface stress distribltions
obtained from the four DJ3thods are shown in Fig. 2.9 for a saddle
pOSition. The closest agreement in results is between the steel and
photoelastic tests because both were modelled with real weldments.
The absence of welds in the acrylic models, and lack of physical thick-
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ness (not stiffness) in the thin shell finite elements, were responsible
for the differences in stress distributions and SCFs at the most
critical positions.
Irvine also clarified a difficulty that occurs at certain locations,
particularly at the saddle of inclined braces, where the stress perpend-
icular to the run of a weld is not a maximum principal stress. Rosette
gauges should be used to detect this and the value quoted as hot-spot
stress is the extrapolated maximum principal stress.
2.3 stresses at Weld Toes
2.3.1 Weld Toe Notch Factors
Gibstein. DnV, Norway
The stress-fatigue behaviour of tubular joints with welds of
irregular and undefined geometry was stuiied by Gi bstein (35). Strain
distributions were used to cha.:ra.cterisediffexent positions around. the
brace-to-chozd intersection of T and Y joints as either 'notch free'
or 'notch effective'.
At certain locations, i.e. most brace and some chord ends of weldS,
lineari ty extended to wi thin 1.6 mm of the weld toe. Ext:ra.polated
weld toe values were obviously 'notch free'. In welds that did not
blend smoothly with tube walls a rapid, non-linear increase in strain
commencing at about 4 mm from the weld toe was measured. This distance
was independent of wall thickness, position (i.e. chord or brace) and
loading. The severl ty of the notch effect varied between different
models and along the same weld front. Its nunerical definition is
shown in Fig. 2.10 as the ratio between the stress at a weld toe
divided by the stress at the same position. which corresponds to a 'notch
free' condition. Notch numbers at chord weld toes were 1.24 to 1.36
for fillet welds of varied but unspecified geometry.
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Dover and Connolly. University College London
Dover and Connolly (J6) reported on a fracture mechanics approach
to the fatigue behaviour of welded tubular T, Y and K joints. The
results of strains measured in the near weld region on outside chord
walls in full-size steel (grade 50D) joints were combined with crack
growth data to provide experimental verification of theoretical and
numerical fatigue models.
The results of stress analysis gave weld toe SCFs in excess of
extrapolated geometric SCFs (~) by a value Kw called the weld SCF.
It was anticipated KW would show large variations, around the tubular
intersection, due to changes in weld geometry. The results given in
the paper did not confirm this. A possible explanation was that some
gauges were positioned too far from the weld toe to measure the full
notch effect. The authors concluded that if Kw could be determined,
it may be possible to model early fatigue crack growth.
Atzorl and Pappalettere. Bart University, Italy
Several papers have been published qy Atzorl and Pappalettere et al
(37, 38, 39, 40) on the evaluation of peak and weld toe SCFs and surface
stress gradients very close to weld toes using finite element methods
and strain gauged X and T plate specimens.
The most recent work Qy Papalettere (39) derived surface stress
distributions in cruciform specimens in which the variable parameters
were weld toe radii, in the range 0.08 t r/t ( 0.316, and lack of
penetration (LOP) 0%, 5~ and 100% of the specimen wall thickness.
Shapes, dimensions and loading are shown in Fig. 2 .11a. Strains were
measured using gauge chains with ten measuring grids 0.51 mID or 0.79 mID
long. In some instances, gauges were attached in the arc of the toe
fillet. Finite element models were studied with identical geometries.
The stress distributions shown in Fig. 2.11b are for full penetration
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joints with two different weld toe radii. The variation in the maximum
stress indices K = 01. 1/0 with r/t is shownin Fig. 2.11c. The
oca nom
resul ts fit the empirical expression
K = A(r/T)b ..... (2.J)
Values for A and b are given in Table 2.4.
Atzori and Pappalet tere (40) used fini ta elements with a very fine
meshin the weld toe region (Fig. 2.12a) to determine the magnitudes
and positions of SCFs, and surface stress distributions in fillet welded
T-plate joints. In the models, weld toe radii (r = 1 mm), weld angle
(450) and weld leg length (h = 1.5t) were constant. The range of
wall thicknesses was t = 2 to 100 mm. Typical surface stress distributions
are shownin Fig. 2.12b. The variation of peak (in the toe fillet)
and weld toe SCFwith r/T is summarisedin Fig. 2.12c for different
loading. The exponential increase in Kwith decreasing r/t maybe
(in part) due to the angular position cp of the maximum stress in the
fillet. The value of cp increased from (approx.) 100 to 250 for r/t = 0.5
to 0.01.
Lawrenceet al. Un!versi ty of Illinai s
Similar, concur.rent work to tha.t of Pappalet tare was carried out by
Lawrenceet al (41) on five different butt and fillet welded joints shown
in Fig. 2.1Ja. Surface and through-thickness stress distributions were
obtained using fini te element methods. Avery fine meshwas used to
model circular arcs at weld toes.
Lawrencefound that the position of maximumstress was confined to
a very small region approximately 0.16r (r = weld toe radius = 0.76 mm).
The angular position of the stress concentrations, measuredaround the
o 4 0fillet from the toe, was 15 for a 5 weld angle. The variation in
Kwith t/r shownin Fig. 2.1Jb is a power function
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K = 1 + ex(t/r)O.5 ...• • (2.4)
in which the constant exrepresents the macrogeornetryand loading condition
of the weldment. Someof the values for exgiven for axial and bending
tests are summarisedin Table 2.5.
For the butt welded specimen loaded in tension, the coefficientocA
increases with weld angle Q according to the approximate expression
• .• • • (2.5)
2.3.2 Local Stress Gradients at WeldToes
Marston (21) showedthat in tubular joints, chord wall through-
thickness stresses were sufficiently linear to be resolved into
axial and ben:iing components.
Burdekin et al. UMIST,UpK.
Burdekin et al. (42) explored this theme in a stress and fracture
mechanics analysis of fatigue crack propagation in tubular T joints.
Using finite element techniques, crown and saddle intersections were
modelled with 'single' or 'double' sille, wedgeshaped weld profiles.
The results, reproduced in Table 2.6, showconsiderable reductions in
SCFat the saddle where surface stress gradients are mown to be large.
Reductions, in the order of 10%,were recorded at the crownwhere
stress gradients are smaller. The severity of surface stress gradients
are probably associated with the relative magnitudes of bending and
axial stresses near to weld toes. Fig. 2.14 shows the effect of B
and 't on the degree of bending. The proportion of bending was greater
at the saddle than at the crown, and greater for small values of Bat
the crown. The influence of 't is contained within a ±~ scatterband.
SCFswere comparedwi th those derived from the parametric equations
of Efthymiou (27) and Wordsworth(5 ). The results comparedfavourably
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with Efthymiou's equations at the crown, but over estimated at the saddle.
However,results were equal whenthe weld leg length h = O.3t. The
implications of these results suggest that SCFsshould be qualified
with the actual weld profiles used, particularly weld size at saddle
positions.
2.3.3 WeldShape and ToeProfile Investigations
Marshall. Shell, Houston, Texas
Several investigators have studied the effects of weld profile on
the fatigue performance of tubular joints. Recommendationsfor methods
to improveU.S. field practice were given by Marshall (43). A1though
different S-Ncurves, e.g. API X-1 and X-2, were used in anticipation
of different weld profiles, attempts to enforce profile control brought
mixedresults. The self -shielded FCAW process gave large beads in the
vertical am. overhead poeitions. This led to an unacceptable amountof
weld toe grinding in order to satisfy the requirements of the so-called.
"dime-test" ani to removecrack like defects, flaws ani undercut at
the posi tiona of maximum stress. These criteria are summa.r1sedin
Fig. 2.15.
Marshall Ql-3) suggested an alternative approach to practical weld
profile control called "profile design". These are shownin Fig. 2.16
for the different positions in the brace to chord connection. The
intensions are clear; flat profiles are first la1d downusing a high
deposition rate process followed by a definite size fillet at the
chord.weld toe. The newfillet has to i) be large enough to transfer
the position of peak SCFto a lower stress field, ii) be madeusing
electrodes with goodwetting characteristics to provide generous toe
radii, 11i) 11m1t the weld toe angle to (apprax.) 450, and 1v) be hot.
enough to avoid the formation of hard. heat affected zones.
)1
Backand Vaessen. Delft University, Netherlands.
Oneof the parameters responsible for the control of stress concen-
trations at weld toes is the weld finishing. This was studied by
Backand Vaessen (44) on full-size, steel tubular T joints. Theweld
finishing techniques used were toe griming and improvedprofiles. The
"ordinary" and "improved"profiles are shownin Fig. 2.17a. Chordwall
surface strain index distributions are shownin Fig. 2.17 for the two
profiles. Extrapolated weld toe SNCFsare greater in the ordinary
profile because strain gradients are larger and. the SNCFis measured
nearer to the brace wall. The small reduction in surface strain
gradients for the improvedprofile was attributed to the stiffening effect
of the larger weld, a smoother toe profile am/or normal scatter in
strain gauge results. Thewr1ters concluded that the main reduction
in strain concentration factors for improvedweld profiles were due
to shifting of the weld toe into a lower stress field.
2.4 Plastic-Elastic Investigations in Tubular am. WeldedJoints
There appears to be a paucity of information on the plastic-elastic
behaviour of welded tubular joints, particularly experimental work. The
post yielded behaviour of these joints has been largely ignored by
investigators am. generally accepted as a localised problem in which
the effeots have been intrinsically absorbed in the deSign rules
against fatigue failures.
Despite the apparent absence of an experimental methodwhich can
measureplastic strains at weld toes, a few investigatDrs have attempted
to quantify the effects of plasticity on tubular joint performance.
J2
2.4.1 Effect of Tensile Overstrain at WeldToes
Bouwkampand Mukhopadhyay.Universi ty of California
The development of local strains, ~ear weld toes, which exceed
yield strain cause residual plastic strains'. Bouwkamp( 9) found
tensile overstrain of welded tubular T-joints reduced fatigue life by
an order of magnitude whenmaximumstrain Emaxwas 4 times yield strain
"r' Tests were carried out on AS'lMgrade A36steel (= grade SOD) in
which the ratio of the strain amplitude E~Ey was varied from 0.6
to 4.0. Strains were measuredin regions assumedto contain residual
welding stress and near to stress concentrations. The results for the
first loading cycle showeda non-linear load-strain ,relationship and
substantial residual plastic strain. SNCFsfor different geometries
were 4.1 am 6.0. Subsequent load responses were elastic with SNCFs=
1.7 and 2.3 respectively. The initial residual state of stress and
subsequent development of large strains (during the first load cycle)
prior to essentially an elastic behaviour was found to be commonto
welded tubular joints.
2.4.2 Plastic-Elastic Strain Distributions
Yoshida et al. University of Tokyo
The elastic and plastic-elastic behaviour of a tubular T-joint
was studied. by Yoshida et al (45) using shell and solid analysis finite
element programs. The tubular joint was sub-div1ded into two regions.
For detailed. behaviour near the intersection of the tubes, a 3-d e1asto-
plastic deforma.tion solid analysis was used, The elements were layered
through the thickness to represent progressive p1astiricat1on. An
iterative, incremental methodbased on the changing stiffness of the
joint was adopted to satisfy equilibrium during each load or displace-
ment step. Elsewhere, flat plate elements were used. The composite
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mesh is shownin Fig. 2.18a.
Tube material (0 = 383 N/mm2)and full penetration fillet weldsy
(0 = 501 N/mm2)of convex, flat and concave profile were assumedto bey
perfectly plastic solids. The concave and convex weld profiles were
circular arcs of 20 mm radius. Surface strain distributions in the
saddle plane given in Fig. 2.18b showthe effects of weld profile and
weld leg length. At P = 14t, £ = 175J.1£.
nom
SNCFsin the order of 9.5
to 12.5 were measured. Decrease in weld toe strains in convex and concave
profiles was 11%. The flat to concave profile reduction in strain was
$. Yoshida found no effect on SNCFdue to profile at the crown.
The extent of plastid ty. based on 0 = 56 N/mm2= 0.145 0 ,
nom y
is shownin Fig. 2 .18c. The depth of the plastic region in the chord
wall is about 0.35 T from the outside surface and 0.5t in the brace wall.
The size of the plastiC zone is fairly large for this loading considering
that typical working values of 0 = 140 to 200 N/mm2• Plasticity
nom
appears to be spread1ng more rapidly in the (weaker) parent plate
than in the weld. This suggests that material properties at weld toes
are as important as geometry after the onset of yielding.
Tieyun and Shuiyun. Shanghai Jiao TongUmversi ty
Tieyun (46) ~ormul.atedplastic-elastic fim te element techniques
to study the spread of plasticity in tubul.ar T am Y joints. The
accuracy of the programwas checked.against strain gauge measurements
madeon full size, low carbon steel, tubular Y joints of identical
geometry, loaded in axial compression. Hot-spot stress-strain curves
were in good.agreement up to 0.8%strain. Load contours, representing
the edges of plastic zones for the experimental and numerical methods,
are shownin Fig. 2.19a. The results showedplasticity developing first
in the chord wall at the saddle position and, progressed more rapidly
around the intersection line of the tubes than in a circumferential
direction.
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Elastic and.plastic strains were also computed by fin!te element
methods along the intersection of brace am chord tubes. Chord wall strain
distributions are shown in Fig. 2.19b.
Table 2.1
Summary of Extrapolated Shell (Xj) and Peak Fillet (If) SCFs for
K and KT Non-Overlapped Joints (16)
Type SCFs
1
Junction
of Location Angles Chord values Brace valuesNo. on modeljoint g 4- Xj If If/Xj Xj If If/Xj
1 K Crown 450 450 0 •.50 0.99 1.98 0.80 1.77 2.21
KT heel 0.49 0.93 1.90 0 •.50 1.99 3.98
6 KT -1.51 -1.60 1.06 -0.28 -1.57 5.61
2 K Crown 450 1350 1.20 3.75 3.13 2.38 3.75 1.57
KT toe 2.20 4.00 1.82 2.60 4.00 1.53
5 KT -3.75 -4.91 1.J1 -J.58 -4.91 l.J7
3 K Crown 900 900 -2.90 -4 •.50 1.55 -J •.50 -4 •.50 1.29
KT -1.10 -2.75 2 •.50 -2.20 -2.75 1.25
4 K N/A -1.68 - N/A -1.68 -
KT
-1.60 -J.15 1.97 -2.70 -3.15 1.17
7 K Saddle 900 1200 -2.70 -4.75 1.76 -J.20 -4.75 1.48
I
I
1. All values expressed in terms of mean axial stress in brace in tension
N/A = values not available.
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Table 2.2
Estimates of Through-Thickness Chord Wall Notch Factors and Extents (21)
a) oQ = 90 Brace loaded
Position Brace Weld Notch Extent
Q
'"
Profile 1 Factor of Notch
In Effect2
Crown S 2.1 0.13T
(remote from 900 900 R 1.1 O.lST
other brace)
C 0.9 0.07'1'
Crown S 1.2 0.15T
(near to 900 900 R 1.5 0.13T
other brace)
C 0.6 0.07T
450 450
R 0.5 0.17T
Crown
C 0.6 O.l1T
900
S 5.3 0.28T
Saddle 1200 C 2.6 0.2OT
b) Q = 450 Brace loaded
1350 C 2.8 0.19T
Crown 450 450 C 1.1 0.19T
Saddle 900 1200 C 1.0 0.1JT
Notes
1. S = Sharp, R = Radius, C = Chamfer welds defined in Fig. 2.4.
2. Distance from outside surfaces to commencement of maximum linear
through-thickness stress.
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Table 2.3
Some Parametric Equations for SCFs in Tubular T, Y, K and X Joints
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Table 2.4
Constants of the Empirical Expression for SCFs obtained
by Pappalettere (39)
Loading L.O.P. A b
0% 1.23 -0.305
Axial .50% 1.42 -0.318
100% 1.91 -0.314
0% 1.03 -0.281
Bending 50% 1.04 -0.282
100% 1.04 -0.295
L.O.P. = lack of penetration
A and b defined in equation 2.3.
Table 2.5
Elastic Notch Stress Concentration Coefficients2for Different Weldments (41)
Joint ref. Description1 Geometry Axial Bending
ip Fig. 2.1Ja (Fig. 2.13&) aA aB
A T-joint, FPFW, 9 = 450 0.35 0.19Fixed ends
,
B X-joint, PPFW 9 = 450 2cft = 0 0.35 0.19
" 2cft = 0.5 0.38 "
" 2cft = 0.75 0.41 "
" 2cft = 1 0.45 "
D Double V groove 9 = 100 0.13 -
butt weld Q = 150 0.18 -
9 = 300 0.23 -
9 = 450 0.27 0.165
Q = 600 0.31 -
Notes
1. FPFW, full penetration fillet weld
PPFW, partial " " "
2. a defined in e uation 2.4.
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Table 2.6
Comparison of parametric equation values for radial SCF with those
from F.E. studies with single and double welds (42)
Parametric SCF Single Weld SCF Double Weld SCF
s T Crown Saddle Crown Saddle Crown Saddle
0.56 1.0 9.18 8.35 4.3 9.06 4.1 3.8
0.56 0.64 6.35 3.42 2.92 3.25 2.42 1.35
0.35 0.8 4.81 7.93 3.23 8.55 3.14 6.48
0.35 0.64 3.84 5.08 2.51 5.75 2.31 4.07
0.63 0.8 5.15 8.06 2.69 7.84 2.69 3.37
0.63 0.64 4.24 5.16 2.24 4.61 2.12 1.94
0.63 1.0 6.60 8.07 3.61 8.45 3.43 3.90
39
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Fig. 2.2a Geometry and Loading in Photoelastic Models used by
Fessler and Little (16)
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a) Elastic loads at 0 =50 N/mm2
nom
b) 6After 5 x 10 cycles
, ~ 1111 IS' /1»
c) 6After 9 x 10 cycles
Fig. 2.) Directions and Magnitudes of Principal stresses in Chord
Wall of 900/45° K-type Tubular Joint (after Wylde (10»
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Line of analysis in Fig. 2.5
Radius weldChamfer weld
Fig. 2.4 Tubular Joint Configuration and Weld Profiles used by Fessler
and Marston (20)
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Fig. 2.12a Weld Toe Geometry and
F .E. Mesh
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CHAPTER J
ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM AND MODEL DESIGN
J.1 General Considerations
The large number of geometric configurations and loading modes in
the tubular steel jacket of an offshore structure is minimised Qy basing
the investigation on the weld and assessing shapes and loading modes
according to their effects on the stresses at, and near the weld toes.
The curvature of any tube in an offshore structure is very much smaller
than the curvature of the most generously dressed (radiused) weld.
Therefore the curvature of the 'run' of the weld is unimportant and the
diameter-to-thickness ratios D/T and d/t have little influence on the
stress distr1 bution near the weld toe. It therefore seems reasonable to
assume that the effects of the shape parameters D/T and d/D, d/ t and 9
for every brace in the joint are included in the nominal brace stress
o and that brace proxia1ty g and dihedral angle ~ control the shel1
nom
SCFs Ks. The length of plain chord surface g' (see Fig. J.1) is a more
realistic parameter than g. the distance between the (extended) tube
surfaces, because the latter defines a distance between positions inside
two welds. Stress concentration factors are usually measured at weld
toes at the end of the plain chord surface.
Because the curvature of the weld toe predominates, the greatest
stresses are fillet stresses usually in the plane perpendicular to the
fillet surface. Cross sections of the tubularjo1nt, perpendicular to the
run of the weld, may be considered as "simple joints" consisting of two
tube walls and a small weld fillet. The shape of the tube walls forming
a simple joint is therefore defined Qy the chord plate thickness T, the
brace plate thickness t 'and the local dihedral angle between them c¥ •
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Stress distributions are also known to be affected by the proximity
of other fillets and the extent of the weld fillet from the intersection
of the outer tube surfaces. These effects have to be established.
The effect of the weld on maximum stresses at hot-spot locations is
to interrupt and modify the outside wall surface stress distribution near
to weld toes. Stress gradients are usually large at hot-spots and
because peak stresses are nearly always found at the weld toe, weld size
is an important parameter. Weld shape is also known to influence the
maximum stress because of the localised notch effects near to weld toes, (6).
The influential parameters involved in the stress distributions
near to weld toes are therefore.
a) brace proximity, i.e. the real gap between weld toes where
ma.x1.mumstresses are found.,
ii) brace inclination, i.e. the local dihedral angle between
the outside chord and brace walls,
iii) weld size, i.e. the distance to the weld toe from the inter-
section of outside chord and brace walls, and
iv) weld toe profile, i.e. the shape of the weld fillet where
it merges with the outer tube walls.
Three dimensional (J-d), frozen stress photoelastic models were used
to determine surface stress distributions and. obtain shell SaFs. The
effects of brace proximity and brace inclination were investigated USing
non-overlapped corner K joints, shown in Fig. 3.1 and 3.2. The effects
of weld size and (to a limited extent) brace inclination were investigated
using X joints, shown in Fig. 3.3. The outer and inner surface stresses
obtained from these models Mere used to establish equivalent two-
dimensional (z-a) systems in the planes of symmetry of 3-d models. These
simple joints were represented using large scale, flat models with
accurate weld profiles.
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2-d models were used to investigate the effects of weld toe profile
and. weld size on peak and notch SCFs. Photoelastic and finite element
methodswere used to study elastic stresses. Steel weldmentswere manu-
factured to study plastic-elastic effects.
3.2 Design of 3-d Photoelastic Models
3.2.1 Geometric Parameters and Dimensions
There are two types of 3-d models; multibrace corner-K (called OK)
joints aId X joints. In each, the geometric parameters that were selected
for the investigation were varied over a realistic and experimentally
convenient range of values. These aze given later. In all 3-d models
the chord diameter D = 200 mm.
The parameters which were shownin the previous section to be less
important on the stresses near weld toes were constant. These were
'Y' B. 't aId o. The values assigned to these were as follows.
a) Tr'= D/2T = 12.5. Data given in (47). show that the most frequently
used values of 'Y in offshore jacket installations are in the range
10 < "( 't 20. The lower practical 11m1t of 'Y is 10 at which plate cannot
be cold rolled to a greater curvature. A value of 12.5 was therefore
chosen as being typical am similar to previous photoelastic work on
welded tubular K joints (16, 20).
b) B = diD = 0.5. This 1s shown (47) to be most frequent in the range
0.4 ~ 8 't 0.6. Inspection of well known parametric formulae (e.g. 5 )
showSCFsfor single plane K joints to be maximumwhenB = 0.5. This
value was also used previously (16. 20).
c) 't = tiT = 0.5. This is shown(47) to be most frequent in the range
0.5 -e 't < 0.9. There is general agreement ( 4, 5 , 27) that chord
SCFsincrease (almost) linearly with 't and that maximumSCFsare found
at the chord end of welds (where fatigue cracks commonlyoccur) when
r > 0.4 (5 ). A value of 0.5 was also used previously (16, 20).
d) a = 2L/D. In the corner K models the chord was made as long as
possible but for the physical restrictions in the loading tank which
limi ted Q to 10. AnalYSis of a cylinder subjected to a radial line load
(48) showed bending deformation to be small beyond 0.630 from the point
of load application. The distance from the end of the model to the
nearest brace wall was 1.58D. (Efthymiou (27) has shown that for the
geometry used in this work, chord. wall SCFs at the saddle position in
a T joint are not affected by chord length when Q) (about) .11.)
For the X node, the length of the chord was restricted to the
width of the tank because the braces had to be located in line with the
length of the tank. The maximum value of Q was 6.6. This caused
concern because it is known that the length of an open ended tube affects
the diametrical deformation and shell bending stresses at mid-length.
The length to radius ratio Q = L/R of chords in offshore structures is
much greater than can be modelled. It was therefore necessary to
determine the length of chord that would exhibit, at the middle,
deformation characteristics similar to an infinitely long tube of
identical geometric parameters and brace configuration to the photoelastic
model.
Roark and Young (49) suggest that a tube, when subjected to diametrical
point loading at mid-length, is effectively infinite when L/R exceeds 18.
Deformation decays in an exponential sinusoidal manner and there exists
points of contraflecture along the tube. Experiments were carried out to
find these points and to determine whether a shorter tube (L/R < 18) would
exhibit similar deformation characteristics to the long tube when cut in
the vicinity of these pdlnts. A model was assembled using centrifugally
spun Araldite tubes manufactured for the tubular joint flexibility work
by Mockford (50). The tube parameters and angles associated with
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flexibility are Q, w, ~, a and e/D. The nearest available parameters to
the photoelastic model in this workwere y = 12.35 and a = 0.53. Two
braces were glued onto the chord to give Q = 90°, w = 180° and e/D = O.
The maximumlength of chord available was 6. 7D or 14R. Although this was
less than the ratio quoted by Roark, the loading conditions (with respect
to deformation in the plane of symmetry)were less onerous. The modelwas
mountedin an Instron testing machinewith the brace axes vertical. It
was loaded in axial compression through ball bearings centred on brace
caps. Dial gauges (with 0.001 mmgraduations) measured horizontal dia-
metrical deformation at selected points along the length of the tube.
This was repeated for other lengths of chord.
Typical brace load v chord.deformation curves are given in Fig. 3.4
for (l = 14 to showelastic linearity ani hysteresiS. In calculating
the stiffness term a/p (mmper N) the meanof at least three loading
cycles was taken. Non-dilllensionalvalues 6ER/Pwere calculated. The
data is presented in Fig. 3.5 for different lengths of chord. Avalue
for Young's Modulusof the chord of 3260 N/mm2was determined by Mockford..
In this figure, horizontal dotted lines indicate the normalised value
of fER/p at selected positions along the chord. for (l = 14. Their
intersections with each stiffness curve represent a length of chord Lo
in ~hich diametrical deformation is equal to that of a chord of length
14R. These results showthat deformations measured up to 2. 67Rfrom
mid-span were the sameas for a long chord. in the range 5.90 < LjR <. 6.05.
The length of the chord in the photoelastic models was therefore chosen
as 6.0R. It was assumed that the hoop and radial stiffnesses of the thin
segmental air traps used in stress freeZing the models were neglig1bae.
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3.2.2 Corner KModels
3.2.2.1 Variable Parameters and Loading
Themodels used to study brace inclination and proximity were non-
overlapped corner K nodes having four different brace to chord inclinations
in each modeland three different brace gap separations in three different
models. These are prefixed "CK".
o 0Co-planar brace angles of 91 = 90 ani 92 = 135 in Plane I, and
91 = 60
0
and 92 = 150
0 in Plane II (see Fig. 3.2) cover the range of Q.
The braces were at least 2.Jd long. It was also convenient am economical
to make each modelwith four braces with four different inclinations Q
on one chord in a corner K configura t1on with equal spacing g in the
axial and circumferential. directions. This determines w, the angle
betweenplanes I and II. Separate modelswere used to vary the brace
spacing. For models CK1,CK1Ram 2 it is the minimumallowed by API
recommendations( 7) for a typical 48 inch diameter chord. in a horizontal
frame, which is g = 2 inches. In models CK3am 4, g is the approximate
distance at which the opposing forces in the balanced axial loading system
were expected to optimise interactive chord wall bending. (This data was
obtained from the 3-d analysis of Little (16». In modelCK5the circum-
ferential brace gap separation was given by the two co-planar brace axes
obeing orthogonal, 1.e. III = 90 •
As shownin the development of the chord surface in Fig. 3.2, braces
have been azranged to minimise the inevitable "saddle offset" to makeit
unimportant. Because the proxim1ty effect is likely to be affected by
the load in the brace wall which is near to the weld being studied,
unloaded as well as loaded braces were included. The unloaded braces
were introduced in another meridional plane makinga corner K configuration
as shownin Plate 3.1, and schematically in Fig. 3.1.
The selected loading modewas balanced axial loading of two co-planar
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braces. The loads and reactions for each model are given in Fig. J.6a.
This figure shows that part of the chord, adjacent to the braces in
compression, carries the reactions to the load components parallel to
the chord axis. The (small) transverse chord end reactions resulting
from brace axis offset e in the plane of loading are also given in
Fig. J.6a.
The reasons for using balanced axial loadings were that Fessler
and Fliwards (51) showed that in single plane K models of cast steel
nodes. (with tapered collars and fully blended radii) in balanced axial
loading, stress concentrations exist at all locations in the brace-chord
intersection. This permitted a full investigation of stresses in crown
and saddle positions. For out-of-plane and/or in-plane bending, stresses
were found to be negligible at crown and/or saddle positions respectively.
Dimensions and loading details of the J-d corner K models are
summarised in Table 3.1.
3.2.2.2 Weld Profile
The fillet weld shape is based on API recommendations for a stress-
relieved, full-penetration, single-sided weld, as shown in Fig. 3.7a.
The maximum recommended projection onto chord surfaces (from internal root)
was 1.75t, and a leg length h was controlled qy a weld preparation angle
of ~/2. The weld toe radll represented qy the external radii r depend.
mainly on the type and sise of electrcxie used. The root gap G in Fig.
3.7a is represented qy the internal radius ri in Fig. J.7b to proportionate
scale.
Consideration was also given to the intended materials; reasonable
weld angles and weld leg lengths were chosen so that the effects of small
changes in profile could be observed photoelastically. The outer and
inner fillet toe radii were derived from structural steel weldments of
25 mID thick to 50 mm thick plates with 4 = 900 and 1200 using approved
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offshore weld procedures. Their outer toe radius varied accidentally
in the range 0.015 <. r/t <. 0.140, the meanbeing about r/t = 0.06. In
the J-d photoelastic modelthe intended range was 0.05 ~ r/t ~ 0.20.
The intended internal radius was 0.05 ( rift ~ 0.1. The weld profile
used in the J-d CKmodels is shownin Fig. J.7b.
Design dimensions and geometry for each of the joints in the planes
defined in Fig. J.2 are given in Table ).2. The actual values for
each modelare given in Section 4, Tables 4.1 to 4.6.
J.2.J XModels
).2.J.1 Variable Parameters and Loading
The modelsused to study weld profile effects with brace inclination
were X nodes having two diametrically opposite braces of equal inclination
and diameter. X nodes were used because they are uncomplicated by the
proxim1ty of other braces and bending of the chord does not have to be
considered.
oFor the first X node, a brace angle 9 = 90 was chosen because this
angle gives the greatest stresses and this configuration has two planes
of symmetry. Brace-to-chard wall thickness ratios '( = tiT = 0.5 and o.J
were selected for the braces, leading to realistic d/t ratios of 25.0
am 41.7. Adiameter ratio B= 0.5 gives a dihedral angle ,cj1 = 1200 at
the saddle. A brace angle 9 = 600 allows direct comparison of crown toe.
and saddle positions for the samedihedral angle of ~ = 1200• Avalue of
9 = 600 was therefore selected for the second J-d configuration with
B= r = 0.5. The J-d Xmodels are shownin Fig. J.J.
All braces were madeJ.8d long to ensure a unifonn load distrib.ltion
around the circumference of the brace. Irvine (6 ) suggests that bending
stresses in the brace becomenegligible at 5d from the intersection.
This length of brace was not possible to model. Using fin1 te element
methodsWonget al (52) have shownJ.8d to be sufficient to ensure a
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unaf'orm axial load distri bltion in a brace. X nodes were loaded in axial
tension. The ends of the chord were free to ovalise as shown in Fig. 3.6b
and Plate 3.2.
3.2.3.2 Weld Profile
Two sizes of weld were used I
i) "Uncontrolled" (prefix U), flat fillet profiles, having steep weld
angles and. small toe radii, conforming. to the minimum API requirement for
weld projection onto the outer chord wall of 0.25t. See Fig. 3.7c.
ii) "Controlled" (prefix C), improved profile, with specific butter
and capping bead control at the chord end of the weld. FigS. 3.7d and
e show the controlled profiles for obtuse and acute jOints, respectively.
The two weld profiles were formed in the models in the positions shown
in Fig. 3.3. Different wId profiles were farmed on the same braces in
the X90 model because this model has two planes of symmetry, and on
different braces on the x6O° node because this model has only one plane
of symmetry which occurs at the crown.
The local dihedral angle changes continuously between the crown and
saddle posi tlo n , The weld profiles givan in Fig. 3.7c, d and. e were
formed at these positions for the distance of 20 DIm either side of a
plane of symmetry, with gradual transitions between these regions of
constant profile. The intended ranges f or the outer and inner toe radii
were the same as the c01'l1SrK nodes specified in Section 3.2.2.2.
Design dimensions and geometry for the models are given in Table ;.;.
The actual values are given in Section 4, Tables 4.7 and 4.8.
3.3 Design of 2-d Photoelastic and Finite Element Models
3.3. 1 General Design Concepts
The effects of weld profile, weld size and the local dihedral angle
between brace and chord walls were studied using full size and approximately
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half size, two-dimensional photoelastic and finite element models. The
cross-section of every part of any single-brace tubular joint can be
represented by a T or Y junction of two straight walls. The lengths of
these walls depend on the stress distribution which is to be copied in
these simple models am must be sufficient to ensure that the strips
represent the essential features of the tube joints. Useful data may
be obtained if the 3-d surface stress distributions can be reproduced
in 2-d arrangements. It was assumedthat the fillet stresses are caused
by tension and bending of the chord and brace walls.
The correct equivalent 2-d loading was obtained from )-d results
in a non-overlapped K joint (16) and X90node (from this work). Three
o 0 0
values of ~ = 90 , 120 and 135 , the inclination of the broacewall to
the chordwall, were chosen to determine equivalent tensions and bending
momentsacting on the brace and chord strips of a 2-d model. For each
of these, the positions and values of stress indices at the inner and
outer surfaces in 3-d modelswere recorded. Themans and semi-differences
of opposite values were plotted and the best values of meantension and
"cantilever' bending determined.from them. The positions of zero bending
momentdefined the distance at' ~ am. a3 in Fig. 3.6c. Pi' P2, P3
are the resultants of the meantensions and transverse forces causing
bending. Angle Adefines the inclina. tion of force p to the axis of each
wall. The positions am directions of the loads are given in Table 3.4.
The stress field in a honogenousjoint near weld toes maybe described
in terms of weld and joint geometry and loading conditions. The individual
geometric parameters interact. For an isolated junction (large g/T) the
stress distribution at the weld depends on the local dihedral angle ~,
weld leg lengths H/Tand hit, local weld toe angles Qc and Qb and weld
toe radius ratios rciT and r~t. The basis for the design of the two-
dimensional models involved the separation of these geometric weld
parameters. The most important position is at, or near to the usual
crack initiation site at the chord weld toe. To generate the maximum
useful data at this position, changes in parameters were made primarily
at the chord toe; the brace leg parameters being dependent on these. All
2-d models used in this work originate from the planes of symmetry of small
scale (D = 132 mm and 200 mm) 3-d models analysed by Little (16) or the
author. The 3-d models used werel
i) Knodel comprising 9 = 450 and 9 = 900 co-planar braces in balanced
axial loading (16).
ii) X90 nodel comprising 9 = 900 braces loaded in axial tension and as
shown in Fig. 3.3
In the design of weld shapes, API (7 ) and AWS (8 ) welding codes
define the shape of the cross-section of a weld in terms of the brace wall
thickness t. Fig. 3.7f shows the shape of a fully radiused weld used
in previous 3-d stress analysis (16) in which r = O.St and ri = 0.1t.
This weld profile was used in this work to determine the equivalent 2-d
loading system by close agreement of 3-d and 2-d surface stresses in the
tube walls and fillet.
Weld profiles shown in Figs. 3.7b, c and d were also used in 2-d
models. The schedule for the models was as followsl
Parent 3-d 3-d Model Details Weld types and profile
Model Position 9
'"
K Crown 900 900 Fully blended
Uncontrolled fillet
Controlled fillet
K Crown 450 1350 Fully blended
K & X Saddle 900 1200 Fully blended
Uncontrolled fillet, with
and without toe grinding
Controlled fillet
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The reason for selecting the 2-d models listed above was to examine
the effect of weld profile on some of the most extreme global conditions
tha t exist in typical tubular joints, 1.e. X node (axially loaded) and
single plane K node (balanced axial loading). SCFs in X nodes may exceed
15 whereas in balanced K nodes SCFs are typically 3 to 4.
3.3.2 2-d Photoelastic Models
The models used to stoo.y the "uncontrolled" and "controlled" profiles
were made as large as possible (to fit in the confines of a polariscope)
and to allow considerable reductions in both brace and chord wall thicknesses.
Ini tially the brace wall thickness was t = 40 mm and the chord wall thick-
ness was T = 80 mm. To study the size effect of scaling down (or up)
of individual member wall thicknesses, the models were modified in the
following sequence
t _ 40,
T - 80
~, ...E..., ]g, ?5, ~, 20
80 71.1 ~ ~ 50 50
hence ~ = 0 •.50, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.39, 0.50, 0.40
The weld profiles were geometrically scaled up from the intended,
not actual, welds used on the 3-d X nodes. (Differences are unavoidable
in 3-d models because of their size). These were very accurate profiles.
For each model given in the above schedule, identical pairs were manu-
factured differing only in the profile at the chord end of the welda
giving either the "uncontrolled" or "controlled" profile. Weld toe
radii r were the same for all these models, initially r = 0.8 rom when
T = 80 rom. Weld angles ~ and weld leg lengths H were constant for each
c
profile type. Thus, a range of values for rlT and HIT were achieved by
reducing the wall thickness T.
Some models were used to study only one of the weld toe parameters.
Brace and chord wall thicknesses were constant, either T = 80 mm, 50 mm
or JO DUn depending on the parameter being studied. In all these models,
'(= 0.5. A range of values for the weld profile parameters r/T, a and
c
H/T was achieved by modifying the weld fillet.
The dimensions and shape parameters of these models are given in
Table ).5 and shown in Fig. ).8a to e.
).).) 2-d Photoelastic Models with Weld Toe Grinding
It is known that a significant improvement in fatigue strength is
obtained if weld defects are completely removed by toe grinding ())).
Considerable changes in weld toe profile are obviously made because
grinding must penetrate into the plate surface. A series of 2-d photo-
elastic models with different depths of penetration were designed to
study the effect on the SCF and, because of the inevitable reduction in
chord wall thicImess, the stresses near to the edge of the ground profile.
Models in the saddle planes of K and X nodes with uncontrolled weld
profiles were chosen for analysis. The radius of grinding was obtained
from profiles given by Back (44) measuring (approx.) 4 mm for a J2 mm chord
wall. A convenient value of r/T = 0.1 was theref ore used. The minimum
and maximum depths of penetration were in accordance with the require-
ments of the DoEn Guidance Notes (12). The direction of grinding was
such that the centre of the grinding tool moved on a line perpendicular
to the chord wall at the intersection of the Original weld toe. The
dimensions and shape parameters of the models are given in Table ).6
and shown in Fig. ).8t' •
).).4 2-d Finite Element Models
Finite element models were designed to study surface and through-
thickness stresses for a range of uncontrolled weld shapes for the
crown position of a 9 = ~ = 900 jOint only. )-d photoelastic work showed
that large differences in weld size have virtually no effect on the
stiffness of the joint. Hence, the same 2-d finite element arrangement
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was used to model fillet and fUlly blended welds in the range 0.05 ( HIT (
0.50. Weld toe radii to chord wall thickness ratios were studied in the
range 0 .02 ~ rlT ~ 0.25, and weld angle a was varied from 240 to 830•
c
The design of the mesh is described in Experimental Techniques,
Section 4.2.3. The geometric parameters for all F.E. models are given
in Table 3.7 and shown in Fig. 3.8c to e.
3.3.5 2-d Model Loading
The models were loaded by the equivalent three-point loading system
shown in Fig. 3.60. The positions am directions of the equivalent
loads are given in Table 3.4. The positions (expressed in terms of
wall thickness) and directions of the loads were kept constant for the
range of values for t, T am cJ. studied. This was justified by the small
differences in the positions of the loads at the saddle of the X90
node for T = 0.5 and T = 0.35 obtained from 3-d analysls.
3.4. Design of 2-d Steel Models
3.4.1 General Considerations
The changes, from elastic to plastic-elastic conditions, that take
place near to weld toes during yielding were stUdied. The onset of
local yielding, which is known to take place near to weld toes at the
positions of the maximum strain concentration factor (SNCF), or hot-
spot, affects the magnitude of the SNCF. These are usually obtained by
linear extrapolation of strains measured by remote gauges. Should the
gauge nearest the weld toe measure plastic strains, results would be
spurious and difficult to interpret.
Local yielding in the weld toe region also affects the position of
the maximum strain. This has to be established to assess the importance
of the mechanical properties of the different materials in this region.
The degree of strain hardening and re-distribution of stress at very
large plastic strain levels may also affect crack initiation life.
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The strains (and stresses) in the region of plasticity depend on
i) weld toe profile, including flaws, cracks, undercut etc.
ii) local loading conditions, eg predominent wall bending
iii) the extent of heat affected zones (HAZ)
iv) mechanical properties of HAZ, parent plate and weld material
Items i) and ii) are the subject of the elastic stress analysis.
The investigation into the plastic-elastic behaviour of tubular joints
was based on items i) to iv). The effects of these parameters on the
strains near to weld toes which exceed the elastic limit were studied
using real weldments. 2-d steel models were made from the weldments and
tested in the as-welded and stress relieved conditions.
3.4.2 Geometric Parameters and Dimensions
The design of the steel models aimed to generate maximum data using
only two joint shapes, the 'crown' and 'saddle' positions of as = 9~
brace-to-chord connection. To enable direct comparison with elastic
values, the joints were geometrically similar to the 2-d Araldite
models, i.e. tIT = 0.5: dID = 0.5: DIT = dlt = = Flat steel plates,
welded at 900 and 1200 to each other, were used as shown in Fig. 3.9. A
typical chord wall thickness of T = 50 mm was chosen. The lengths of
the weldments were 250 mm. Because of the practical difficulties in
achieving intended weld sizes, only the actual dimensions and geometric
parameters of the weldments are given. See Table 4.14. The models cut
from the weldments were 10 mm thick for use with reflection
photoelasticity
interferometry
methods,
methods.
and 4 mm thick for use with moire
The experimental techniques appropriate to
these methods are described in Chapter 4.
3.4.3 Design of Welds
The weldments were designed to API and AWS recommendations with
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regard to weld preparation angle, root gap preparation and distance, and
weld projection onto the chord wall. To determine the contribution to
strength of the weld material, two grades of electrode were specified;
grade E51 having a yield strength comparable to the parent (grade 500)
plate and grade E43, a common product. Different weld toe geometries
could be produced by using 2.5 mm and 4 mm diameter electrodes on each
of the two types of joints. However, because toe radii vary
accidentally over a large range, it was decided to combine electrode
grade and rod diameter; 4 mm E51 electrode for models 90/A and 120/A;
and 2.5 mm E43 electrode for the final passes of models 9018 and 120/8.
These weld profiles were designated "uncontrolled" because no special
profiling or post weld dressing was carried out.
Models 120/C were modifications of models 120/A using the same
grade and diameter electrode. These weld profiles were designated
"controlled" because a definite size filler was added at the chord weld
toe of an uncontrolled profile. The weld toe radii were specified
intentionally large and weld angles small. These profiles are
occasionally referred to by other investigators as "improved". The
controlled profile was designed in accordance with the recommendations
made by Marshall (43)for modifications to the AWS standard weld
profile.
3.4.4 Steel Model Loading
The models were loaded using the same three point loading designed
for the 2-d photoelastic models; the positions and directions of loads
are previously given. The load capacity of the system was determined by
the nominal maximum stress of 300 N/mm2, i.e. about 0.85 yield stress,
in the brace wall. The load capacity was thus 30 kN for the 4 mm thick
models used with the moire interferometry method of strain analysis. A
50 ton Denison tensile testing machine was used for the 10 mm thick
models used in the reflection photoelasticity work.
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Table J.4
Position and Direction of Equivalent Loads for 2-d Models
Parent J-d Model Details Position 1 Direction1
J-d
Model Position g
~
-r atft a2/T aJ/T A1 A2 A)
X90 Saddle 900 1200 0.5 ).80 2.40 1.62 100 220 4J10
" " " " 0.)5 ).92 2.51 1.)6 90 200 .520
K Saddle 900 1200 0.5 ).70 2.40 1.75 140 )20 660
K Crown 900 1200 0.5 ).60 1.70 1.77 100 650 760
K " 135
0 1350 0.5 3.42 1.30 3.72 80 450 1600
,
Note 11 Refer to Fig. 3.00.
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Table 3..5a
Two-Dimensional Photoelastic Models
Shape Parameters and Stress Concentration factors at Chord and Brace Weld fillets
JOint and Weld Para.eters 2 Stress Concentration factors3
Chord fill et Brace fUI et
..
°
HIT hit r/T Value Posn. Value Posn.
c K K K G K K KOb (lObsoc noc oc oc sob nob
90° II N.A .4 0.25 50° 2.60 1.111 4.35 40°N.A. N.A. 2.05 2.12 4.35
120° .. .. .. .. 2.68 1.68 4.50 34° 2.50 1.80 4.50 26°
135° .. .. .. .. 2.10 1.81 3.80 20° 1.85 2.05 3.80 25°
90° 600 0.375 I.~ 0.025 1.85 2.86 5.30 23° 2.25 2.04 4.60 12°
..
" "
.. 0.05 1.70 2.56 11.35 26° 2.15 1.95 4.20 14°
"
.. ..
" 0.10 1.70 2.44 4.15 26° 2.10 1.83 3.85 11°
.. ..
" " 0.185 1.60 2.34 3.15 24° 2.15 1.46 3.15 12°
..
" "
.. 0.25 1.65 2.30 3.80 26° 2.20 1.43 3. IS 12°
90° 45° 0.375 0.15 0.025 1.&1 2.76 'i.20 31° 2.63 1.93 5.07 24°
.. .. ..
" 0.05 1.85 2.'n 11.39 26° 2.60 2.03 5.27 23°
"
.. .. .. 0.10 2.00 2.05 4.10 23° 2.76 1.53 4.21 21°
" "
..
" 0.135 2.05 1.81 3.71 31° 2.72 1.55 4.22 18°
" "
.. .. 0.185 1.90 1.92 3.65 26° 2.118 1.77 11.110 19°
.. .. .. .. 0.25 1.8" 1.87 3.45 16° 2.35' 1.52 3.57 111°.
..
"
.. .. 0.335 1.90 1.68 3.20 18° 2.37 1.38 3.28 16°
90° 115° 0.1185 0.91 0.05 1.61 2."3 11.05 23° 2.110 2.03 11.88 30°
.. .. 0.395 0.79 • 1.90 2.42 11.60 23° 2.51 2.03 5.21 20°
.. .. 0.315 0.63 • 2.15 2.38 5.03 26° 2.80 1.90 5.31 23°
.. .. 0.200 0._0 • 2.110 2.26 5.411 22° 3.05 1.90 5.10 29°
.. .. 0.125 0.25 • 2.50 1.80 11.50 0° 2.50 1.84 11.60 20°
II II 0.100 0.20 • 2.52 2.10 5.30 21° 3.20 1.75 5.62 17°
90° 65° 1.60 3.46 27°
5
1,,°0.315 1.119 0.05 5.55 No result 3.11
.. 55° .. 1.30 • 1.70 3.22 5.118 30° 2.30 1.97 11.53 13°
II 115° II 0.75 • 1.7- 2.88 5.05 2ao 2.58 2.00 5.18 26°
II 35° .. 0.56 • 1.75 2.311 II.10 25° 2.10 1.91 5.16 30°
.. 25° .. 0.110 • 1.90 2.02 3.811 19° 3.00 1.83 5.50 31°
120° 30° 0.175 0.35 0.05 2.65 1.58 11.20 15° 2.25 1.67 3.15 211°
120° 31° 0.375 1.2S 0.025 2.13 2.12 11.52 30° 2.00 1.67 3.34 12°
II II •
" 0.05 2.11 1.98 11.30 211° 2.05 1.55 3.18 15°
.. .. .. .. 0.10 2.15 2.07 11.115 211° 2.08 1.56 3.25 11°
.. .. .. .. 0.185 2.115 1.82 11.117 33° 2.10 1.60 3.36 12°
.. II ..
" 0.25 2.25 1.61 3.63 31° 2.10 1.62 3.110 11°
II .. .. .. 0.335 2.07 1.58 3.27 23° 2.15 1.37 2.96 12°
135° 221° 0.230 0.116 0.05 2.00 1.70 3.110 0° 2.05 1.66 3.110 22°
Notes:- 1) Hodel dimen.lon. t • 15..
2) Joint parameter. OIT • d/t • sit • •
tiT • 0.5
ri/t • 0.1
°°b • 18p - + - 0c
3) All stress concentration ractora are positive
4) N.A.: not applicable; becauae fully blended proflle
5) Linesr extra?Qlation not possible
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Table J.5b Two-Dimensional Photoelastic Models
Shape Parameters ilnd Stre~ Concentration factors at Chord weld f'lilet
~_ Crown Posltion ~ Single Plane KgO/'l? Joint: q> = 0 = 'l00
-----------
Joint SCfS
Parameters Weld Profile Parameters Value Pos "
T
1 Quality r/T2 3t HIT hIt IlL K K K •c s n
mm deg deg
ISO 0.5 0.1875 1.00 0.01 70° 2.50 5.30 13.30 37°
"
0.11 .. 1.25 " " 2.00 4.80 9.62 35°
71.1 0.115 0.211 " 0.011 " 2.15 11.65 10.04 2t1°
64 0.5 Uncontrolled 0.234 " 0.0125 " 2.20 5.30 11.55 30°
.. 0.115 " 1.39 " " 2.10 5.10 10.70 32°
.. 0.39 .. 1.60 " " 1.115 4.40 8.08 32°
50 0.5 0.300 .. 0.016 " 2.10 4.65 9.78 35°
" 0.11 " 2.00 " .. 1.70 4.40 7.115 33°
tiD 0.5 0.25 1.00 0.10 700 2.30 2.911 0.77 34°
" "
0.232 " 0.075 " 2.35 3.06 7.21 34°
"
.. Uncontrolled 0.215 " 0.05 " 2.30 3.60 11.365 32°
"
.. 0.197 " 0.025 " 2.30 3.96 9.12 33°
" " 0.1875 .. 0.01 " 2.50 5.30 13.30 37° .
50 0.5 0.25 1.20 0.05 70° 2.22 3.87 tI.60 32°
" "
Uncontrolled .. 0.80 .. 60° 2.25 3.45 7.75 29°
.. .. .. 0.50
"
45° 2.20 2.95 6.50 21°
.. .. .. 0.33 " 30° 2.30 2.15 4.95 13
0
80 0.5 0.343 1.00 0.01 44° 2.03 4.00 8.15 24°
.. 0.11 " 1.25 " .. 1.65 3.30 5.40 24°
71.1 0.115 0.386 .. 0.011 " 1.110 3.90 7.00 20°
611 0.5 Controlled 0.429 " 0.0125 " 1.90 4.60 8.68 22°
" 0.39
.. 1.60 " " 1.60 4.20 6.72 25°
55.5 0.115 0.1194 " 0.014 " 1.65 4.35 7.18 22°
50 0.5 0.55 " 0.016 " 1.55 4.60 7.15 22°
.. 0.11 " 2.00 " " 1.35 4.45 6.02 20°
Notes
1) t : tiT 2) ri : 1.51111and rb : 0.8I11III3) OLb : 90° - OLe' except for controlled
weld G
b
: 20° II) Measurement of • = %3° 5) Subsurface measurement at O.lmm from
edge of fillet.
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Table J.5c Two-Dimensional Photoelastic Models
Shape Parameters and Str~ Concentration factors at Chord Weld Fillet
o 0
~ Saddle Position of Sin~ !:!_ane K90/115 JOint: e = 90: , = 120
Joint SCFS 4Parameters Weld Profile Parameters Value Pos
T T 1 Quality HIT hit r 11"2 a3 K K K ,
C 8 n
mm deg deg
tlO 0·5 0.1875 1.00 0.01 450 2.90 3.B!! 11.25 210
"
0.11
"
1.25
" "
2.25 3.50 7.86 23°
71.1 0.45 0.211
" 0.011 " 2.50 3.81 9.52 20°611 0·5 Uncontrolled 0.2311 " 0.0125 " 2.b5 3.74 9.90 211°
" o 39 " 1.bO " " 2.15 3.50 7.55 22°
50 0.5 0.300
"
0.016
"
2.70 3.15 8.1111 19°
" 0.11 " 2.00 " " 2.15 2.93 b.30 20°
110 0.5 0.225 1.00 0.10 450 2.5!! 2.311 6.05 211°
" " 0.215 " 0.075 " 2.b5 2.b2 b.96 211°
" "
Uncontrolled 0.20
" 0.05 " 2.70 2.77 7.1I!! 21°
" " 0.19 " 0.025 " 2.70 2.99 !!.07 22° .
" "
0.1875
"
0.01
"
2.90 3.88 11.25 21°
80 0.5 0.36 1.00 0.01 22° 2.70 2.21 5.97 12°
"
0.11
" 1.25 " " 2.20 2.00 4.112
,,0
71.1 0.45 0.110
"
0.011
"
2.35 2.35 5.17 10°
611 0.5 Controlled 0.45
"
0.0125
"
2.40 2.110 5.77 10°
" 0·39 " 1.60 " " 2.10 2.20 11.62 13°50 0.5 0.576
"
0.016
"
2.35 2.35 11.60 10°
"
011
"
2.00
" "
2.10 1.87 3.92 10°
1) T = tIT 2) r1 = 1.5am and rb : 0.8.. 31 G : 15° 4) Measurement of. I: 1:.3°b
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Table 3.5d Two-Dimensional Photoelastic Models
Shapt' Parameters and Stress Concentrallon Factors ~ Chord Weld hllet
~ Saddle Po~ of X90 JOIn!:i 0 = 90°: cp = 1200
Joint SCF'S 4Parameters Weld Profile Parameters Value Pos
T
1 Quality HIT r/l Cl 3r hit K K K ,
c s n
mm deg deg
80 0.5 0.11175 1.00 0.01 45° I!. 35 3.51l 29.9 24°
" 0.11 " 1.25 " " 6.80 3.05 20.8 25°
71.1 0.115 0.211
"
0.011
" 7.25 3.15 22.9 27°
64 0.5 Uncontrolled 0.2311
" 0.0125 " 8.15 3.20 26.1 23°
" 0.39 " 1.60 " " 6.40 3.19 20.4 25°50 0.5 0.300
"
0.016
"
7.90 2.70 21.3 22°
" 0.11 " 2.00 " " 6.30 2.62 16.5 22°
1:10 0.5 0.225 1.00 0.10 4SO 1l.30 1.93 16.0 24°
"
.. 0.215
" 0.075 " 8.33 2.13 17 .s 24°
"
.. Uncontrolled 0.20 II 0.05 " tl.1I0 2.22 111.6 27°
.. .. 0.19 .. 0.025 " 8.43 2.78 23.4 24°
.. .. 0.11l75
" 0.01 II 8.35 3.60 29.9 24°
50 0.5 Uncontrolled 0.30 1.00 0.016 45° 7.90 2.70 21.3 22°
.. .. to " II " 37t 7.83 2.38 18.6 22°
.. .. Controlled 5 .. ..
" 30 7.85 1.84 14.11 17°
"
.. ..
" "
22lo 7.90 1.65 13.0 9°
50 0.5 Controlled 0.576 1.00 0.016 22° 7.00 1.75 12.2 12°
.. .. n n " 10° 7.00 1.33 9.4 4°
80 0.5 0.36 1.00 0.01 22° 7.75 2.35 18.30 12°
.. 0 .• .. 1.25 " " b.20 2.15 13.48 12°
71.1 0.115 0.40 .. 0.011 .. 6.90 2.10 14.35 11°
6. 0.5 Controlled 0.45
"
0.0125 " 7.20 2.20 15.85 13°
.. 0.39 .. 1.60 .. .. 5.70 2.15 12.25 10°
50 0.5 0.576 .. 0.016 .. 7.00 1.75 12.15 12°
.. 0 • • ... 2.00 " " 5.65 1.69 9.58 12°
Notes
1 I t E tiT 2) r1 : 1.5_ and rb :
5) Gradual profile 1mproveaent.
0.111II1II3) OLb 4) Measurement of. = t 3°
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Table J.6 Two-Dimensional Photoelastic Models with Weld Toe Grinding
Shape Parameters1 and Stress Concentration Factors at Chord Weld Fillet
a) Saddle Position of X90 Joint
_,_;.,.,;...;;;..;;;..;..;..------
o 0e : 90 • ,: 120
Weld Profile Parameters 2 SCF
Value Pos'n3
Quality HIT r/T pIT K K K ,
s n
Uncontrolled 0.225 0.10 0 8.2 1.96 16. 12 22°
" " 0.0625 " 2.01 16.47 "
Unc. ground " " 0.0125 " 2.07 16.95 "
.toe " " 0.025 " 2.13 17.50 23
0
" " 0.05 " 2.27 18.62 26°
b) Saddle Position of Single-plane K90/45 Joint: oe = 90 • ,
Uncontrolled 0.225 0.10 0 2.6 2.35 6.12 18°
" "
0.00625
"
2.47 6.42 200
Unc. ground " " 0.0125 .It 2.54 6.60 "
toe " " 0.025 " 2.59 6.75 23
0
" " 0.05 " 2.82 7.33 24°
1. All T = 80mm and 't = O. 5
2. °elL = 45 ,elL =c b °15 , ri = 1.5mm and rb = 0.8mm
3. MeasuremeQt of , t3°
,'.
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Table 3.7 Two-Dimensional Finite Eiement Models
Shape Parameters and Stress Concentrallon ~'actorsat Chord Weld fi llet
,--
Weld Profile Parameters SCF's
II NotchValue Pos 'n Zone
Quality HIT hIt rrl Cll 3 K K K Zc s n
'"
0.163 0.117 0.05 511° 2.16 3.72 8.12 24° 0.21lT
.. 0.56 .. 60° 2.15 11.01 8.63 27° 0.25T
.. 0.92 " 72° 2.20 11.30 9.115 29° 0.30T
.. 1.33 " 78° 2.15 11.59 9.86 36° 0.311T
0.250 0.28 0.05 211° 2.10 2.26 11.75 12° 0.22T
.. 0.39
"
36° 2.10 2.86 6.06 20° 0.26T
.. 0.116
"
112° 2.05 3.10 6.36 21° 0.211T
.. 0.51t .. 116° 2.05 3.25 6.67 24° 0.25T
Uncontro11I'd .. 0.65 " 511° 2.10 3.66 7.70 23° 0.25T
(rIT constant) .. 0.80 " 60° 2.07 3.90 8.10 26° 0.25T
.. 1.00
"
66° 2.05 11.08 8.36 28° 0.27T
.. 1.33 " 72° 2.05 4.30 8.80 30° 0.30T
0.383 0.110 0.05 211° 1.95 2.20 11.27 111° 0.23T
.. 0.58
"
36° 1.911 2.80 5.112 18° 0.25T
"
1.00
"
511° 1.95 3.59 7.00 23° 0.231
.. 1.33 " 60° 1.95 3.80 7.110 25° 0.28T
O.SOO 0.75 0.05 36° 1.85 2.711 11.80 18° 0.22T
.. 1.33 " 511° 1.85 3.119 6.115 23° 0.25T
0.250 1.33 0.02 69° 2.10 6.00 12.60 30° 0.35T
..
" 0.033 72° 2.10 5.28 11.09 30° 0.35T
..
"
0.05 72° 2.05 11.30 8.82 30° 0.30T
Uncontrolled .. " 0.10 711° 2.07 3.38 7.00 33° 0.29T
(r/T varied) " " 0.20 83° 2.05 2.65 5.113 40° 0.27T
0.25 0.54 0.02 118° 2.10 11.33 9.10 20° 0.34T
.. .. 0.033 " 2.10 3.70 7.77 21° 0.32T
..
" 0.05 " 2.07 3.20 6.63 211° 0.25T
..
"
0.10 50° 2.07 2.68 5.55 28° 0.23T
0.05 0.025 0.05 90° 2.30 11.35 10.00 52° 0.31T
PUlly blended 0.10 0.05 0.10 " 2.23 3.13 6.98 115° 0.28T(rlT varied) 0.20 0.10 0.20 " 2.13 2.25 4.80 39° 0.25T
0.25 0.125 0.25 " 2.07 2.05 4.25 39° 0.25T
Notes
t , t = tIT = 0.5. 2. ri/T = 0.05 and rb/t = 0.10.
3. Qb = 90° - Qc' except fully blended Qb = 90°. II. Range of • t 5°
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Plate J.1 J-d CK Type Photoelastic Model (Pre-load condition)
Plat J.2
3-d X Type Photoelastic
1 (p t-load con-
d1tion)
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Choice of Stress Analysis Techniques
In three-dimensional (3-d) frozen stress photoelasticity,
continuous stress distributions at the intersections of complicated
tubular joints are readily analysable. Stress concentrations at the
toes of realistic fillet weld shapes can be determined using homogenous,
stress-free castings. In this work, as exact weld profiles were
required, precision castings of 3-d photoelastic models were produced
using re-usable patterns, moulds and cores.
single casting operation.
The models were made in a
The technique of precision casting epoxy resin models of
multibraced tubular joints for photoelastic analysis was developed by
Fessler and Perla (23), Whitehead (53), Little (18, 53) and Edwards
(54).
The detailed analysis of the stresses in tube walls very near to
welds that are in a plane of symmetry, may be considered as a two-
dimensional problem. In a simple, single plane joint in which the brace
inclination is 900, strains parallel to the run of the weld are known to
be small (10). Providing the stress distributions and constraints in a
3-d stress field are satisfied, 2-d models may be used to represent 3-d
intersections in these planes. Hence, full size, flat models were
accurately machined from precast sheets of an epoxy resin. The stresses
in the tiny weld toe fillets were analysed in considerable detail. Room
temperature photoelastic techniques were chosen because of the
conventional nature of the work.
A finite element representation of some of the 2-d geometries was
modelled using standard elements of the PAFEC 75 package.
The experimental techniques used to study plastic-elastic behaviour
near weld toes were selected to satisfy the individual requirements of
the models to be analysed.
cut into 2-d specimens.
Due to its recent application in the determination of plastic
strains in keyed connections by Eissa (55), reflection photoelasticity
was adopted. The technique had limited success because of the
impracticalities involved in profiling random weld shapes and the very
The models were full-size steel weldments
large strain gradients near weld toes.
To overcome these problems and also to determine residual plastic
strain concentrations i.aediately after yielding, moire interferometry
was introduced. This optical method of whole field strain analysis was
developed by Post (56) and was shown to be particularly suitable in the
resolution of large strain gradients and slip planes in inhomogenous
materials.
4.1.2 Choice of Materials
All photoelastic models were manufactured using Araldite. This
material has a successful history for the frozen-stress photoelastic
analysis of complex 3-d models. The material has a very low Young's
modulus and limited optical sensitivity at the stress-freezing
temperature. Although the strains need to be greater than in a steel
model only small loads and lightweight loading frames are required. The
material is chemically and physically stable under load. Standard
product literature is available (57).
Araldite was also used for room temperature transmission and
reflection photoelasticity. In the former accurate profiles can be
formed with negligible machining stresses. Precast sheets of Araldite
are relatively inexpensive to make and several (usually up to 8)
different models were produced from the same piece of material.
Steel models were manufactured using offshore node quality plate
and welding electrodes. Flat mild steel plates to BS 4360 grade 500
were joined using mild steel electrodes to BS 639, grades E43 and E51.
These materials, which are in common use in the fabrication of offshore
structures, were selected because their fatigue strength properties are
documented elsewhere (eg 2, 32).
4.2 Experimental and Numerical Methods
4.2.1 3-d Frozen Stress Photoelasticity
Frozen-stress photoelastic models were used to study the behaviour
of, and obtain 3-d stress fields near to the intersection of complex
tubular joints.
deformations and
The frozen-stress technique enables
elastic stresses to be determined
post-loaded
in accurate,
realistic, small scale models. In this method, models manufactured from
certain epoxy resins (such as Araldite) are loaded at a high temperature
at which changes in material properties take place. When the model is
cooled to room temperature, the displacements experienced at the high
temperature are 'frozen' in the material. The model is said to be
'stress-frozen'.
This brief description of the process outlines the essential
features of the technique which is well documented by Stanley (58),
Durelli (59) and Heywood (60) etc.
A model in the stress-frozen condition can be sliced without
relieving
light, the
'fringes'
the stresses or deformations. When analysed in polarised
material exhibits birefringence in which dark band or
are seen. The fringes represent the loci of points of equal
maximum shear stress in the plane of the slice. This aspect of the
theory of photoelasticity is described in greater detail in Section
5.1.1.
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Frozen stress models are most conveniently calibrated for their
material properties by a separate, simple test strip cast from the same
mixture as the model.
4.2.2 2-d Photoelasticity
Two-dimensional photelastic models were used to examine stresses
near to very small fillets in the conventional photoelastic manner. In
this method, models were machined from materials (such as Araldite)
which exhibit temporary birefringence when stressed. They were loaded
in the plane of the model and analysed in a polariscope at room
temperature.
stress in
Fringe patterns represent contours of equal maximum shear
the plane of the model. A basic concept of 2-d
photoelasticity is that the stresses in the plane of the model are not
affected by the strains, perpendicular to the plane of the model, caused
by the Poisson effect (60). The model is effectively in a plane stress
condition.
Models are usually loaded by linkage mechanisms and/or freely
hanging weights which introduce initial stresses due to self weight.
These need not be measured because stresses can be obtained from
differences in fringe orders due to two or more different loads.
4.2.3 Finite Element Methods
4.2.3.1 Finite Element Package
The PAFEC 75 package (61) was used also for the analysis of some
two-dimensional models. The program defines nodal positions, element
types and topology of the elements, material properties, displacement
constraints and loads. The work was limited to using 2-d eight-noded
isoparametric quadrilateral and six-noded isoparametric triangular
elements for plane stress conditions to represent the crown plane of a
o90 brace in a single plane K-type tubular joint.
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The PAFEC output gives displacements, cartesian stresses and the
directions and magnitudes of principal stresses at each node. At nodes
common to two or more adjacent elements the average stress, computed
from the stresses at the said node in each element, is given. The
sensitivity of the mesh can be estimated by comparing the stresses at
nodes common to adjacent elements. These should be equal. The
sensitivity of the mesh, which was taken as the average stress divided
by the maximum semi-difference between the (two or more) individual
stresses, was also used to assess the errors in the output data in
Chapter 1.
4.2.3.2 Finite Element Mesh Generation
The basis for the design of the finite element model to be used for
weld shape variation vas that the mesh gave acceptable element
geometries for all chord and brace weld leg lengths, toe radii and toe
angles stUdied. As shown in Fig. 4.1, a very fine mesh was used in the
following regions of interest: (a) outside chord wall surface, within
one wall thickness from the weld toe, (b) outside chord weld toe fillet,
(c) weld toe (hypotenuse) near to (b), and (d) chord wall through
thickness, radial to (b).
The model was first divided into four basic regions A, B, C and D,
as shown in Fig. 4.1. The weld was contained exclusively in region D.
The dividing lines for the regions were drawn perpendicular to the edges
of the walls at the weld toes; outside fillet chord and brace weld toes
for A and B, and inside fillet chord weld toe for C. Hence, changes in
weld profile affected only the size, not the arrangement of the elements
in these regions.
In the important areas of region D, ie around the weld toe fillets,
a fine mesh was constructed radial to the circular arc of the fillets
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for one-third of the wall thickness. Transition blocks were used to
reduce the density of the elements in a manner appropriate to the
gradients of surface and through thickness stresses obtained from other
work (16, 20).
The mesh shown in Fig. 4.1 was Mark 3. Modifications to Mark
were to increase the number of elements along the outer chord wall
(region A) within 0.25T of the weld toe. This was because the gradients
of surface stress in this region were greater than predicted from
photoelastic results. Modifications to Mark 2 were to rationalise the
mesh in mid-region D for the large changes in weld size.
4.2.4 Reflection Techniques
4.2.4.1 Introduction
It was initially intended to study plastic-elastic surface strains
in the steel models by reflection photoelasticity, a method commonly
referred to as the 'photoelastic-coating technique' (62). The
alternative names each describe, in part, the essential features of this
technique.
The surfaces of the specimen, or model, that are the subject of the
plastic strain analysis are polished to optical flatness. A thin layer
(less than 1 mm thick) of a photoelastic material is bonded to the
surface of the model. The edges of the layer, or photoelastic coating,
are profiled identical to the edges of the model. When the model is
loaded the strains in the model surface are equal to those in the layer.
The strains in the layer are measured photoelastically. They remain
elastic up to about 8~ strain. Polarised light, emitted and collected
by a special type of polariscope, passes twice through the photoelastic
coating having been reflected from the model's polished surface. The
polariscope is called a Vee-type reflection polariscope because of the
'vee' formed by the incident and reflected beams of light.
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This brief description of the experimental technique outlines the
essential features and explains why it was thought a suitable method of
measuring plastic strains at weld toes in flat 2-d welded models. The
technique is described in detail by Fessler and Eissa (63).
4.2.4.2 Photoelastic Coating
The positions of the photoelastic coatings are shown in Fig. 4.2.
The material used was Araldite CT200 with 30 per cent by weight of
hardener HT901. Pieces 25 x 25mm in size were ground to the finished
thickness of 0.5mm. This thickness was calculated for the large plastic
strains anticipated in weld toe regions to restrict the number of
fringes to about 3 or 4. The procedures adopted by Eissa (63) for
preparing the models for their photoelastic coatings and bonding of the
layer were used in this work. The method of machining the layer to the
exact model profile used in (63) could not be adopted here because of
the irregular edge produced by the random deposition of weld metal as
illustrated in Fig. 4.3. It was not possible to align an end milling
cutter with the true edge of the model.
As a result of the concave and convex weld beads (with surface
irregularities upto 1.5mm in the thickness of the model) profiling was
carried out by hand using small flat, half round and triangular files.
It was not possible to accurately profile the layer in the weld region.
The weld toe radii in the layers were governed by the diameter of the
circular file which was nearest to the true model radius. It was for
these, and other reasons given in Chapter 8, that the measurement of
strains at weld toes using the photoelastic-coatings methods was
abandoned after only two models had been prepared and studied.
4.2.4.3 The Polariscope and Mounting
The reflection polariscope used in this work was designed and built
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by Fessler and Eissa (55, 63). The details of the optical and
polarising elements are given in reference (63). The polariscope,
together with a new compact 120w sodium light source, was located inside
a new air-cooled housing, as shown in Fig. 4.4. A bearing block was
used to secure the polariscope with its optical axis horizontal to the
housing unit. (The polarising elements would thus be parallel with the
surface of the model.) The assembly was mounted on two travelling
e
'Myford' slides; one vertical allowing 100mm mo~ent, and one horizontal
allowing 140mm movement. A swivel bearing between the Myford slides
allowed the apparatus to be moved out of position when installing a
model in the loading rig.
The apparatus was small enough to be supported on the structural
framework of a Denison testing machine. When in position, the Quarter
wave plate at the front of the polariscope was 20 to 25mm away from the
photoelastic coating and parallel to the plane of the model. The centre
of the field of view was located in the region of greatest interest for
the two different model geometries shown in Fig. 3.9.
4.2.5 Moire Interferometry
4.2.5.1 Introduction
In the analYSis of the elastic and plastic-elastic behaviour of
welded 2-d steel joints, strains were determined from displacement
fields by moire interferometry. This optical method of whole field
strain analysis was developed by Post (56, 64). The experimental
arrangement used in this work provides only in-plane displacements.
These relate directly to normal and shear strains in a 2-d field.
Because a detailed description of this method is given by Post (56), the
following outlines the important features of the technique with
Quotations from this reference.
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'Moire interferometry combines the concepts and techniques of
geometrical moire a~ optical interferometry.' Patterns of
interference, known as moire fringes, are produced by the relative
movement of a real grating, attached to a specimen, and a virtual
reference grating that is established by two coherent beams of light.
The fringes are contour maps of points of equal in-plane displacement
components in the surface of the specimen or model.
The sensitivity of displacements using this method is commonly in
the order of tenths of a micron (0.416~m is typical) per fringe. With
high resolution photographic equipment and materials, strains from 20~~
to 3~ are resolvable and repeatable (65).
4.2.5.2 The Optical System
The essential elements of a moire interferometer are shown in Fig.
4.5a. A highly reflective, phase-type diffraction grating is firmly
attached to, and in the plane of, a 2-d steel model. (This process will
be described later.) The frequency of the grating is large, eg 1200
lines per Mm. When the model is loaded, the grating deforms and moves
with the surface of the .adel.
'Two beams of coberent light illuminate the specimen grating
obliquely from angles +0 and -~. Various optical arrangements can be
used to produce incident beams, but in each case the two beams are
divided from common be.., they travel different paths, and they meet
again at
grating
optical
the specimen. Two coherent beams emerge from the
with warped wavefronts; they coexist in space and
interference. ' The directions of the emerging
specimen
generate
beams are
prescribed by the diffraction equations given in Section 5.3.1.
'Numerous different optical schemes can be contrived to form the
virtual reference grating. Any means that brings coherent beams
equivalent to A and B in Fig. 4.5a onto the specimen grating would
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suffice. ' The optical arrangement used in this work is illustrated in
Fig. 4.5b and Plate 4.1. This is a two-beam system in which two beams
of light are incident on the model grating. In Fig. 4.5a, the plane of
the virtual grating produced by the two beams is parallel to the lines
on the model grating that are parallel to the y axis. Only the
components of u displacements perpendicular to those lines are measured,
ie parallel to the x axis. To obtain v displacements parallel to the y
axis, the axes are effectively transposed by rotating the model through
90°. The model grating is a cross grating with two mutually
perpendicular sets of lines.
In a two beam system, 'half the incident beam impinges directly on
the specimen surface while the other half impinges indirectly in a
symmetrical direction after reflection from a plane mirror. The entire
optical system is shown schematically in Fig 4.5b including a lens that
performs dual functions as a decollimating lens and an objective lens:
it collects all the light that emerges essentially normal to the
specimen surface and it focuses the specimen surface onto the film plane
of the camera. A parabolic mirror is shown as a means to form the
collimated beam, but a collimating lens is a feasible alternative. For
static analyses, the required laser power depends primarily on the
diffraction efficiency of the specimen grating, the magnification of the
image, and the sensitivity of the film used to photograph the fringe
pattern. Laser powers from 0.5 to 200 mW have been used successfully.'
The light source used was a 25mW Helium-Neon laser, of 632.8nm
wavelength, manufactured by 'NEC' (type GLG 5700). Nominal beam
diameter is 1.2 Mm. The laser was powered by a 160 VA supply, also
manufactured by 'NEC' (type GLS 5702). The spatial filter comprised a
X20 objective lens and a 25 ~m diameter pin hole. The 100 mm diameter
parabolic mirror had a focal length of 864 Mm. The 80 mm diameter
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decollimating lens, manufactured by 'Leitz', had a focal length of 300
mm. All mirrors were 'laboratory' quality, ie the surface is accurate
to A/4. The camera was a 'MPP' micro-technical camera with a remotely
operated mechanical shutter (1 to 1/400 sec.), variable aperture (f = 22
to 4) and ground glass viewing screen for focussing purposes. A
'calumet' roll film holder was inserted in the plane of the viewing
screen. The film used was 'Kodak' Technical Pan black and white
negative film 6415, size TP120. This gave a maximum size of negative 70
x 60 Mm. The film was developed and printed onto 'lIford' Ilfospeed 3
paper using 'lIford' HQ Universal developer.
The apparatus was mounted on a 2 x m optical table which
comprised an ordinary timber table supported on four air springs for
acoustic isolation, and a 10 mm thick steel plate. The latter was used
as the optical surface and was levelled by adjusting the pressure in the
air springs. Two soft mattresses were sandwiched between the plate and
table for additional acoustic isolation.
4.2.5.3 Optical Adjustments
All optical components were fully adjustable for out-of-plane
rotations + and w (see Fig. 4.5a for nomenclature) by means of finely
threaded adjustment screws. The most important parameters to control
are the angles of incidence, fa, at the surface of the model. Post
explains how this eangle was precisely adjust~ with the model in an
undeformed condition. Referring to Fig. 4.5b, 'adjust the plane mirror
while observing an aperture plate in plane A. Two bright dots will
appear in plane A and they should be merged into one by adjusting the
plane mirror; this adjusts the mirror perpendicular to the specimen.
Attach a white card to aperture plate B and observe two bright dots on
the card. They are from the two beams that form the interference
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pattern. These dots should be merged by adjusting the angle of
incidence a and the parallelism of lines in the specimen grating and
virtual reference grating. Angle a can be adjusted by rotation or
translation of the parabolic mirror. Parallelism can be adjusted by in-
plane rotation of the specimen or by rotation of the plane mirror about
an axis perpendicular to the specimen.'
After removing the white card at B, moire fringes were observed in
the camera screen. Fine adjustment of the plane mirror adjacent to the
model was necessary to obtain the 'null' field required for the exact
optical configuration.
The fringe pattern emerging from the specimen is not unique - the
pattern changes with the position at which it is observed. Thus, the
fringe pattern must be recorded in a plane, parallel to the plane of the
model, where the fringes are first reunited. In two beam
interferometry, the beams reunite as they emerge from the model grating
and should be recorded at the surface of the model grating. This is
obviously impossible. Instead it is recorded by means of a camera.
'A camera reproduces in the image (or film) plane the phase
relationships of the light that crosses the object (i.e. model) plane'.
Light is collected by the decollimating lens and brought into focus by
fine adjustment of the lens to position the camera's screen in the
conjugate plane. This was achieved by bringing into focus small crosses
that were scribed on the surface of the model grating using a razor
edge. The size of the image can be varied by adjusting the object and
image distances providing the lens law is upheld. A magnification
factor of about 1.2 was used to obtain an image size 60 x 48 mm. The
object and image distances used were approximately 550 mm and 660 mm,
respectively. Fine focussing was achieved optically by observing the
fringe pattern in the ground glass screen. When the image is recording
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large model deformations, the wavefronts emitted from the specimen are
extremely warped i.e. the object distance is finite and the limits on
focussing distances are small. If the image is out of focus, fringes
appear to merge with each other and dark bands are seen. These were
eliminated by fine adjustment of the camera screen - distances of less
than 5 mm were required to achieve this.
4.2.5.4 Auxiliary Specimen Grating
Moire fringes
displacements are the
represent contours of displacements. These
sum of local deformations, that are to be
measured, and rigid body rotations and translations, that must be
eliminated. It was impossible to avoid in-plane and out-of-plane rigid
body movement when applying external loads to the model. It was
necessary to establish a secondary, or auxiliary specimen grating which
would remain unstressed, undeformed and coincident with the model
throughout the loading cycle. This was achieved by attaching a small
reflective cross-grating (20 x 10 mm) to a bracket which was fixed to
the rear of the model by a small bolt and wing nut.
shown in Fig. 4.6 and Plate 4.2.
The arrangement is
Mutual alignment with the model grating was established by in-plane
rotation of the bracket by two adjustment screws tightened against the
underside of the model. Out-of-plane alignment was achieved by
machining the contact faces of the model and bracket. With the wing nut
tightened and the adjustment screws released, the auxiliary grating
experiences identical rigid body rotations and translations as the
model. It can be used for alignment purposes for both the
fields because the x and y lines on the
u and v
displacement model and
auxil iary gratings are mutually perpendicular. 'This identity of
angles is the true requirement, rather than making the angles (between
othe x and y lines) exactly 90.' The position of the auxiliary grating,
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relative to the model grating, is shown in Fig. 4.1.
'In practice, the specimen would be loaded and its orientation
adjusted to null the fringes in the auxiliary specimen grating. This
can be done either by fine adjustment of the angular orientation of the
specimen grating or by adjustment of the virtual reference grating.
oAfter recording the fringe pattern, the specimen is rotated 90 and fine
adjustments are made again to null the fringes in the auxiliary specimen
grating.'
4.2.5.5 Carrier Patterns
The main purpose in using an auxiliary grating was to establish the
unloaded orientation of the model and to eliminate in-plane and out-of-
plane rigid body rotations. Providing the fringe pattern in the
auxiliary grating remained unchanged during loading, these conditions
would be satisfied. However, it was difficult to establish a consistent
null field in the auxiliary grating during loading because of the
sensitivity of the optical apparatus. The corresponding null field in
the model was also difficult to analyse because fringe spacings were
large. Thus a fringe pattern of small, uniform fringe spacing was
introduced in the auxiliary and model gratings. This is (called a
carrier pattern. 'The number of fringes in the no-load or initial
pattern can be made as large as desired by adjusting the apparatus'. If
the plane mirror adjacent to the specimen is rotated about the vertical
axis (y in Fig, 4.5a), a carrier pattern of extension is introduced.
Uniformly spaced fringes parallel to the model grating lines are added
to the initial field. Similarly, if the mirror is rotated about the
horizontal axis perpendicular to the plane of the model (z in Fig 4.5a)
a carrier pattern of rotation, characterised by uniformly spaced fringes
perpendicular to the model grating lines, is introduced and added to the
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initial field.
In this work, carrier patterns of extension were used. The
frequency of the fringes in the carrier pattern was approximately
fringe per mm in the u field (N fringes) and 1.5 f/mm in the v
x
field
(N fringes).y These values were established by counting the number of
fringes in the auxiliary grating (of known size) at each load increment.
The true values could be measured from enlargements of the negatives.
The procedure for establishing the correct carrier patterns in the
auxiliary grating was as follows. Out-of-plane rotation (w in Fig 4.5a)
was corrected by rotation of the mirror about the z axis. In-plane
rotation (9 in Fig. 4.5a) was corrected by adjusting the appropriate
micrometer barrel runtil an arbitary carrier pattern of extension was
observed. The correct carrier pattern was established by rotating the
mirror about the y axis.
4.2.5.6 Grating Mould Preparation
The moulds that were used for producing model and auxiliary
gratings were manufactured and supplied by Post. These were crossed-
line phase type gratings, generated optically on a high resolution
photographic plate. 'Phase type gratings have furrowed or corrugated
surfaces with either sy..etrical or unsymmetrical furrow profiles.' The
technique to produce an undulating surface profile was recently
established (64). 'It is the undulation that transforms the surface of
the photographic plate into a phase-type diffraction grating.' The
frequency of the grating used in this work was 1200 lines per mm. 'The
final step in producing the mold is to apply an ultrathin reflective
coating of aluminium, or gold overcoated with aluminium, by evaporation
(high-vacuum deposition).'
Vacuum deposition was carried out at a pressure of 10-5 atmospheres
(atm) using pure 99.999~aluminium wire. A piece of wire, 0.5 mm
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diameter x 150 mm long, was cut and rolled into a small bundle using
tweezers (to avoid transferring grease to the wire from the fingers).
The wire was placed in a tungsten basket (manufactured by Nordiko Ltd.,
type NB901) located in a vacuum chamber. The basket was connected
across a 50 amp, 240 volt DC electrical supply.
The virgin mould was cut into 50 x 33 mm pieces and prepared for
evaporation by washing in Kodak Photo flow 1:200 solution and allowed to
drip dry. This was to reduce the adhesion between the mould and its
coating during transfer to the model. The mould was secured in a
(clean) aluminium bracket and the assembly was placed in the vacuum
chamber about 200 mm away and directly above the basket. A thickness
monitoring crystal was placed on a level with, and 50 mm away from the
centre of the mould. A shield was inserted between the bracket and
the mould and monitoring crystal. The arrangement is shown
diagramatically in Fig. ~.8.
When the pressure in the chamber reached about 2 x 10-6 atm, a
current of between 30 and 33 amps heated the basket to the required
boiling point of aluminium at this pressure. During this period,
impurities such as grease etc. would evaporate and reduce the pressure
to about 10-5 atm. When the aluminium began to evaporate, a deposition
could be seen on the glass chamber. The current was immediately reduced
to 28 to 30 amps to control the rate of evaporation. The shield was
removed; exposing the mould and film thickness monitoring crystal to the
vapour. The rate of deposition during coating was monitored by the film
thickness display unit and controlled by regulating the
A deposition rate of 15 to 20 i per second was
of the layer was 700 ± 25 i (7 x 10-Smm). (In
electrical
current. used. The
thickness a private
communication, Post recommended a thickness of A/10 = 680 i.) This
exercise was timed to avoid using the thickness monitor for which a new,
10)
expensive and disposable crystal is required with every 20,000 ~
deposited.
current of
Thus, an evaporation period of 40 seconds and an electrical
about 30 amps were used for future work. Using these
film thicknesses of 650 ~ to 150 ~ were obtainedempirical parameters,
as measured by Talysurf.
The thickness and rate of deposition of the layer were controlled
by an 'Edwards' FTM4 Thickness Monitor Unit. Its design and uses are
documented (66). For this work, input parameters for aluminium and
vacuum chamber geometry were:
Density = 2.70
Acoustic Impedence = 8.17
Tooling Factor = 135~
4.2.5.7 Specimen Grating Replication
Fig. 4.9 ·illustrates how the reflective grating was replicated on
the surface of the model. (Auxiliary gratings were not replicated.) 'A
pool of liquid adhesive is poured on the specimen and squeezed into a
thin film by pressing against the mold. Epoxy adhesives are suitable.
After polymerization, the photographic plate is pried off - only a small
prying force is required - leaving a reflective diffraction grating
bonded to the surface of the specimen. The weakest interface in the
system occurs between the gelatin of the photographic plate and the
evaporated aluminium or gold, which accounts for the transfer of the
reflective film to the specimen. The result is a reflective, high-
frequency phase-type diffraction grating formed on the specimen. Its
thickness is about 0.025mm.' The resin used in this work was 'Stycast
1266' (manufactured by Emerson and Cummings). This is a low viscosity
two-part adhesive. The mould was clamped to the model using a single
spring clamp. The force was distributed over the area of the mould by
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Araldite spreaders. Liquid resin flashing was wiped from all external
edges of the mould and model using a piece of clean cartridge paper.
After a minimum curing time of 24 hours, the mould was easily pried off
with finger and thumb. The resulting grating is shown in Plate 4.3.
The positions of the grating on the models are shown in Fig. 4.7.
The thickness of the resin layers were measured by Talysurf. They
were all in the range 32 to 43 ~m (0.032 to 0.043 mm). The surface
profile shown in Fig. 4.10 was obtained by Talysurf. The depth of
undulations varied from 250 to 1400~; the mean depth was approximately
610 ~.
4.3 Model Manufacture
4.3.1 Three-Dimensional Photoelastic Model Manufacture
The manufacturing technique developed by Fessler and Perla (23) and
Little (18) of precision casting Araldite models using re-usable moulds
and cores was adopted for this experimental work. The technique is well
documented in (18). Only the points particular to these models will be
mentioned. The models were manufactured of Araldite CT200 with 30 per
cent by weight of hardener HT901. The model consisted of a cast node
(of one chord tube and four or two brace stubs for corner K and X nodes
respectively) spigoted and glued to two chord and two brace extension
tubes. The node casting was manufactured from re-usable patterns, dams,
moulds and cores; each designed to permit the intended range of
dimensions.
The pattern was used to form the inside surface of the mould.
pattern was assembled using Araldite cylinders; one thick
The
walled
cylinder for the chord and several solid cylinders for the braces. One
pattern was made for each different geometrical configuration of
Pattern No.1 was used for the mould for the corner K nodes ref.
CK1R and CK2, pattern No.2 for CK3 and CK4, pattern No.3 for
model.
CK1,
CK5,
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pattern No.4 for X node ref. X90 and pattern No.5 for x60.
One mould was manufactured from each pattern. The moulds and brace
cores were made of slate-resin. The moulds for the corner K nodes were
cast in four separate segments; split along the chord axis in the (two)
crown planes of the braces, and mid-way between them. The moulds for
the X nodes were cast in two halves; split along the chord axis in the
(single) crown plane of the braces. The chord core was a thick walled
aluminium cylinder.
The "weld" fillets were formed on the pattern using plaster of
Paris. Initially the intended design parameter for the outer fillet toe
radius was a single value of r/t = 0.20. In practice, a single value at
every fillet proved impossible to achieve. For the first corner K
model, reference CK1, toe radii were scraped from the mould using a
range of ad-hoc forming tools of various dihedral angles. The resulting
radii were larger than desired and it was difficult to extract useful
weld toe data. This model was remade as reference CK1R. The fillets
for this model and the following one, reference CK2, were successfully
formed on the model itself using a 2mm diameter file. However the small
amount of undercut present (at three joints only) prevented this tedious
operation from becoming a standard method. Subsequent profiles (for
corner K models CK3, CK4 and CK5, and X models X90 and X60) were
produced by allowing the surface tension of the liquid mould material to
fOrm toe radii at the sharp COrnerS of the pattern. When the liquid
resin of the model solidified against the inner surfaces of the mould,
final toe radii were produced. It was found that although toe radius
increases with the included angle forming the fillet, the results
achieved are the smallest practical values. Fig. 4.11 shows the
achieved weld toe radii at chord and brace ends of the weld fillet.
These values are plotted against the dihedral weld angle, o180 -Q (see
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Fig. 3.7) as this appears to be the most influential variable, assuming
the plaster of Paris fillets are consistently sharp. The post-loaded
dimensions and geometric parameters of the models are given in Tables
4.1 to 4.8.
4.3.2 Two-Dimensional Photoelastic Model Manufacture
The models were manufactured from 3 mm thick, precast sheets of
Araldite CT200 with 30 per cent by weight of hardener HT901. A
calibration strip equal in size to the brace wall was cut from the same
pre-cast sheet as each model. The models were profiled using side-
milling cutters. The models were rough milled to approximate dimensions
using a coolant (such as mineral oil) to prevent thermal edge stress.
A final surface cut, between 0.05 and 0.1 mm deep, was made using a
cutter of the exact diameter to form weld toe radii. The final cut was
made without the coolant.
drilled and reamed.
The size of the models was chosen as the smallest likely to model
the fillets sufficiently accurately. Different models had brace width t
= between 15 and 40 mm and chord width T = between 30 and 80 mm, which
Dowel holes were accurately pOSitioned,
allowed the whole region of interest to the viewed in the polariscope at
the same time. The thickness (ie 3 mm) was the smallest to ensure
lateral stability of the models.
4.3.3 Two-Dimensional Steel Models Fabrication
4.3.3.1 As-welded Models
The test specimens, shown in Fig. 3.9, were fabricated by British
Steel Corporation (BSC). Swinden Laboratories, Rotherham using offshore
node quality flat steel plate in accordance with BS 4360-grade 500. The
chemical composition and mechanical properties of samples taken from the
50 mm thick chord wall plate were supplied by BSe, Scottish Shelton and
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East Moors Group, Glasgow, and from the 25 mm thick brace wall plate by
ESC, Scunthorpe Division. These are given in Table 4.9. The brace
walls were chamfered to provide a minimum included angle equal to half
the external dihedral angle of the joint. A root gap of between 1.5 and
3.0 mm was permitted during setting up. The plates were joined by a
single sided, full penetration weld made by the manual metal arc process
using electrodes to BS639 - Parts 1 and 4. These were deSignated
'uncontrolled' profiles as shown in Fig. 3.7c. Specimens described in
Section 3.4.3. as type A were welded using 4 mm diameter, grade E51
electrodes and as type Busing 4 mm diameter, grade E43 electrodes for
butter passes and 2.5 mm diameter, grade E43 electrodes for capping
passes. A preheat temperture of 1000C was used. The build-up sequence
of these welds is shown in Fig. 4.12.
The 250 mm long specimens were individually welded using run-off/on
tabs and were not post veld heat treated. No grinding or dressing of
the weld profile was carried out. The profile at the toe of the welds
were intended to conform to the requirements of profile tests such as
the AWS "dime" or disc test. The weld toe profile parameters given in
Table 4.14 show where this was achieved. Typical weld toe profiles
(traced from X32 magnification shadow graphs) are shown in Fig. 4.13.
These models were used to represent real steel joints, welded in a
manner representative of offshore practice, with "uncontrolled" weld
profiles, ie no post weld treatment or improvements were made.
One of the Type A steel joints with the higher strength weld, i.e.
grade E51, was later selected for study with an improved or "controlled"
weld profile, as shown in Figs. 3.7d and 3.9. A 75 mm long piece was
cut from the original veldment. The additional welding required to
produce the controlled profile at the chord weld toe was carried out at
The Welding Institute, Cambridge. Specimens described in Section 3.4.3.
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as type e were completed using 4 mm diameter grade E51 electrodes
(identical specification as type A). The build-up sequence and typical
weld toe profiles are shown in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13, respectively. A
preheat temperature of lOOoe and an interpass temperature of 1200e were
used. The profile at the toe of the weld satisfied the requirements of
the disc test without post-weld dressing.
The weldments were cut my mechanical means into slices, fly cut on
both sides and ground on one face. Reamed holes were formed at the
correct positions of loading in preparation for the intended
analysisphotoelastic
techniques.
coating and moire interferometry strain
The final thickness of the models were 10 mm for
photelastic coating methods and 4 mm for moire methods.
The following schedule summarises the models manufactured.
Dihedral angle Weld Profile Weld Grade
90° Uncontrolled E51
" " E43
1200
" E51
" " E43
" Controlled E51
4.3.3.2 Post-Weld Heat Treated Models
To assess the effect of residual welding stresses in the weldments
and determine the changes in mechanical properties, one of each of the 4
mm thick models in the above schedule were stress relieved. The models
were placed in an electrically heated furnace and subjected to the
following thermal cycle:
(i) heated to 620°C at approximately lOOoe per hour
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(ii) held at 6200C for 12 minutes
000(iii) controlled cooling from 620 to 400 at 80 C per hour
(iv) air cooled to room temperature
Reamed holes were formed at the correct loading positions after the
models were heat treated.
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4.4 Dimensional Accuracy and Material Properties
4.4.1 3-d Photoelastic Models
The dimensional accuracy of the models were checked before loading.
Only the diameters. out-of-roundness. straightness and inclinations of
the tubes were measured at this stage. Other dimensions. e.g. wall
thicknesses and weld sizes, were obtained from slices cut from the
models after loading.
The model was set up on a surface table with the chord horizontal.
A dial test indicator was traversed along the chord at eight equal
circumferential positions. Measurements were made at five locations
along the length of the chord. The diameter of the chord was also
measured at these positions. The shape of the chord tube was calculated
from these meaBUremegts. Fig. 4.14 shows a cross section of the chord
in the plane of the loaded braces for one of the models. The angular
inclinations of the braces to the chord tube were measured by vernier
protractor. The deviation from the intended values were negligible.
The above measurements were taken to enable load induced deformations
to be calculated from the post-loaded models.
The weld toe profile parameters, toe radii and local weld angle,
were obtained by measuring the outline of slices, cut from the models after
loading, on a sbado~graph of 32 times magnification.
The important design dimensions and angles of the models, the
applicable tolerances and the post loaded dimensions are listed in
Table 4.10. The tolerances were those specified for previous work for
the U.K. Offshore Steels Research Project (UKOSRP I), except that weld
fillet tolerances were based on the API recommendations for complete
joint penetration.
To determine the material properties, Young's modulus and material
fringe value of the stress-frozen model, test strips were cut from a small
block cast from the same mixture as the model. The strips were 5 mm
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wide, 2.5 mm thick, 150 mm long and were loaded in uniaxial tension
with a load of 0.6 lb. The strips were subject to the same thermal
cycles as the model.
The frozen stress material properties of each model are given in
Table 4.11.
4.4.2 2-d Photoelastic Models
The dimensional and angular accuracy of the 2-d photoelastic
models were determined using micrometer and vernier protractor
respectively. Dimensional checks were made on brace and chord wall widths,
weld or fillet size, ie. distance to weld toe from intersection of
outer wall surfaces, and loading positions. The thickness of the
model was not checked because for a given load, variation in thickness
is compensated by a change in stress, and in a 2-d photoelastic analysis,
fringe order is proportional to the product of the stress and material
thickness. Weld toe radii were measured using radius gauges on an
enlarged (X32) shadow graph of the model. The values are presented in
Table 4.12.
In general the models were very accurate; dimensional deviations less
than 1.5~ of design values. The largest deviations were due t9 removing
material from the outside chord and brace walls to avoid undercut at
weld- toes.
The material fringe values of the three different sheets of Araldite
used to make the models were determined using tensile test strips
loaded in uniaxial tension. The results of this exercise, which show
that the material is perfectly linearly elastic in the test range, are
given in Fig. 4.15.
4.4.3 2-d Steel Models
The models were measured prior to loading for the following physical
characteristics and mechanical properties;
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i) Dimensional accuracy, weld profile, HAZ regions
ii) Yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, hardness
iii) Surface roughness
q.4.3.1 Physical Characteristics
Model wall thicknesses were measured by micrometer and the brace-
to-chord wall inclination was measured by vernier protractor. The
values are given in Table 4.13. The weld toe profile parameters, ie
radius and angle, were obtained from enlarged (32 times) shadow view-
graphs of the weld toe region. The profiles were replicated using
Plaster-of-Paris moulding compound and were machined to a thickness
of -1-+0.1 mm for measurement. Using this technique, the profile at
three different positions through the thickness of the model, ie each
face and mid-thickness, could be viewed. Three models from each type of
weldment were selected for me~surement. The results are given in Table 4.14.
The extent of the heat affected zones were determined to assist in
the interpretation of strain measurements in these regions. To reveal
the HAZ boundaries the models were polished and etched in the areas of
interest. Mechanical polishing was carried out by hand using o."m (for
15 minutes) and 3 Jim (for 10 minutes) "Metadi" diamond compound. The
surfaces were cleaned using a proprietory trichloroethane solvent ego
"Inhibisol" and etched using 'Nitral'; 5" nitric acid·in ethyl alcohol.
The boundaries between the HAZ and we}d material (WM), the HAZ and
base metal (8M) were measured by travelling micrometer. They are shown
1n Fig. 4.16 at a poSition selected at random from each type of weldment.
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4.4.3.2. Mechanical Properties
The yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and reduction in area
of the constituent materials of the weldments were obtained using a
Houndsfield tensile testing machine. The results are for as-welded models
only. Small cylindrical test pieces were accurately machined from weld-
ments type A and B only (Type e are the same as type A). Test pieces
were taken from the following places;
i) brace and chord wall base metal
ii) weld material
iii) heat affected zones adjacent to brace and chord walls
iv) chord wall base metal very near to heat affected zones.
Two test pieces were cut from each of six locations from each of
two weldments making a total of 24. The positions, size and shape of
the test pieces are shown in Fig. 4.11. Load-extension curves were
plotted manually as the test progressed. The end of the test was at
fracture. Fig. 4.18 shows the load-extension curves for all positions
from weldment type A. Note that total elongation values include the
load-extension characteristics of the machine, shown as line OA on
Fig. 4.18'. Percentage reduction in area was measured on a reduction gauge.
The yield and ultiaate tensile strengths and percentage reduction
in area are given in Table 4.15. The results are compared to BSe
Certificate and other published values. Fig q.19 shows the variation
in yield and tenSile st~engths acrass tne weldments.
Hardness traverses were carried out across the BM-HAZ-WM boundaries,
of weldments type A and B, in the as-welded and post-weld heat treated
conditions. The Vickers Pyramid Hardness test was used. The width
across the corners of the indentation was measured optically and its
value converted to the hardness ~umber, HV. The results are shown in
Figs. 4.20 and 4.21 for weldments type Band A. respectively.
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4.4.3.3. Surface Roughness
Surface roughness was measured using "Talysurf 4" mechanical surface
measurement equipment. Roughness traverses (max. 10 mm in length) were
carried out along the outer wall and weld edges, and across tne ground
faces of the models. The models were levelled on the plinth of the
apparatus and the profiling stylus allowed to travel freely on the
surfaces. The results are shown in Fig. 4.22.
Results for the ground faces of the models are presented for later
~omparlson with post-yield conditions.
4.5 Loading
4.5.1 3-d Model Loading
The loading rig used for loading the corner K models is shown in
Fig. 4.23a and Plate 4.4. Many of its features are determined by the
physical characteristics of the stress-freezing process.
1. Very low Young's Modulus. The loads required are small enough
to be applied by freely hanging weights but deflections of the model
due to its own weight may be significant. Two-thirds of the self-
weight of the model is eliminated by immersion in a dense oil, the
remainder by air pockets in the tubes. The latter are the reason for
the chord axis being horizontal. Imposed loads due to the self weight
of the loading mechanism are nullified by adjustable counterweights.
Correct loading is achieved by accurate measurement of the mechanism
about the fulcrum point, i.e. rose bearing.
2. Large coefficient of expansion. The model must be allowed to
expand freely as its position relative to the loading frame changes.
This is made easier by the ball-pivoted bellcrank levers, whose use
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leads to the axes of the loaded braces being horizontal. It is also
the reason for the apparently complex chord supports. Overall expansion
of the chord is accommodated by hanging the model off two pairs of steel
links. One pair is braced, the other free to rotate and thus move
horizontally in the direction of the chord axis.
3. Limited optical sensitivity of Araldite, the best available
material. The model strains usually have to be greater than the elastic
strains in the metal prototype. The chord distortions may therefore
cause significant changes of Q, the inclination of the braces. To
minimise parasitic bending moments, the points of application of the
brace forces are arranged as near to the chord wall as possible. This
was achieved using Araldite loading cups glued to the ends of the loaded
braces.
The stress-freezing technique employed for the photoelastic
analysis of any plane within a model is well documented (see section
4.2.1). The models CK1, CK1R and CK3 were loaded in a balanced axial
tension (1350brace) and compression (900 brace). Models CK2, CK4 and
CK5 were loaded in balanced axial tension (1500 brace) and compression
(600 brace). The equilibrium of forces for all corner K models is
illustrated in Fig. 3.6a. In each model there are small transverse
chord end reactions resulting from the different offset of brace axes
in the plane of the loaded braces. The components of forces parallel
to the chord axis are reacted by the
single axial chord end reaction. This tensile reaction, situated at
the end of the chord nearest to the brace loaded in compression
minimises longitudinal adjustment of the loading rig during the thermal
cycle. The ends of the chord extension tubes were free to ovalise.
The loading rig used for loading the X models is shown in Fig.
4.23b. The apparatus was designed and built by Buchan et al (52)
to satisfy the features appropriate to photoelastic models of this type.
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These are :_
1. Only one load is required. This is small enough to be applied by
freely hanging weights to one of the braces. Other considerations are
as given for the corner K model loading rig.
2. The ends of the chord are not supported and free to ovalise.
The magnitudes of the loads used in the braces loaded in tension
in all 3-d models is given in Tabl.e 4.11. The intended mean axial
strain in these braces was O.50~. The differences in actual measured
strains were due to inevitable variations in material properties and
tube dimensions. These differences do not affect SCF results because
all stresses in the model were normalised with respect to the actual
mean axial stress in the brace; not the calculated value based on 0.5~
strain. The equilibrium of forces in the X models is shown in Fig. 3.6.
4.5.2. 2-d Photoelastic Model Loading
The empirical determination of the equivalent 2-d loading system
obtained from previous (18) and present 3-d photoelastic results
was given in Section 3.3.1. In these models single point loads, .
which are equivalent to the membrane. and shear forces in the tube
walls sectioned at the first po~nt of contraflecture, are applied to
the chord and brace walls. The magnitudes, positions and directions
of the point loads are given in Table 3.4 for the three different
2-d model geometries studied.
The correct loading of the models shown in Fig. 3.6 is produced
by a measured force P, if the hinged links, which carry the reactions
P2 ~nd P3, are in the intended positions.
brace wall is defined as ~ = P,/cross sectional area of calibration
nom
The nominal stress in the
strip.
The models in which the chord wall thickness T = 30 mm were loaded
as shown in Fig. 4.24a The models were mounted in the rig together with
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a calibration strip located in the direction of the inclined tensile
force applied to the brace wall. A simple turnbuckle was used to
apply incremental loads to the system; load was transferred to models
through pairs of matched mild steel links and 6 mm diameter dowels.
The models in which the chord wall thickness T = 50 to 80 mm were
too large to be loaded in the above manner. These models were calibrated
separately by freely hanging weights as shown in Fig. 4.24b. The models
were mounted in the loading frame and incremental loads were applied,
through matched links and dowels, to the brace wall. Because the
calibration strips were subjected to the same incremental load magnitudes,
fringe order readings in the models corresponded to nominal fringe orders
in the calibration strip.
Loads were applied to the models in increments of 3 kg in the range
3 to 12 kg. This corresponds to a typical increase in fringe order in
the brace wall of 0.072 fringes, for t = 40 mm and MFV = 10.15 (mean
value) N/mm fring~ per 3 kg load.
4.5.3 Finite Element Model Loading
The forces acting on the finite element model were determined in
the same manner as 2-d photoelastic models; axial forces causing membrane
stresses, and shear forces causing bending and shear stresses. Axial
loads were applied to the model uniformly across each wall at structural
nodes. Shear forces were applied at the correct distances along each
wall, also at structural nodes. Restraints were specific at two nodes
to prohibit spatial movement in the plane of the model. All loads
and restraints are shown in Fig. 4.1. The magnitudes of the loads
produced a mean axial stress in the brace wall of unity. All stresses
in the model were therefore stress indices.
4.5.4 Steel Model Loading
The steel models were loaded using the equivalent 2-d system
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developed for the 2-d Araldite work, as described in section 4.5.2.
A loading rig was designed and built for each different experimental
technique used. These were reflection photoelasticity and moire inter-
ferometry. Each rig was designed to accommodate the different loading
geometries of the three models to be studied.
The loading rig used for reflection photoelasticity was designed
to be used within the confines of a 50 ton Denison testing machine.
The models were 10 mm thick.
The loading rig foruse with the moire interferometer was mounted
on the optical table and was therefore a relatively light and economical
apparatus. Because the models were thin (4 mm), its capacity was small
(3 ton).
Because the design concepts for the two loading rigs were obviously
different, they are described separately.
4.5.4.1 Loading Rig for Reflection Photoelasticity Methods
A loading rig was designed and built to be used between the jaws
of a hydraulically controlled 50 ton Den ison tensile testing machine.
The rig is illustrated in Fig. 4.25.
The rig was designed to enable the region of interest
to be viewed through a vee-type reflection polariscope which was mounted,
independently from the rig, on the outside of the testing machine.
Forces were applied to the model through a mechanism comprising
pairs of matched links, I inch diameter hardened steel dowels, a spreader
beam and solid cylindrical blocks clamped in the jaws of the machine.
The rig was designed to accommodate two different models and three different
loading geometries for loads of up to (approximately) 30 tons.
The resulting framework was manufactured from grade 43 mild steel
flat bar, round bar and rolled universal channel. Hardened steel drill
bushes were used to locate dowel holes and reinforce the lugs near the
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e~ds of the links, and in the webs of the channels.
With the model removed from the assembly, the loading rig was
effectively in two parts; each part permanently attached to the machine
through the solid cylinders clamped in its jaws. To re-assemble the
model in the rig, the distance between the top and bottom jaws was
reduced to allow the dowels to be located through the model with ample
tolerance.
4.-5.4.2 Loading Rig for Moire Interferometry Methods
The essential features of the loading rig are shown in Fig. IL26
and Plate 4.5. The frame was sufficiently light to be man-handled into
two mutually perpendicular positions whilst the model was loaded. The
frame was rigid in bending and torsion for loads of up to 3 tonnes
acting at one of several different locations. The rig was mounted off
an eccentrically located rose bearing and suspended from a remote
support frame by a stiff spring. For optical alignment, the rig was
supported by three fine adjustment screws; micrometer barrels were used.
The rig was also designed to accommodate two different models and three
different loading geometries.
The resulting rectangular frame was manufactured from grade En24 steel
plate and En3 rolled 'Tee', bolted at its corners and aligned for out-of-
plane deviations using steel horseshoe shims. The holes to receive
loading pins were accurately located and reamed. Attachments to react
against the adjustment.screws were bolted to the frame.
The models were loaded through pairs of matched links made from
~ inch thick ground rectangular ateel bar. Loading pins were 3/8 inch
diameter hardened steel dowels. Tensile load was applied to the links
(attached to the brace wall) by a turnbuckle, located on the outside of
the frame, through a i inch diameter threaded bar. A 3 tonne capacity
load cell, connected to a digital readout balancing box, measured the
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load. A thrust bearing was introduced between the coupling and load
cell to reduce frictional forces. Direction of loading was accomplished
by passing the threaded bar through a hole in a machined block at the
correct inclination.
Initial loads of between 0.2 and 0.5 kN were used to establish
an artificial datum. Loads were then applied in increments
of approximately 5 kN priorto yielaing in the chord weld toe fillet.
The corresponding incremental increase in strain in the brace wall was
0.02% strain. After yielding, load increases were governed by the
spread of plasticity in the model.
4.6 Measurement
4.6.1 3-d Photoelastic Models
The important measurements were post-load deformations, actual weld
profiles and fringe order readings.
4.6.1.1 Post Load Deformations
The model was set up on the surface table and measurements taken in
the same manner and at the same positions as in ~ection 4.4.1. ·Load induced
deformations of the chord were calculated. They are shown in Fig. 4.14
in the plane of loaded braces of some of the models. The results are
compared to the deformations measured by Little (18), normalised with
respect to chord diameter and Young's modulus which were both different.
The displacements predicted from Mockfords parametric flexibility
equations (67) are also shown in Fig. 4.14.
The post-load measurements were also used to detect evidence of
unbalanced, inadequate or spurious brace loading before the model was
destroyed by slicing.
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4.6.1.2. Slicing, Sub-slicing and Photoelastic Measurement
Slices were cut from the model in the chain-dotted planes defined
in Fig 4.27 for the 3-d CK and X models. The slices
were 2.50 + 0.15 mm thick. The procedure is previously documented
( 18). Each slice was measured by micrometer; variations in thickness
being allowed for in the calculation of unit fringe order. Variation in
the thickness of an individual slice was usually within ~ 0.03 mm;
occasionally this would exceed + 0.05 mm near the ends of the slices
remote from the important weld regions.
The slices were placed in a drying oven at 700 C for a minimum of
72 hours and stored in a dessicator containing silica-gel prior to being
analysed.
For photoelastic measurement, the slices were mounted in a diffused
light transmission polariscope and examined in normal-incidence polarised
light. Fringe readings were made in monochromatic, circularly polarised
light, using Tardy compensation to determine fractional fringe orders.
A travelling microscope was used to enlarge the image and define the
positions of measurements. Small scratches were made, perpendicular to
the edge, on the slices (generally) about 5 mm from the weld toe. The
centre of the scratch was used as datum and the positions of measurements
were made relative to this. The position of the weld toe was established
relative to the datum by viewing an enlarged (x32) shadow of the weld
toe region.
The procedures for determining the magnitudes of stresses in the
plane of the slice, and the magnitudes and directions of prinCipal
stresses which were not necessarily in the plane of the slice, were as
follows.
Where a principal plane is known to be in the plane of the slice
there exists at each point along the free boundary surface principal
stresses """ parallel 'to the plane of the slice and cf2' perpendicular
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to cr,. The edges of the model are free from external shear and normal
stress. To determine crl, the measured fringe order at each edge point
was divided by the thickness of the slice to obtain unit fringe order N
= cr, /material fringe value (MFV is previously defined). The nominal
fringe order N in the brace loaded in axial tension was determined
nom
from brace walls rri nge order readings t Section "5.' .4). The'nominal stress
a = N .MFV.
nom nom
Further aubslicing of the main slice was necessary to obtain
surface principal stresses where their directions were not known from
symmetry as shown in Fig. 4.21:$. The "through-thickness" subslices were
cut 1.00+0.05 mm thick perpendicular to the chord wall. The "surface"
subslice was cut along the outer edge of the weld having a minimum
thickness of 0.05 ~ 0.03 mm. The main slice was sandwiched between
fillets of 'quick-set' Araldite so that thesubslices would not be lost
whilst cutting. All subslices were orientated, labelled and dried prior
to photoelastic measurement.
In the general case where a slice is cut out of a stress-frozen
photoelastic'model which does not contain a plane of symmetry, the principal
stresses in the free surface of the model cannot be determined by the
usual (normal incidence of light) photoelastic examination alone. This
single measurement at any point in the edge of the slice (i.e. the
surface of the model) only gives the secondary principal stress in the
plane of the slice. The magnitudes of the true principal stresses ~1
and cr2 in the surface and the inclination ~ of ~1 to the plane of the
slice can only be determined from three measurements. Because oblique
incidence is not suitable for the large stress gradients a~1/ax and
a~1/az (see Fig. 4.28) subslices have to be cut from the main slice and
further measurements obtained from them. The surface slice (see Fig.
4.28$ taken along the outer edge of the model when viewed in normal
incidence (view on 'At) provides the direction t of the greater
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principal stress relative to the plane of the slice. This is
called the isoclinic angle at the surface. The through-thickness subslice
gives (0 - 0 ) and (0 - 0 ) when vi.ewed along lines of sight Y and Zy x z x
respectively. As the stress perpendicular to the surface 0 x = (j 3 = 0,
with value oft from the surface subslice, (j, and ~2 are defined by equations
(5.3) and (5.4) in Section 5.1.3.
Where chord wall principal stress distributions were required, surface
subslices were cut at the saddle positions of inclined braces. Tne
thickness of the surface subslice is important. In consideration of the
through-thickness stress gradients 6a f6x and 60 /fj~, a subslice-to-chord
z y
wall thickness ratio of 0.05 was accepted. Chord wall surface subslices
were O.~O + 0.02 romthick cut parallel to the outer chord wall where it
meets with the weld toe. The surface slice when viewed on line of sight
x (Fig. 4.28b) providest and (0, -02)' With the value of the hoop
stress ~y obtained from the slice in the circumferential plane, 0 1 and
G 2 are defined by equations (5.5) and (5.6) in Section 5.'.3.
~.6.2 Photoelastic Measurement of 2-d Models
The models were loaded, positioned in a diffused light transmission
polariscope and examined in normal incidence polarised light. The edges
of the models are boundaries free from external shear and normal stress.
This is a plane stress analysis. There exists at each point along the
free boundary a principal stress parallel to the edge of the model. The
fringe order at each edge point N = (j x model thickness/MFV. Similarly
the fringe order in the calibration strip N = ~ x calibration strip
nom nom
thickness/MFV. The material fringe value is a constant for each precast
sheet. Model and calibration strip were measured by micrometer for use
in calculating stress indices. After linearity had been established,
zero errors were eliminated by using differences of stresses due to two
loads only.
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4.6.3 finite Element Output
The PAFEC output gives thp following data of use in the analysis
of the models;
i) global cartesian co-ordinates
ii) components of displacements
iii) magnitudes of principal stresses
iv) directions of principal stresses relative to global model axes
and local element orientation
v) maximum shear stress and
vi) cartesian direct and shear stresses.
This data is given for every node belonging to every element. A
further refinement of items iii), iv) and v) is made by the stress
averaging routine. The prinCipal stresses and directions at nodes,
which are common to two or more adjacent elements, are presented as
the average of the individual values at that node.
In this work, principal stresses were extracted from the PAFEC
output in the following regions.
i) along the edges of the outside chord and brace walls and weld
fillet
i1) through the thickness of the chord wall on a line perpendicular
to the position of the maximum surface stress, and
iii) as ii) but perpendicular to_the chord weld toe.
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4.6.4 Measurement of Strains in Steel Models using Reflection Techniques
In the measurement of strains using 'reflection techniques, calibra-
tion of the photoelastic layer material is necessary to convert the
elastic strains recorded in the layer to the true elastic or plastic
model strains. The values obtained by Eissa (63) for the material
,properties of the layer, i.e. Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and MfV,
were used in the early stages of this work. This was because the photo-
elastic materials were similar. However, it was intended that once the
experimental method was established, the true properties of the material
used in this work would be obtained.
It was shown (63) that if the profiles of the layer and model were
identical, then maxian. shear strains in the layer"( 1. and model Y m
were equal. They were also proportional to fringe order n per unit
thickness of the layer tL• Using Araldite CT200 with hardener H1901
for the photoelastic coating:
'Y H :, L : 0.0021 nltL
The thickness of the layer was 0.5 ~ 0.02 am, but in anyone model
this did not vary by nore than 0.01 Mm. A layer thickness correction
coefficient (determined by Eissa (63» of 1.10, which was approprIate
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to this thickness, was used.
Fringe orders were measured at the edges of the models at different
load magnitudes. Maximum shear strains computed from the fringe orders
are expressed in terms of the nominal shear strain in the brace wall
which was calculated from the loading. These are shear strain indices.
~.6.5 §trains in Steel Models using Moire Methods
Fringe orders N are enumerated in F1g.4.29. In this example,
x
fringes are ofu displacements in the x plane of the model. Where moire
methods are used in the determination of strains and relative displacements
between two points in the model, the location of the zero-order fringe is
arbitrary. This is because rigid body translations and rotations are unimport-
ant if relative displacements are required. In Fig. LL29, a location in
the weld region was chosen as the zero-displacement datum. Fringe count
was made positive along the surface of the chord wall moving away from
the weld toe. The centre of the dark fringe through the datum point was
assigned zero order.
In assigning fringe order, Post (56) explains that the rules of
topography of continuous surfaces govern the order of fringes. Adjacent
fringes differ by plus or ainus one fringe order, except in zones of
local maxima or minima where adjacent fringes may have equal fringe orders.
Local maxima and minima are usually distinguished by closed loops or saddle-
shaped contours. Fringes of unequal orders cannot intersect. To be correct,
the fringe order at any point must be unique, independent of the path of
the fringe count used to reach the point.
In moire strain analysis, fringe order gradients are measured because
derivations of displacements are required to calculate strains. Because
each moire fringe, of order N, represents the loci of points of equal in-
plane displacement u, it is shown (56) that
1
u = F N
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where f is the frequency of the reference grating.
If the incremental displacement 6. u between two poi nts e x
apart is depicted in the fringe pattern by a small change in fringe
order flN, then
6. u ::1.. 6. N
f
The strain E x is the derivative of displacement flu16. x. Hence, in the
1imit, fringe gradient a N.6 x is obtained.
a N,6 x = f E
X
The fringe gradient, measured in a prescribed direction, is equal to
the frequency of the reference gra ting and the strain in that direction.
It is usual for orthogonal axes, x and y, parallel and perpendicular
to the lines of the master grating to be used for analysis;u and v
displacement fields are the components of in-plane displacements in the
x and y planes, respectively. Normal and shear strains are obtained
from the Nand N fringe patterns as follows:
x y
E
=
flu
flX
a Nx
x = f a x
1 ~
fay
1
f
( 8 Nx +
ay
~)
ax
These strains may be determined from point-by-point measurement
of the fringe gradients 8 Nx/8x, a Nxlay, 8 Ny a y and 8 Ny a x obtained
from Nand N fringe patterns of u and v displacement fields.
x y
4.6.6. Accuracy of Measurements
The accuracy of the photoelastic fringe order measurements, finite
element output and moire fringe gradients is assessed in the analysis
of errors given in Section 7.
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Table 4.10
Dimensional and Angular Accuracy of 3-d Models
UNIT NOMINAL TOLERANCE GREATEST LEAST
OEVIATION DEVIATION
Chord
1
--
Mean diameter. 0 11m 200.0 + 0.80 + 0.75 + 0.02
-
- 0.54 - 0.04
Out or roundness
-
-
1.25 1.45 0.15
Wall thickness T 11m 8.0 + O.IIS • 0.35 0
-
- 0.70
OIT ratio
- 25 + 1.6 + 1.96 + 0.02
- 1.18
- 0-
Brace 1
--
Mean Diameter. d 11m 100.0 • 1l.40 + 0.27 .! 0.03
-
- 0.32
Out or roundness
-
-
0.65 0.11') 0.03
Wall thickness. t 11m 11.0 !. 0.22 • 0.29 0
- 0.110
dlt ratio
-
25 !. 1.6 + 2.80 0
-
1.62
Brace/chord angle 81 des
-
0.25 0.25 0.10
Weld Fillet 2
Chord vall les length; H aln • 11m 2.8 + 0.2 + 0.78 + 0
-
1.35 - 0.06
Brace val1 lq length; h s1n •
-
11.0 + 2.0 + 1.08 .! 0.011
-
-
1.68
Chord weld toe a1'181e lie deg - + 8 +12 0
-13 -311
Brace weld toe angle lib des
:
+13 +27 0
-
- 8 -15
1) UKOSRP tolerance
2) API reCOllllended tolerance
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Table 4.14 Brace wall
2-d Steel Models. Actual Dimensions and Geometry
Notes
1. Average values. 2. Not l18aBUred.
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Table 4.15
Mechanical Properties of Steel Models obtained from
1Houndsfield Test Specimens
Weld- Material Cross- Yield Ultimate Reduction
ment Designa t1on sectional Stress Tensile in
Type and area2 Stress Area
Location 2 N/IDJTl2 %IDJTl
BM Chord wall 8.042 314 472 61
8.068 324 478 62
BM Chord wall 8.068 J43 506 60
near HAZ 8.042 )14 484 63
Type BM l3race wall 8.143 3.52 501 64
8.093 J44 500 62
A HAZ Adjacent chord 8.093 392 531 67
8.093 404 .527 58
HAZ Adjacent brace 8.068 475 567 7
8.118 502 565 35
,WM Weld E51 8.194 479 581 25
8.245 457 577 45
BM Chord wall 8.143 296 478 59
8.093 296 467 64
BM Chord wall 8.143 302 478 62
near HAZ 8.143 325 482 62
Type BM Brace wall 8.093 367 503 64
8.143 363 .523 68
B HAZ Adjacent chord 8.100 385 519 60
8.140 390 .522 60
HAZ Adjacent brace 8.114 4.50 546 42
8.093 441 540 33
WM Weld E43 8.093 435 508 75
\ \ 8.118 435 .522 72
BSC Certificate ani other published daW
BM Chord wall
- 364 .529 N/A
BM Brace wall
- 381 515 "
WM Weld E51
-
430,-460
.520-550 "
WM Weld E43
- )90-430 480-510 "
Notes
1. Mean gauge length = 11.45 rom
2. Calculated from mean specimen diameter, obtained from 4 measurements
taken at 450 circumferential intervals.
3. ESAB Welding Consumables Product Literature.
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Fig. 4.17 Locations, Size and Shape of Tensile Test Specimens
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Fig. 4.24 Loading Arrangement for 2-d Photoelastlc Models
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Fig. 4.29 Fringe Order Numberingin u Displacement Field
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Plate 4.1 Optical Arrangement of Moire Interferometer (also showing
a model in loading rig)
Plate 4.2 Rear View of Model Showing Auxiliary Specimen Grating Bracket
J 5'1
Plate 4.3 Reflective Moire Grating Attached to Model in Region of Interest.
(Smears in surface of grating do not inhibit clarity of moire
fringes. )
Plate 4.5 Detail of Steel Model Mounted in Loading Rig
IGO
Plate 4.4 Loading Arrangement of J-d CK Type Photoelastic Model
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF READINGS
5.1 Determination of Stresses by Photoelasticity
5.1.1 Theory of Photoelasticity
The physical principles and optical theory of photoelasticity are
well established. Because the theory of photoelasticity is extensively
documentedin standard text books (e.g. 62. 68) only the main points
relevant to this workwill be mentioned.
Manytransparent materials. such as Celluloid. Bakeline and certain
EpoJCYResins. becomeoptically anisotropic or "birefringent" whenstressed.
The refractive indices of birefringent materials are different in the
planes of the principal stresses and are proportional to the magnitudetf
of these stxesses. Cklentering the material plane-polarised light (of
wavelength A) is divided into two componentsin the planes of these
stresses. Because of different refractive indices in these planes. the
componentsof light travel at different velocities and emergewith a
phase difference rela ti va to each other. The phase difference is nA,
where n is an integral or fractional number, and is proportional to
the difference in the magnitudesof the principal stresses (a1 -a 2) and
the thickness of the material t through which the light travels. The
basic equation of photoelastic1 ty, knownas the "Stress-Optic Law"
can be written as
• • • • . (5.1)
where C is the stress-optic coefficient.
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Whenthe material is viewed in a normal transmission polariscope,
under certain conditions light emerging from the analyser is extinguished
depending on the value of n~ and the d~rections of the principal stresses.
Dark bands, which are either isochromatic or isoclinic fringes are
viewed. The isochromatic fringes represent the loci of points where
n is an integer. The value of n, called. the fringe order, is usually
expressed in terms of the material fringe value (MFV)F = >../e as follows •
• • • • • (5.2)
The value of f can be determined is a uniaxial tensile calibration
test in which O2 = O. Thus F = no/to
The isoclinic fringes represent the loci of points on the specimen
where the directions of principal stresses are parallel and perpendicular
to the plane of polarisation. With preferred orientation of the polariscope,
the inclinations • of principal stresses are given.
5.1.2 Positions of Phot.oelastic Fringe Order Readings in t.he Models
,.
To obtain the magnitudes and p08itions of 0 in the models and
determine the gradients of stress near to and far from these maxima.
continuous surface stress d1stri hltions are required.. Stresses were
measured.on the outer and inner wall and fillet surfaces. Stress dis-
tr1hlt.ions were plotted from stress indices which were calculated from
fringe order readings in the models. The directions of principal
stresses acting in the surface of the models were measureddirectly
from the modelS.
Fringe order readings were taken in the edges of all 3-d models in
the planes defined by the chain-dotted lines in Fig. 4.27. Planes I and
II are meridional planes (with respect to the chord) and stresses acting
parallel to these planes are called "meridional stresses". Planes III to
16)
VI are hoopplanes and stresses in these planes are called "hoop stresses".
Outside wall surface stresses in a hoopplane are shownin Fig. 4.28·
with local co-ordinate nomenclature. F~ure 4.28 represents a slice of
material cut from a frozen-stress photoelastic model.
Fringe order readings were taken am. stresses were calculated in
the following pOSitions in all 3-d and 2-d modelsl-
i) In the planes defined in Fig. 4.27. i.e. line of sight Y in
Fig. 4.28b. These are meridional stresses at the "crown"
pasi tions (which are knownby symmetryto be principal planes
if the effect of the braces in the other plane is neglected)
and cartesian hoopstresses at the "saddle" positiona (which
are not principal planes for inclined braces).
ReadiIl8swere also taken in the following positions brily in the 3-d
corner Kmodels.
ii) In the d1rectiODperpendicular to (i). i.e. line of sight Z
in Fig. 4.28b. These are cartesian hoopstresses at the
"C!701fI1" positions am meridianal stresses at the "saddle"
positiona. Theyware taken along the outside chord wall approach
to the chord weld toes only.
iii) In the line of sight X in Fig. 4.28b at the saddle positions
in the chord wall only. These readings provide the inclinations
• ofa1 to the hoopplane.
Photoe1astic readings average through-thickness stresses. Gradients
of stress in the direction of sight must therefore be considered. At
the chord weld toe in Fig. 4.28b the value of a is true because they
variation of stress parallel to the run of the weld is negligible. However
in the plane perpeOO1cularto the run of the weld the gradient of a is
z
required to enable extrapolation to the weld toe. This is because the
thickness of the sul:slice (approx. O.l3T) cannot be neglected. The
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selected points far extrapolation purposes in the chord were,
- at the chord weld toe
- commencementof linear 0 distributiony
- 0.2 Ji1;(location of strain gauge given by Irvine (6 »
- between 0.2 j rt and the following position
- SO arc at the saddle or 0.4 4JRTrt at the crown (as Irvine (6 »
S.1.3 Determination of Principal stresses and Strains
In the )-d models, photoelastic readings in the meridional and hoop
planes gave a and a directly. The radial stress a is assumedto be
z y x
zero. Readings taken normal to the edges in the plane of the slice
gave t. The ma.gni tudes of the maximumand.minimumprincipal surface
stresses (11and a2 are obtained from ay' az and t as follows,
[a + 0 J01 = t 0y + 0 + '7 ZIi5 cos 2t ..... (5.)
• .• • . (5.4)
Whereprincipal stress distributions involving a numberof photoelastic
readings are required, it was more convenient to view the outside chord
wall surface slice in the radial. line of sight X in Fig. 4.28b. Principal
stresses may be obtained from (a1 - (2), t (surface slice data) and
a (hoop slice data) as followsl-y
(j =1
(a1 - ~)
C1 Y + 2 (1 - cos 2t) .....
.• • • • (S.6)
The hoop and meridional surface strains £ and £ are obtained fromy z
the cartesian hoop and meridional stresses 0 and 0 Qy Hooke's Lawasy Z
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..... (5.7)
1
~ = E (~ - v~J ..... (5.8)
Similarly the maximumand minimumprincipal surface strains £1 and
E2 are obtained from 01 and O2 as
• .... (5.9)
• • • • . (5.10)
where E = Young's modulus (see Table 4.11)
v = Poisson's ratio = 0.5 for stress-frozen Araldite.
In the 2-d models, all surface readings taken at the edges of the
walls and fillets are principal stresses 01 and strains e 1 because 2-d
models represent principal planes in 3-d models.
5.1.4 Normalised stress and Strain Indices
All stresses (am strains) are presented as stress (or strain) indices.
A stress index I is defined as the ratio of the stress at any paint in
the model 0 to the greatest meanaxial stress in the braces 0 • A
nom
strain index J is similarly defined as E/£ .
nom
In the 3-d eK models two co-planar braces were loaded in balanced
axial tension and compression. To achieve a balanced loading condiUon,
be. brace loads perpendicular to the chom are equal, the brace wi th the
smallest inclination to the chord (180 - 92) <. 91 (see Fig. 3.1) carries
the greatest load. Because the cross-sectional area of the braces are
equal, this brace is subject to the greatest meanaxial stress. Hence,
o is in the 92 = 135
0
and 92= 150
0 braces for models loaded in planes
nom
I am. II (see Fig. 3.6), respectively. These braces were loaded in tension
for convenience. Positive indices represent tensile, and negative indices
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compressive stresses (or strains). The meanaxial stresses in the
compression braces 91 = 90
0
and 91 = 60
0
are equal to -onomx sin 92/sin 91•
The actual magnittrles of o . in the braces are not important, the
nom
relative magnitudes between two co-planar loaded braces are. These were
o
obtained by taking longi tudinal fringe order readings, usually at 45
intervals, in the braces at a distance of at least 1.2d from the brace/
chord intersection at the crown heel. The results are shownin Fig.
5.1 in which unit fringe order (fringe order/slice thickness) is plot ted.
against circumferential position. The meanvalue of N is proportional
nom
to 0nom(Nnom= 0non/MFV)because MFVis assumed to be constant in each
model casting. Stresses in the model were therefore always normalised.
with respect to the true nominal brace stress, irrespective of its
intended magnitude. The relative magnitudes of the actual and intended
nominal brace stresses are given in Table 5.1
In the 3-d X models, the braces were loaded in diametrically opposite
axial. tension. In the X90model. brace wall thickness was varied giving
't = 0.5 in one brace, and't = 0.35. 0.30 am 0.25 in the other brace.
For the latter, ° varied around the circumference of the brace. itsnom
magnitude (inversely proportional to 't) was calculated from the load1ng
and the cross-sectional area at each position in the brace based on the
local brace wall thickness. In the x60 model, 't and ° were constant.
nom
In the 2-d models representing a single plane 90°/45° K joint
(analysed by Little (16». stress indices were based on c in the 450
nom
brace. This was taken as compressive so that outside wall surface
stresses in the joints at the 900 brace (analysed in this work) were
tensile. This enabled tensile loads to be applied to the models.
In the 2-d models representing the X90 saddle position, I was based
o
on o in the 90 braces. Because the wall thickness ratio't was varied,
nom
o was initially used for't = 0.5 and subsequently modified for other
nom
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values of 'I, 1.e. I (for 't I 0 • .5) = 0 /0 nom( 0 • .5it).
For all models (referring to Fig. 4.28b) hoop and meridional stress
imices are 1h = 0 10 am I = 0 10 , respectively. Principaly' nom m ~. nom
stress indices are 11 2 = 01 2/0 •, , nom
To determine strain imices J = E IE , the nominal axial strain
nom
in a brace E = 0 IE. Howeverbecause E and v are assumed to .be
nom nom"
constant in a model, hoop and meridional strain indices maybe determined
from Ih and 1mas follows
J = I - vIh n m (.5.11)
J = I - vI
m m h • .• .• (5.12)
.5.1• .5 Graphical Presentation of Stress and Strain Distributions
Surface stress and strain indices 0bta.1nedfrom 3-d models were
plotted, alone; the outside and inside tube walls and weld fillets, in the
planes defined in F18. 4.27. Fig. 5.2 is an example of meridional outside
surface stress distr1bltions in the meridional, or crownplane in some
of the eK models. The Figure is used to illustrate the features of this
methodof presentation.
Ordinates of stress indices were plotted perpendicular to the profile
of each part of the intersection on scaled drawings of the junction.
Surface stresses in tube valls were positioned as multiples of wall
thickness SiT or S/t. Fillet stresses were positioned in terms of the
angular position cP in the weld toe fillet arc. The origins of S and cP
were at weld toes. Smoothcurves were drawn through the ordinates and
the resulting distrib.ltions were used to define surface stress or strain
gradients, regions of linearity and non-linearity, and the magnitudes and
....
posi tions of a •
The most convenient mannerof presenting surface stress indices
obtained from the 2-d modelswas to project the weld toe fillet profile
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(including toe grinding) on a line continuous with the outside tube
walls, and plot all values perpendioular to this line. This was to enable
the effects of different weld sizes and.shapes to be shown. Wall stresses
were positi o~ in terms of S/T or S.,jt., and fillet stresses were posi tioned
on the abscissa at S, = rc sin '!T or rb sin 'rlt. The resulting dis-
tributions defined linear and non-linear gradients at weld toes, commence-
ment of linear smss regions, weld toe stresses, and the positions and
, "magri1tudesof e,
Through-thickness stress indices were obtained. in the chord wall using
2-d finite element models. The variation of I1 with distance on the
inward path which a fatigue crack maytake is shown.schematically in
Fig. S.Ja. The position of 11 maxin the outside weld toe fillet was
chosen as the origin O. Ordinates of 11 were <imwn perpendicular to
a line OAwhich was dmwn radial to the weld toe fillet arc. Stresses
were always maximumalong this radial line for a distance of approximately
O.1Tin the interior of the model. Although the locus of It maxwas
slightly convex towards the weld toe (OBon Fig. 5.Ja) it was convenient
to continue the distr1 bution along line OAdue to the polar arrangement
of the finite element meshin this region. The distribltions were used
to identify the different regions, represented schematically on Fie;.
5.Jb, characterised by either an exponential or linear gradient of 11,
5.2 Determination of Elastic and Plastic-Elastic Strains using
Reflection Photoelasticity
5.2.1 Theory of Reflection Photoelasticity
Reflection photoelasticity differs from normal transmission photo-
elasticity in that the strains in a birefringent coating are induced, by
the action of in-plane,surface shear, from another specimenwhich is
usually madefrom an opaquematerial. Aphotoelastic coating is bonded
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to the model. The surface of the model is polished to reflect polarised
light. Light passes (twice) through the coating, or layer, ha.ving been
reflected on the mirrored surface of th~ model, and the usual optical
principles of photoelas tici ty apply. Strains are measuredas principal
strain differences £1 - £2 and are proportional to the fringe order in
the layer. The theory is documentedby Dally (62). The relevant stress-
strain and.strain-optic relationships applicable to surface strains
measured in this workare as follows.
In a uniaxial tensile test, principal strain difference in the
photoelastic layer (subscript L) is
whereELandv are Young's modulusand Pa1.sson's ratio of the layer.
The strain-optic relationship is therefore
£
1
£
2
= nf
~.
• • • .• (5.1)
where n = fringe omer, "1. = thicImess of material, and f = MFV.
If the layer is correctly' bonded to a modelani the edge profiles
are identical, maximumshear strains in the model 'Ymare equal to those
in the layer 'Y1:,.At the interface
'Y = 'Y =m L
nf
2\ · • • • .• (5.14)
because the light path is 2\.
Thus, 'Ym= Cn/~ (where C is a material. constant) only if the layer
is infinitely thin because only the strains in the surface of the layer,
which is directly bondedto the model, are equal to the strains in the
model. In regions where the stress-strain relationship is non-linear
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and different at every position in the model, the (averaged) photoelastic
measurementsgive strains in the layer that are less than those in the
model. The effect is knownas shear lag and was measuredby Eissa (55)
f or different thickness of layers. Thus 'Ym= CC' nltL where C' is the
shear lag correction factor for the actual value of ~ at each position
in the model.
5.2.2 Determination of MaximumSurface Shear Strain Indices
Equation 5.14 was used to convert fringe order readings to maximum
shear strains 'Ym. These were divided by the meanshear strain in the
brace 'Ynomto give shear strain indices J. Because of the restrictions
in the loading apparatus, it was not possi ble to measure 'Ynomphoto-
elastically. Thus, 'Y was calculated from loading P, cross-sectional
nom
area A of the 'brace wall, E and v as follows I
= P(1 + v)/AB ..... (5.15)
Thus J = ..... (5.16)
5.2.3 Distributions of Elastic and Plastic-Elastic Shear Strains
Ordinates of elastic, plastic-elastic, and residual shear strains
and strain indices were plotted perpendicularly to enlarged tracings
of modelprofiles near weld toes. In the weld region, a straight base
line was drawn tangentially to the weld toe fillet arc because of the
irregular weld profile.
The resulting elastic distributions showedthe usual features in
the near weld toe region - surface strain gradients, and the magnitudes
and positions of maximumvalues. Plastic-elastic distributions showed
changes in surface gradients, maximumvalues and the spread of plastiCity.
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5.) Displacements and Strains uSing Moire Interferometry
5.).1 Theory of Moire Interferometry
Moire interferometry combines the optical properties of diffraction
and interference of coherent, monochromaticlight. See Fig. 5.4a.
Diffraction is achieved whenincident light is diffracted by a highly
reflective, furrowed grating. Interference is achieved by the super-
position of two such diffracted beamsof light. Their wavefronts, being
either plane or warped, coexist in space and combineto form bands (or
fringes) of constructive and destructive interference. The orientation
and spacing of the fringes depends on the directions of the beamsemerg-
ing from the diffraction grating. The directions B of these beamsare
prescribed by diffraction equations in terms of the angle of incidence
a, the wavelength Aof 11fJht, and tts frequency of the grating F, i.e.
the numberof furrows per un1t length. It is usual for a and Ato be
constant and for F to be knownprior to analysis.
If the grating is bODdedto a model, deformat1ons am rotations
in the model cause changes in the frequency of the grating, and the angle B
of diffracted light. This.·C&useschanges in f'r1nge spacing and inclin":
ation (relative to a predetermined set of cartesian &Xes)which are
measured to determine the deformations and rotations.
The theory is documentedby Post (.56). The important relationships
used. in this work to measure in-plane displacements are as follows.
A diffraction grating splits a beamof light into several beams
which emergedin preferred directions - B_1,B0' B+1 • • • etc. as shown
in Fig. 5.4b. In moire interferometry, reflective gratings are used in
which the incident and diffracted beamsof light are on the same side
of the grating surface. The following )-d diffraction equations define
the componentsof the directions of diffracted beams;
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sin e = sin a cos <jI + mAF
mx (5.16)
sin e = sin a sin <jI
my · ..• . (5.17)
where mis the diffraction order
and e , e , a and <jI are defined in Fig. 5.4c.
x y
If the angle of in-plane rotation <jI in the grating is small, the
two dimensional grating equations are
sin e
mx
= sin at + 1MF ·.... (5.18)
·....
In the two-dimensional arrangement illustrated in Fig. 5.4a., two
beamsof light A and B are incident on the model grating at symmetrical.
angles ± a. A special. condition exists whenlight from the two beams
emerging in the +1 and. -1 order of the model grating are parallel to
each other and perpendicular to the plane of the grating. Here B+1 = 0
and B -1 = 0 in emerging beamsA' and B' respectively.
Hence, for m= +1 order, sin (-at) = -AF, am ·.... (S.20a)
for m= -1 order, sin at = ·.... (S.20b)
This defines the angle of incidence at necessary to establish the
condition where two diffracted beamsare coincident and their angle of
intersection is zero. If the model is subjected to a uniform tensile
strain (say ex perpendicular to the directi on of the furrows of the
grating) the frequency of the model grating (see Fig • .5.4c) decreases to
F' = F1+ e
X
Light from the first order of beamA emerges from the deformed grating at
angle .8:+1given by equations (5.18) and (5.20a) as follows
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sin 6+1 = - AF +AF' =
AFe:
x
1 + c
X
6 1 = ->-Fe:+ x . . . .. (5.21a)
Light from the -1 order of beamB emerges at
• • • • • (5.21b)
The two beamspropogate in space with an angular separa t1on 261
as shownin Fig. 5.lId. Walls of constructive and des4l:.ructiveinterference
are formed in space. A screen (or photographic plate) inserted in the
plane 13 - B cuts these walls of interference and records light and
dark bands appropriate to regions of constructive and destructive inter-
ference. The equation of interfereme defines the relationship between
the distance, a, between the fringes (on section 13 - B), A and B. From
the outlined triangle in Fig. 5.4d
sin B = ~
a • • • • • (.5.22)
The frequency of the fringes in the x direction, i.e. inverse of the
spacing, is
• • • • • (.5.23)
Hence, from equation (.5.21)
A = ~. AFE = 2Fe
x I\. x X
• .• .• (.5.24)
Thus, moire fringe gradient Ax is equal to twice the model grating
frequency F and the strain EX' A relationship al.so exists between the
frequency f of the virtual grating and angle of incidence Using the
nomenclature in Fig. 5.4<1 with ex= a and f = A, the equation of interference
is
f = ~ sin ex = 2FA
because sin ex= AF(equation 5.20)
.• ..• (5.25)
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Thus, the fundamental relationship betweenmoire fringe gradient A and
the strain £ in a prescribed direction is
..... (5.26)
where i is the orientation of the virtual ani modelgratings,
and j is the componentof strain parallel (i = j) and perpendicular
(i r j) to the direction of i.
5.3.2 Positions of Fringe Gradient Measurements
Moire fringes represent contours of equal displacement and fringe
gra.dients are proportional to strain. Todeduce fringe gradients, a
consistent sign convention was adopted in counting the fringes as shown
in Fig. 4.29. Apofnt, in the weld region, 0 in Fig. 4.29, was arbitrarily
chosen as datum. The dark fringe passing through this point was assigned
zero order. This pOSition, in the weld region, was chosen as datum because
observations of fringe patterns at different load magnitudes,showedminimal
deformation in this regicm. Frin8es were assigned increasing order,
abiding by the rules given in Section 4.6.5. in the positive x direction.
Fringe gradients were measured, in two orthogonal directi ons parallel
and perpendicular to the .odel gratings, on the lines defined in Fig. 5.5
as follows I-
r) A-AI. The most important strains occur near to the weld toe
in the outside surface of the chozdwall. Principal strains
measured in the edge of the modelwere used to determine surface
strain gradients. Measurementswere continued along the HAZ/
weld metal boundary to determine the effects of the stronger
HAZ.
ii) B-B', C-C' and D-D'. Sub-surface lines were drawnparallel to
the outside surface of the chord wall at various depths.
Convenient values for y/T = 0.04, 0.08 and 0.16. Measurements
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madeon these lines showedthe positions of maximumplastic-
elastic strains at different depths in the chord.
iii) E-E'. The positions of the maximafound in (ii) above gave
the directions and positions of through-thickness lines of
analysis in the chord wall.
5.3.3 Determination of Strains fromMoire Fringe Patterns
Field fringe patterns Nand N in the models represent the compon-
x y
ents of in-plane displacements in the x and y directions, respectively.
Examplesof these, obtained from one of the models, are given in Appendix
2. Derivatives of displacements are required to calculate strains. From
equation 5.26
Howeverfield fringe patterns, as used in this work, included carrier
patterns of extension. These are patterns of un1formly spaced fringes
tha.t modify fringe gradients A and A (in separate x am y planes)
xx yy
by a constant amount. The artificial strains introduced in the models
were measured.in the auxiliary grating. These are given by
awe
£
xx =
awe
e
rr =
where subscript awe refers to measurementsmadein the auxilia.r,y grating.
Because these strains were subtracted from field strains to g1ve true
aux
model strains, the value of £ was arbitrary. The methodof dealing
with auxiliary fringe gradients is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. Twodifferent
carrier patterns of extension, 1.e. pure rotation of the plane mirror
parallel with the lines of the virtual reference grating, were added to
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the samefield fringe pattern. Fig. 5.6 showsthe net result on model
strains was independent of the magnitudeof fringe gradients in the
carrier pattern.
Using graphical methods, point by point measurementof fringe
gradients were madeby plotting fringe order against distance x or y,
along the lines of interest. N fringe patterns gave the direct strains
x
~ = l/f .6 N/6x, am a componentof the shear strain Exy= l/f .6 Nxf.y.
N fringe patterns gave directy
componentof the shear strain
strain Eyy= l/f .6 N!IlY and the other
E = l/f .6 N!llx. Total shear strainyx
"( = E + e • The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5.7.
xy xy yx
Strain Indices
Direct and shear stm1.ns are presented in tenus of strain indices,
i.e. multiples of the meanaxial direct strain in the local brace wall,
£noa" Because £nomcould not be obtained using moire methods, it was
determined from the load P, cross sectional area A, and E, i.e.
Snom= P/AE. Strains were measured. at several values of £nom.
Elastic and plastic-elastic stxa1n indices were obtained by d1vid1ng
the incremental increase in strain Il£ by the increase in nominal brace
strain A e J J = Il£ /Il£ •
nom nom
5.3.4 Sign Convention far Strains
£ and. E;,_ , and for the addition ''L_'= e + £ •yy JX 7r3 xy yx
A consistent sign convention was adopted for the strains £xx' £xy'
Referring to Fig. 4.29,
N fringes were assigned increasing order in the +x direction. The sign
x
convention for the strains is as follows
+Ve E
xx =
increase in N
x
fringe order in +x direction = tension
= ditto in +y direction = clockwise rotation+ve
N fringes were also assigned increasing order in the +x direction.
y
The strains appropriate to Ny fringe patterns are
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+ve E = increase in N :fringe order in +y direction = tensionyy y
E = ditto in +x direction = anti-clockwise rotation.yx+ve
E was shownto be consistent with the elastic strains in theyy
surf'ace
? 02 = o.
"-
change
:fringe
of the chord wall where E = (approximately) -v£ becauseyy xx
E was shownto be consistent with the loading conditions. Theyx
in the direction of rotation in e relative to £ :for the sameyx xy
assignment is because of the change in the orientation of the
modelgrating by 900•
The sign convention for 1 is given by the addition of the component
xy
shear strains e and £ • Positi ve values of 1 represents closing
xy yx xy
shear strain (negative values representing opening shear strain) in the
corner of the element at the cartesian origin (see Fig• .5.7). In the
calculation :for 1 ,rigid body rotations are eliminated because they
xy
introduce extraneous :fringe gradients ~Jfly andml A.X of equal magnitude
and opposite sign •
.5.3 • .5 Distribltions of Elastic am Plastic-Elastic Strains am
strain IncUces
To showthe variaticms in model and weld geometry, and the effects
of post-weld heat treatment, distributions of surface, sub-surface and
throogh-thickness strains were drawn. Surface values (line A-A' in Fig•
.5• .5)were presented in terms of
i) elastic principal strain indices J1 = ElEnom' J2 = £2/Enom
ii) plastic-elastic ditto
ill) inclinations t of J 1 to axis of chord wall
iv) plastic-elastic prinCipal strains £1' e 2
r r
v) residual principal strains £l' £2
r
vi) principal strains during unloading El - E1' and
e
vii) princ:1.pal elastic response strains £1 calculated for the
sameunloading cycle in vi)
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The through-thickness results (line E-E') were presented in terms of
i) ii) and iii) only.
Because of the large amount of computational time in obtaining
principal strains, sub-surface results (lines B-B', C-C' and D-D') were
restricted to maximumcartesian strain indices, i.e. J = £ 1£ •
xx xX nom
All values were plotted against fractions of the chord wall thickness,
i.e. x/T in the surface and sub-surface directions and y/T in the
through-thickness direction. All origins were at chord weld toes.
Because the magnitudes of plastic-elastic strains are dependent
on load (elastic values are not) the results are qualified in terms of the
yield strain in the brace, £ , obtained in uniaxial tensile tests usingy
E = 205 YJi/mm2• The meanaxial strain in the brace, £ ,was expressed
nom
as a fraction of £ •
Y
Table 5.1
Nom1nalFriD8e Order Magnitudes in Loaded Braces in 3-d OKModels
Average fringe order Average fringe order Ratio = Nnom(c)/Nnom(t)
J-d in tension brace in compression brace
Model Nnom(t) a.d , Nnom(c) s.d. Actual DesignValues Values Difference
Ref.
f/mm % f/mm % %
CKt 0.252 4.0 0.J51 3.5 0.718 0.707 +1.5
CK2 0.188 4.4 0.329 2.9 0.571 0.577 -1.0
CKJ 0.262 4.3 0.372 2.8 0.704 0.707 -0.4
CK4 0.211 11.5 0.359 5.1 0.588 0.577 +1.9
s .d , = standard deviation as percentage of Nnom'
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Fringes measuredjhere Brace loadNode Tens.Comp.
CK1 0 •
CK2 <> •
CK3 0 •
CK4 6 •
.0·4 Loaded braces
1·2d
+0.3
o
(f
-0.2
-0·3
Fig. 5.1 Variation in Nominal Brace Fringe Order in Some CK Models
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Fig. 5.5 Definitions of Lines of Analysis in Moire Work
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Fig. 5.7 Determination of Direct and Shear Strains using Moire
Fringe Patterns
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS
6.1 Presentation of Results
In this Chapter, elastic and plastic-elastic results are dealt with
separately. Elastic values, obtained from J-d am 2-d photoelastic and
2-d finite element models, are presented as distribltions of meridional,
hoop and principal stress indices. Somestrains, calculated from these
stresses are shownin the important positions. Only outside chord wall
principal stresses are given because, for the tube geometries used in
this work, they are more important in fatigue life calculations than
brace wall principal stresses. The inclinations I of maximumprincipal.
stress to hoop planes are also given. In general principal stresses
have only been determined for pos1tions which are not in planes of
symmetry, e.g. saddle posi t1. one near to inclined braces. Elsewhere,
principal stresses were assumed to be in local planes of symmetry, i.e.
all crownpositions and saddle positions near a 900 brace.
Plastic-elastic values, measured in 2-d steel models using photoelastic
coatings fringe :orders or moire fringe patterns, are presented as dis-
tribltions of cartesian (relative to the chord Wall) or principal strain
indices, actual strains and residual. stra.:1ns. Photoelastic coatings
were used to measure outside wall and. weld surface strains near to brace
and chord.weld toes. Moire methodswere used to determine surface and
through-thickness strains near to the chord weld toes only.
In all distributions the following features are readily identified.
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i) :repeatabili ty of :readings,
ii) regions of stress (or strain) linearity near to weld toes,
iii) lines of extrapolation in the determination of shell SCFs
and SNCFs,
iV) uncertainties associated with iii),
v) positions of maximumvalues in weld toe fillets,
vi) effects of changes in tube configuration and weld profile
on maximumvalues.
Because stress distrlbutions are important in the determination
and.interpretation of SOFs, the results are presented in the following.
6.2 Elastic stress and stra.1n distributions
6.3 Elastic stress and strain concentration factors
6.4 stress zones
6.S Plastic-elastic strain distributions
6.6 Plast1c-elastic strain concentration factors
6.7 Extent of plastic regions
6.8 Effect of out-of-plane strains on in-plane strains
6.2 Elastic stress and Strain Distributions
6.2.1 Meridional and HoopSurface Stresses
Meridional and hoop stresses, defined in Fig. 4,28b, are the stresses
that would be calculated from strains measured.by cross gauges bonded
to the outside surfaces of the tube walls and weld fillet in the planes
defined by the chain dotted lines in F1g. 4.27.
Fig. S.2 showseX8.llplesof meridional surface stress distr1 butions
in 3-d corner-K models near loaded braces for three different brace
spacings, g'. The figure is used to showthe important features of
stress distr1butions between two (opPOSitely loaded) brace walls, and
comparethe stresses in this region with those at remote positions (shown
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dotted in Fig. 5.2 ). It gives an impression of the extent of the notch
effects because the stress indices are plotted perpendicular to the
profile on scale drawings of the junctions. Surface stress distributions
for all the joints in the CKmodels in the planes defined in Fig. 4.27
are presented in Figs. 6.1 to 6.16.
Stresses in the braces and in the weld are independent of brace
spacing gilT but in the chord the stresses are strongly influenced by
the proximity of the adjacent brace. In the crownplanes (Figs. 6.1 to
6.8), the adjacent braces were loaded in balanced axial tension or com-
pression. stresses obtained at unloaded b:ra.ces(e.g. in Fig. 6.1,
jumtion 1 was unloaded in models CK2,4 am 5) are also shown. Although
these stresses are typically small (I ( 1.25) and opposite in sense
(except in Fig. 6.2), they must be considered in multi-planar loading.
In the saddle planes (Figs. 6.9 to 6.16) the adjacent braces were
unloaded. However,because of close prox1m1ty to loaded braces, stresses
obtained at unloaded braces maybe significant (see Figs. 6.10, 6.11 and
6.15) and must be considered in multi-planar loading.
Internal brace wall and fillet stresses are not significantly
affected by brace proximity. At no positions on the modelsare these
stresses maximum.The differences in stresses at the fillets are
attributed to the differences in the weld toe radii given in Tables
4.1 to 4.8.
The chord wall surface stresses for the 3-d X-joints are given in
Figs. 6.17 to 6.22. The important parameters in these modelswere weld
siBe and shape, brace incl1nation 9 and wall thickness ratio 1:'. The
results provide the gradients and extent of the regions of stress lin-
earity and showthe effect on the chord weld toe SCFof uncontrolled and
controlled weld profiles (see Fig. 3.7). Comparativeresults are by
Wordsworth(.5) and Dijkstra (69).
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These Figures showthat outside chord wall stresses are only
significantly influenced by the shape of the weld for distances of
between 1Tand 2T from the toe of the (smaller) uncontrolled weld. It
appears therefore that weld profile has little effect on linear stress
gradients. However,because the stresses in the linear region are
extrapolated to, and measuredat the weld toe, the magnitudeof the
extrapolated stress is dependent on leg length. Inside chord wall
stresses are presented to showthe effects, if any, of weld profile on
the maximumthrough thickness chord wall stresses.
Figs. 6.23 to 6.25 showdetailed surface stress distributions in,
and near the welds for uncontrolled and controlled profile s in the 3-d
x60 model. Values obtained for the different weld profiles are plotted
on the samediagram to showthe true effects of the weld improvements.
In the crownplane, (Figs. 6.23 and 6.24) where the linear stress
gradients in the 'chord wall are small, the reductions in maximum
stresses (J are small. '!be controlled profUe movesthe position of ~
awayfrom the intersection of the outside wall surfaces, a distance of
approximately 2/3 of the increase in weld leg length. Inside brace wall
stresses are greater in the x60 model than in all ex: modelsbecause of
the larger brace wall beDding momentscaused by chord tube ovalis1n8.
At the saddle position in Fig. 6.25 (note the change of scale of
stress index) the benafi ts of the controlled weld profile are clearly
seen. Because of the large linear stress gradients in the chord wall,
the controlled weld proftle transposes the hoop stress distri bltion a
distance nearly equal to the increase in weld leg length, shifting the
position of a into a lower stress field. The reduction in e in the chozd
fillet is about 40%. Brace wall and internal fillet stresses are not
affected by weld profile.
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Figs. 6.26 to 6.28 showdistributions of brace and chord wall
stress indices obtained from 2-d photoelastic models. These models
represent the crownand saddle positions of a 3-d single-plane, tubular
K-joint used qy Fessler and Little (16). All stress indices are multiples
of the meanaxial brace stress in the parent 3-d model, not the mean
axial stress in the brace of the 2-d representation. The 2-d results
showgood agreementwith 3-d results in the crown ('" = 900) and saddle
( '" = 1200) posi tiona of the 9 = 900 brace. They are within the range
of exper1mental error quoted by Little (18) in the following regional-
(a) fully blemed fillets and weld toes, and (b) in the chord and brace
walls for distances of 0.7ST am 1.2t from the1r respective weld toes.
The 2-d results at the crown '"= 1350 position of the 9 = 450 were in
good agreement in the fillets hlt in poor agreement elsewhere. The
close agreement between 2-d and 3-d values enabled further 2-d photo-
elastic models to be analysed in which changes in weld size and profile
were made. Examplesof these are given in Figs. 6.29 to 6.31.
In Fig. 6.29 the results from a 2-d model, in which five changes
in weld profile were made at the brace and chord weld toe fillets, are
given. The results are for the crown ('" = 900) position, i.e. same
tube geometry as in Fig. 6.26. The d1strlhltiona showthe effect of
weld toe radii on tube wall weld fillet stresses. Weldleg length and
weld angle were constant. The single curves for inside wall and fillet
stresses are the meanof five similar distr1butions.
Figs. 6.30 and 6.31 Siva examples of hoop stress distr1butions
obtained at the saddle ('" = 1200) position in a X90joint. Fig. 6.30
shows the stresses obtained for weld profiles sim1lar to those used in
3-d work. Because chord wall stresses are in good agreement with
3-d values given in Fig. 6.17, Fig. 6.30 could be super1mposed.onto
Fig. 6.17 to complete the distr1hltion curves.
Fig. 6.31 gives ex,amplesof stress distr1butions obtained for the
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saddle position in a X90.joint for modelswith two different depths of
weld toe grinding; piT = 0.0125 and 0.05. The original weld profile
with piT = 0 (dotted line) is uncontrolled. The results showthat
weld toe grinding disturbs wall stresses for a distance of approximately
,..
o .3T from the original weld toe, and a increases with increasing depth
of grinding.
Figs. 6.32 and 6.33 showexamples of 2-d. finite element meridional
stress distrlbltions obtained at the crown ( cjI = 900) position of the
oQ = 90 brace in a single-plane K joint for an uncontrolled weld profile.
In each Figure, the (four different) weld leg lengths are the same, in
F18. 6.)2 weld angle (01 ) is constant and hence brace weld leg length
c
decreases with decreasing chord weld leg length, in Fig. 6.33 the
brace leg length is constant and hence weld angle increases with
decreasing chord weld leg length. Chordwall stresses a:re almost inde-
pendent of weld Size and shape, i.e. tJ.' variation. Veld toe stresses
are also within ~ in s1JI1lar models. Hence, differences in stresses
occur only in the weld toe fillet where ~ a:re greater for larger weld
angles.
Theverification of the 2-d F.E. model is given in the outside
f11let surface stress d1stril:l1t1ons shownin Fig. 6.34. The modelused
to compare)-d am. 2-d photoelastic results with 2-d F.E. results was
geometrically identical to the crown (cj1 = 900) position in a K joint
(16). Theweld profile was fully blended with r/T = 0.25. The 2-d F.E.
distrihltion curve showsagreement, i.e. to within t8,C, with 3-d photo-
elastic values. stress gradients very close, i.e. less than 0.15T, to
weld toes are greater in the finite element modelthan in photoelastic
tests.
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6.2.2 Magnitudesand Directions of Principal Surface Stresses
Themagnitudes 01ani 0 2 and directions 4i of the principal surface
stresses are defined in Fig. 4.2&. Theyare the maximumand minimum
stresses that would be calculated from strains measured b,y gauge rosettes
bonded to the outside surfaces of the chord wall in the saddle planes
defined in Fig. 4.27. The results are for 3-d CKmodels only.
The magnitudes of principal stress indices 11 and 12 in the chord
at saddle positions are shown in Figs. 6.J5 to 6.)8 for 9 = 900, 600,
o 01J5 and 150 respecti ve~, i.e. in descending acuteness. The inclination
lof Ii to the hoop plane are shownin Fig. 6.)9 and 6.40 for 9 = 1J5°
am 1500 braces. The values of , for 9 = 900 and 600 are small, less
o 0
than 9 and 18 respectively, and are not significant in the inter-
pretation of principal stress distrirutions. Each figure showscurves
for the results obtained. at the saddle toe position, see Fig. J.1, for
the gap parameter in the range 0 .57 ~ g' /T -t 6.0. At the saddle heel
position (remote from other braces) the brace gap g' is the distance
around the circumference of the chord to a weld toe. This varied in
different aade"l.sfrom g'/T = 45 to 51. The average value of g' /T = 48
used in Figs. 6.J5 to 6.lIO is used to denote the similar, averaged
results obtained from different models.
Separate diagrams a:1'8used. for Ii and 12 for clarity am to show
the important variationsl
i) all maximumvalues of 11 occur at the weld toes rut some
o 012 curves, particularly for 9 = 1J5 and 150 braces, show
maxima. betweenO.1T and 0.25T from the weld toe.
ii) the smaller priDcipa1 stresses are significant.
iii) for 9 = 900 and 600 braces, 12~ tI1 suggesting that
a) the smaller prlncipal strains are small and b) even allow-
ing for a possible reduction in 12 in steel componentsdue to
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a lower value of Poisson's ratio (v = 0.5 in frozen-stress,
photoelastic material), the smaller principal stresses should
not be ignored.
An important feature of the distributions of t given in Figs. 6.39
and 6.40 is the inclination of the brace nearest to the junction under
consideration in the samesaddle plane. This is particular to the
chosen geometry in which the 9 = 900 and 600 braces and the 9 = 1350
o
and 9 = 150 braces are in close prox1m1ty to each other. For
g'IT ~ 6, 01 is orientated towards the axis of the nearest adjacent
brace, i. e • • ~I 900 - 9 I • At the remote side for g' IT = 48 the
01 is in the hoopdirection within 2 to 3 chord wall thicknesses £rom
the chord weld toe.
6.2.3 Relationship BetweenCartesian Surface Stresses and Strains
Figs. 6.41 to 6.43 show meridional. and hoop, stress and strain
index distributions in the outside, interbrace chcrd walls in the crown
planes I and II and the sadelle plane III (see Fig. 4.27) of the ex
models. The stress curves are drawn through ordinates of photoelastic
measurementsobtained froll slices and sub-slices. Because the positions
of meridional. and hoop stress photoelastic readings were not always
coincident, strains were determined from stresses obtained from the
stress curves. Thegeneralised form of Hooke's Lawwas used with
poisson's ratio = 0.5.
These distributions uncover a numberof interesting points which
were not apparent in the ind1v1dual meridional or hoop stress d1stri bu-
tions. At the chord weld toe of the IjI = 900 brace (point B in Fig.
6.41), hoop am meridional. stresses are sim1lar in magnitudefor
gilT = 3 because of the balanced axial loading configuration. Thus
hoop strains are greater than meridional strains, a point that maybe
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overlooked in the instrumentation of this region using line gauges.
Similar results are found near the <jI = 1200 brace (Fig. 6.42) for
g'IT = .5.7. Elsewhere, if hoop strains were ignored, predicted merid-
ional stresses would be greater than those measured. In the saddle
plane in (Fig. 6.43) the smaller strains are not significant.
6.2.4 Axial am Beming stress Components
In the CKmodels, outside and inside wall surface stresses were
resolved into membrane(or axial) and bending stresses. Figs. 6.44
to 6.46 showaxial and bending stress distrlbltions in crownplanes I
and IT and saddle plane ITI. The posi ti ons ani values of stress indices
at the outer and inner, cho:r:dand brace wall surfaces were :reco:r:ded.
The meansand semi-d1ffe:rence of opposite values gave axial and beming
stress components. By isolating the wall bending stress which is
induced by cho:r:d.ova.l.1sation, these diagrams showthat a is strongly
influenced by wall bending.
In Section 6.2.1 it was noted that chord stresses are strongly
influenced by the proximity g of adjacent braces. F18s. 6.44 to 6.46
showthat, because axial stresses are independent of g, outside surface
stress distributions are almost entirely dependent on vall bending in
the real weld toe-to-toe gap. It is apparent that the ratio g'IT is an
important parameter in the evaluation of stresses in the gap :region of
K type tubular joints.
6.2 • .5 Principal Through-Thickness stresses
Principal. stresses, measured in the chord wall of a 2-d model
representing the crown (cjI = 90°) position of a single plane K-joint,
were obtained using F.E.M. The line chosen to study the effect of
weld profile on the elastic stress fields near to the positions of a is
denoted by OAin Fig. .5.]a •
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Figs. 6.47 and 6.48 showthe through-thickness 11 distributions for
uncontrolled weld profiles on OA. In each Figure chord weld leg length
was constant; in Fig. 6.47 chord weld angle was varied; in Fig. 6.48
weld toe radius was varied. The distributions showtwo distinct regions,
represented schematically on Fig. 5.Jb as.
i) Exponential region. The extent of this region is called the
through-thickness notch zone, Z •
Y
ii) Linear region. At depths in the approximate range 0.07 <
y/T < 0.17, principal stresses decay linearly with distance.
Fessler and Marston (20) used 3-d photoelastic models to showa linear
decrease in both meridional. and hoop through-thickness chord stresses
in the crownplane of a K90o/45° tubular joint. As shownin Table 2.2,
the distances' to the commencementof the linear reg10n were in the range
0.07 t y/T ( 0.28 from the weld toe.
The stress cUrves in the linear regions were extended to the edge
of the fUlet, 1.e. y = 0, and the value of the ordinate drawn to inter-
sect this line 1s called the through-thickness geometric stress index
Ig• The ratio of I1/Ig 1s called the through-thickness notch index In.
For the uncontrolled weld profUe parameters studied, I was found to
n
decay exponentially with through-thickness distance. Figs. 6.49 and 6.50
showdistrtb.ltions of In for the respective Il distr1butions given in
Figs. 6.47 and 6.48. Values for In are plotted in the range 0.001 ~ y/T
~zy.
6.49, in which the weld toe radius r was constant, than in Fig. 6.50
The trends in the nriat10ns of In are more consistent in Fig.
where r was varied.
The results approximate to the empir1cal expression
.• ..• (6.1)
where mis the slopes of straight lines typically drawn in the range
0.005T < y/T (0.05T. The lower limit of this range of exponential.
stress decay represents a depth of material (0.4 mm)of about the same
size as sharp slag intrusion found in welds (70). Because of flaws,
through-thickness stresses within 0.4 mm (0.005T) of the edge of the
fillet are not useful in practice.
The geometric through-thickness stress index is g1ven by I
..... (6.2)
The experimental. values for,C am m (eq. 6.1) and for K and q (eq. 6.2)g
are given in Table 6.1. Whena = 0, a linear through-thickness distri-
c
bution is assumed in which the outer and inner chord wall stresses are
obtained from surface shell stresses.
The inclinations t of I1 to OAare given in Figs. 6.46 and 6.47.
The curves show that in the exponential region, i.e. y/T < 0.07, the
direotion of I1 is tangential to the edge of the fillet to within
+1 0 i OA
- 0, .e. approximates to the loci of 11{max)'
6.3 Elastio Stress Concentration Factozs
6.3.1 Definitions of Stress Concentration Factors, SCFs
In the introduction to this work several. different SOFswere
identified in the nature of the surface stress distributions near to
weld toes. 'Dle surface stress distribution given in Seotion 6.2 shows
that stress ooncentrations in tubular conneotions arise near weld toes
from two basic causes I the structural response between two (or more)
tubes (shell stress) and the local severity of weld toe geometry (notch
stress). The stresses in the fillet are the produot of these two
stresses. They are divided by the meanaxial stress in their own
loaded braoe a'nomto determine i) maximumSCFand ii) weld toe SCF.
The maximumvalue of the surface stress index at every position in
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a tubular jOint is called the stress concentration factor, K. Because
of the geometry of the welds used in this workmore than one stress con-
centration is found in every joint; these are near to weld toes at each
em of the external face of the fillet weld. The SOFsat the chord.and
brace wall ems of the weld a1:'9given by Kc and ~ respectively. The
maximumstress usually occurs at a small angular distance in the weld
toe fillet arc. This position is givan by II' measuredfrom the weld
toe (see Fig. 1.3). The value of the stress index at c; = 00 is called
the weld toe SOF,Kt• The aaximumstress in the internal fillet is
given by Ki•
Notch stresses occur in tube walls for small distances from weld
toes. The linear, or near-linear, stl:'9ss distributions in the walls
beyond the extent of notch stresses is extrapolated to the lI8ld toe
to give a shell SOF, K (see Fig. 1.3). Because shall stresses are
s
traditionally measured at weld toes, notch SOFs,X , are given by K/x ,
n s
where X is the local. SOFin the same fillet at which X was measured.
s
Principal SOFsare qualified qy additional subscripts 1 or 2.
6.3.2 Determination of SOFs
In the J-d corner Xmotels different braces were subjected to
different load magn1tudes because of balanced axial loading. (Stress
indices are based on the meanaxial stress in the brace in tension.)
To determine X and Ks far each brace in the OKmodels, the measured
stresses were div1ded by the nominal stress in "their own"brace,
a' • Refer.ring to the loading in Fig. 3.6, stress indices have been
nom
multiplied by the following to obtain maximumand shell SOFs,-
LoadedPlane Brace Angle SCFStress Index
900 0/ 091 = -1.41 =-sin 90 sin 135I
92 = 135
0
+1.00
9 = 600 -1.73 =-sin 6o°/sin 1500
II 1
g = 1500 +1.002
Notch concentration factors Knare quotients of Kand Ks and always
positive.
It is also necessary to makeall the chords free of beamstresses
particular to the chosen loading configuration. Referring to Fig. 3.6,
the chord adjacent to the 1350 and 1500 braces carries no load whereas
the chord adjacent to the 900 am 600 braces carries the reactions to
the load componentsparallel to the chord axis. The meanstress due to
these componentsis
,,_ = (d/D)(t/T)(cos 91 sin 92 - cos 92)"~am nom • • • • • (6.)
For loading in Plane I, "baa b = 0.18. For loading in Plane
rrf nom
II, " beau/"nom= 0.28• This value was subtracted from the surface
stresses in appropriate parts of the chords befo:re calculating meridional
K values for the crownpositions at the 900 and 600 braces. The (smaller)
s
meridional stresses were also mod1fied-b,ythis value at the saddle posi-
tions of the 900 and 600 braces.
In the 3-d Xmodels, the braces were equally loaded and the chord
end :reactions we:resero, In the 2-d models st:ress imices are presented
in terms of the meanaxial stress in the brace of the parent 3-d model.
There were no chord em :reactions in these models. SCFsare therefore
equal to the value of the appropriate stress indices in 3-d Xmodels and
2-d models.
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Tables 6.2 and 6.), ).5 and ).6 , and ).7 give the magnitudes K
and the positions CjI of all SCFsobtained from )-d photoelastic, 2-d
photoelastic am 2-d F.E. models respectively. For all results saddle
positions are separated from the crown because the loads differ.
Although the braces are in tension and the chord is primarlly in bending,
brace am chord values are presented together because of their geometric
proximity • In the )-d CKmodels it is important to distinguish results
for the 'toe' position, near to an adjacent brace, from 'heel' results,
remote from other braces. as shownin Fig. ) .1.
6.).) MaximumSCFs, K
Maximumfillet stresses depend on weld toe am tubular joint geometry.
In the )-d models, weld toe ra.d11 were (unavoidably) accidentally variable,
and weld angles and leg lengths were d.1£ficult to control. Results for K
are tal:ul.ated becauee it is not useful. to present figures showing the
variation of Xwith any of the tuhllar or weld toe geometrical parameters.
In the 2-d work the tubular parameters g', 9 and cjI and type of
parent 3-d model (X or X) were commonto each set of models in which
weld toe parameters or weld prof1le were varied. Fig. 6.51 shows the
canb1ned effects of "C' and weld profile where, for two welds of different
but constant sise and shape, chord am brace wall thiclmesses were
progressively reduced as given in Section ).).2. The predominant
va.r1a.bl. p&%'Mlllter·waa'l. length to thiclmess, HIT. The results are
normalised in terms of the brace to chord wall thiclmess ratio 'to The
justification for dividing by the brace/chord wall thiclmess ratio is
that because chord wall deformations are related to brace load, rather
than brace nominal stress, shell SCFsshould be rooghly proportional
to 'to Wordsworth's (5) parametric equations appear to be based on this
assumption.
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For the saddle positions the results fall into two distinct scatter
obands; the uncontrolled profile in which a = 45 , and the controlled
c
oprofile in whicha = 22. Because the weld toe radius parameter was in
c
the same, relatively small range, 0.01 -t rjT ~ 0.016 for both profiles,
it is assumedthat this has only a secondary effect on the SCF. At the
c~ownposition, the reduction in SCFis limited at larger values of HIT
by smaller stress gradients (awayfrom the weld) in this plane of a K
jOint.
The variation of peak SCFwith weld toe radius is shownin Fig. 6.52
to be dependent on position on a node, i. e. crownor saddle, and. in Fig.
6.53 to be dependent on weld angle for a specified position on a node.
In both figures K, whichdecreases with increasing rjT and decreasing
ac' can be generalised to an empirical expression
• • • .• (6.4)
Values for the constant Aand exponent j are given in Table 6.4.
In Fig. 6.52 the results Crammodels in which H/Twas varied (open
symbols) do not fit the family of curves for constant leg length (filled
in symbols). The size effect of weld leg length is clearly demonstrated,
although there are insufficient results to be quantitative.
6.3.4 Shell SCFKs
These linear extmpolat.ion results are presented in Figs. 6.54 to 6.61
to showthe effect of variation of position (cmownand saddle), dihedral
angle cJI, brace proximity g' IT and weld siBa HIT on Ks'
The crowntoe shell SCFsat the chord weld toe, presented in Fig.
26 •.54a, all increase with brace spacing. If they were d.1vided by sin cJI,
to use the perpendicular footprint stress as datum, the ~ = 1500values
would be greater than the ~ = 1350 ones, i.e. the curves would be in the
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same sequence as the values. The low values for ~ = 900 and ~ = 1200 in
close proximity (small gilT) are associated with the opposite directions
of loading of adjacent braces and the magnitude of their meanstresses
being smaller than in their neighbours (to achieve Ibalanced I loading).
oAt the remote crown heel of the 9 = (jI = 90 brace, brace proximity is at
least the distance to the end of the model, apprOximately 4OT. The crown
toe shell SCFsat the brace weld toe, shownin Fig. 6.,54b, appear to
vary 11ttle with brace spacing rut are Significantly higher than the heel
values in Fig. 6.55 for the same braces.
2In Fig. 6.55, K has been plotted against sin CJ. to showthat K I
S se
is independent of brace inclinations 9 (9 is the supplement of the dihedral
angle (jI at the crown of these joints) if the nominal stress is changed
from the meanstress in the brace to the componentperpeniicular to the
chord axis stress in the Ifoot print I of the brace on the chozd , This
change of nominal-stress recognises that the chord is primarily in beming
am has been found to satisfactorily co-relate flexib1lity measurements
of a very wide range of tubular joints (67). The variation of Ksbwith
+ has been identified as the sumof two sepa.rate effects I chom wall
bending carry over and maldistribution of bmce wall loading. The latter
is due to the increased stiffness of the brace wall at the heel for small
angles of +. The saddle values should be considered separately from the
C7Iownbecause the loadings differ. The results from two previous frosen-
stress photoelastic tests (16, 21) are in good agreement with the cnord
results.
Chord shell stress concentration factors K at the crown toe positions
sc
for different gilT are ca.pared with the heel values in Fig. 6.56. heel
values are part of Fig. 6.55. The relationship between the toe values
and 9 is more complicated. and also appears to be related to gilT. In
Fig. 6.56, the maldistribution of load between the heel and toe pOSitions
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is represented qy Afor gIlT = ) and B for gIlT = 0.5.
Fig. 6.57 shows the variation of hoop shell SCFswith gIlT and Q.
As shownin Fig. 6.57a, the saddle toe shell SCFsat the chord weld toe
ofor Q = 90 brace differ considerably from those for inclined braces.
At the saddle of the Q = 900 brace, close proximity (i.e. gilT = 0.45 to
0.71) of an unloaded brace stub has considerable effect on interbrace
wall bending am hence the value of K • Amaximum is observed.in the
sc
region of gIIT = 1.0. The increased. stiffness of inclined braces near
to each other is seen in the low values of K whengilT < 1. Fig. 6.57b
sc
shows that the stresses at the brace weld toe are similar to those at
the chord, suggesting that chord ova1isation induces comparablebealing
stress into the brace. This is not a feature of joint flexi bill ty in
the crownplanes. Fig. 6.58 showsprincipal shell SCFsfor the same
posi tio ns am brace inclina. ti ons as in Fig. 6.57. The differences
betweenKs ani Kst are easily identified fl.oomthese figures, but the
reasons for the differences are complex. At the saddle toe position,
between two braces in close prox1.m1ty, the direction of the principal
planes are influenced by the inclinations of r) the brace uDier con-
sideration and ii) the unloaded brace stub. For values of • (see Fig.
4.28&) exceeding about 250, shear stresses in the hoopplane become
significant as wouldbe expected from the line of action of loads in an
inclined brace. Hence, for 9 = 1500 and g'IT = 0.57, Ks1 = +0.92 and
K = 0 because , = (approx.) 490•
s
Figs. 6.59 to 6.61 showthe variations in K with weld leg length
s
H/Tfor different tubular joints (K or X), loading, position (crown or
saddle) and brace wall angle 'i'. The results are expressed in terms of
T, for the samereason as given in Section 6.3.) for maximumSCFs. Ks
is therefore normalised with respect to the chord wall thickness T. not
the brace wall thickness t.
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Thevariation of K with weld leg length can be deducedfrom the
s
relevant surface stress distri bltion curves. For example, the gradients
of linear stress in the 3-d X models (Figs. 6.17 to 6.22) are small in
the crownplanes am large in the saddle planes. Gradients also increase
with increasing Q. Larger welds, i.e. increase HIT, transpose stress
distributions awayfrom the intersections of the joints and, because
notch stresses appear to be almost insensitive to changes in weld size,
the effect manifests itself entirely in the value of K , as shownin
s
Fig. 6.59.
The 2-d photoelastic and F.E. results in Fig. 6.60 showan increase
in Ks with decreasing leg length for the crownposition in a single-
plane K joint. For triangular fillet weld shapes (i. e. excluding fully
blended profiles) F.E. ani photoelastic results are in goodagreeaent
in the range 0.25 ~ H/T~ 0.5. The results from modelsw1th fully
blended profiles '(square symbols) suggest that the absence of the tri-
angular fillet changes the cross-sectional properties of the chord wall
at the weld toe, and hence the value of Ie. The chain dotted line in
s
Fig. 6.60 is a plot of stress indices obtained from a modelhaving a
sharp intersection betweenchord and brace wall, i.e. no weld fillet.
If Ks were independent of the sise of weld, all values of Kswould lie
on this line.
The values far K fit the following empirical. :relationshipsl-
s
K = ~(5.7- 4.6 HIT)
s
II • • • (6.5&)
for photoelastic models in the range 0.187 t H/T .. 0.55, ani
Ks = ~(4.7 - 2.0 HIT) .....
for F.E. models (with fillet welds) in the range 0.18) ( HIT ~ 0.50.
Fig. 6.61 showsthe results for K obtained in the same2-d photo-
s
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elastic models used to determine Kvalues in Fig. 6.51. The single
scatter bands across the range of results in Fig. 6.61 showthe independ-
ence of Ks from a
c
and T. The results fit the following empirical relation-
shaps r-
Ks = T(18.2 - 7.8 HIT) at the saddle X node position (6.6a)
Ks = T(6.0 - 2.0 HjT) at the saddle K node position (6.6b)
for photoelastic models in the range 0.187 ~ HIT t 0.55.
The componentsof K , in the 3-d CKmodels, due to axial and bending
s
stresses are given in Table 6.5 where Ks(a) am Ks(b) refer to the extra-
polated axial and bending stresses respectively. The values have been
corrected for "beam" stresses (eq. 6.) and normalised with respect to
dnom'
6.).5 Notch SCFs·,K
n
The maximumfillet surface sUesses occur at an angular position .' in
the fillet measuzoedfrom the weld. toe. The var1.ati on of ~ with the weld
angle a is shownin Fig. 6.62. In general. ,,-= fa.
The results from 2-d. photoelastic and F.E. models suggest that the
"angular position • ofa 1nf'1uences the value of Kn' 3-d photoelastic
analysis shows that chord wall stresses increase with distance from the
point of contraflecture (e.g. see Fig. 6.17). These stresses continue
to increase to a position approximately haliWay around the fillet. The
2-d results in Figs. 6.32 and 6.33 showweld angle influences notch
stresses exclusively in the weld fillet, i.e. from cp = 00 to'; = t~, a
distance r sin tor..
Fig. 6.6) shows the relationship betweenK am sin ta for the crown
n c
posi tion in a single plane K joint only. The results are for a constant
weld toe radius and fit the following empirical expression
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1 + v sin(0.5 a )
C
• • .• . (6.7)
where v = 5.0 Ior photoelastic models
and v = 5.6 to 5.8 Ior Iinite element models; the weld leg length
being responsible Ior the small variation.
The weld leg length has practically no inIluence on Knwhenr/T is
constant. However,whenr/T is varied and.a is a particular value, weld
leg length is surprisingly signiIicant as shownon Fig. 6.64.
In Fig. 6.65 Knis plotted against r/T for i) fillet welds with
different ac and ii) fully blended profiles. Becausethe leg length
in a fully blended profile varies with radius (H/T = r/T), the results
for Kndo not follow the sametrends as for the fillet welds.
Fig. 6.66 showsthe variations in K with position (saddle or crown)
n
and weld angle a. The notch effect is thought to be influenced by
stress gradientsnea.r to weld toes. Beeause stress gradients are generally
greater at saddle than at crownpositions, values for 'n are treated
separately at these locations.
The results in Fig. 6.66a are for the saddle toe and heel positions
(see Fig. 3.1) in the 3-d ex: models. '1lleseatter in the results is an
indication that other geOMtric pa.rameters, to those identified in the
Figure, influence K. The curves are drawn for resUlts in three differentn
weld angle groups.
Fig. 6.66b showsthe combinedeffects of r and a on Kn' The results
were obtained from two 2-d photoelastic modelsat the crown(~ = Q = 900)
position. Curve. developed from empirical expressions by Pappalettere
(40) and Lawrence(41) am shownwith the crownvalues from this work
because of geometric similar! ties • Although the results from the other
workwere not appropriate to tub.llar joints, variations in Knwith r/T
showsimilar trends.
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The results from Figs. 6.64 to 6.66 can be generalised by the
empir1cal expression
K = 1 + B (r IT)kc
n c c'
at the chord fillet ..... (6.8a)
• . • .• (6.ss)
Values for Be and I<e are pr'esent.ed in Table 6.4.
6.3.6 Summaryof Principal SCFsat WeldToes in CKModels
Figs. 6.67 and 6.68 present, in ta1:W.arform the magn1 tudes oland O2
and directions • of all chord weld toe principal stresses. The values
include notch stresses. The crownpoei tions are knownby symmetryto
be principal planes (if the effect of other non-planar brace stubs is
neglected) and the isocl1n1c angle is assumedzero. The meridional
stress is therefore the -.x1.mumprincipal. stress 01• The saddle posi tiona
of inclined braces are not. principal. planes. Here 01 tends towards the
hoop rather than the meridional chom axis. The dotted lines, which
represent the •foot-prints' of unloaded brace stubs, distinguish saddle
toe from saddle heel:'Positions. The vectors are indicative only of typical
magnitudes and directions of 01 and O2, The direction of principal. stresses
obtained by Wylde(10) in a single plane K joint are given in Fig. 6.6.1.
6.3.7 COmparlsonof SCFswith other Work
..
In Chapter 2 the development of experimental and numerical stress
analysis techniques for 3-d tubllar joints was described. This work
led to the publication of parametric fomulae used to predict the
extrapola ted shell. or hot-spot, SCF.
Kuang(4). Wordsworth(5) and Efthymiou (27) have published parametric
equations far Single-plane K joints in balanced axial loading for Ksc only.
These equations have been evaluated. for the shapes used in this work and. are
cmmparedwith is val~es obtained in this work for corner K joints in Fig.
6.69. Strain gauge results publiahed
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Qy Wylde(10) and Ohtake (19), F.E. results by Clayton (71) and photo-
elastic results by Fessler and Little (16, 17) and Marston (21) for
single-plane K joints of similar shapes are also shown. Fig. 6.69 shows
the difference between corner K and single-plane K joints; the unloaded
brace stub in the corner X configuration being responsible for the
increased SCFat the saddle toe and decreased SCFat the saddle heel.
Marston loaded each brace (9 = 900 and 1350) separately. Comparative
results for g'/D = 0.09 are obtained by superposition of stresses for
the case of balanced ax1al. loading. The method of analysis and shape
parameters used. for the authors I work g1ven in Fig. 6.69 are as follows I
Shape Parameters
Source Method pf1
~
tIT
This work Photoe1asticity 25.0 0.50 0.50
Little (16, 17) .. 25.6 0.53 ..
Marston (21) .. 25.3 .. 0.48
Wylde (10) Strain gauge 28.4 " 0.53
Ohtake (19) " 23.3 0.41 0.59
Clayton (71) F.E.M. 24.3 0.50 0.50
Lawrence (41) used :finite element analysis of 2-d double V-welded
joints to derive notch SOh in the form (Kn - 1) 0( (r/T)-0.5. The
Apos1tion of a is confined. to a ver;, small region near the weld toe. The
angular position • of the stress concentration in the fillet is 150
(approx.) from the weld toe. This agrees with the authorS' 3-d work
where for geometries of s1ll11ar weld angle 300 < a < 500, values of •
o 0 ( )are in the range 5 to 25. Atzori and Pappalettere 40 also used F.E.M.s
to arrive at the same type of expression for K. Applying these results
n
(40, 41) to our shapes and loadings lead to the dotted and chain-dotted
curves shownin Fig. 6.66b.
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6.4 Stress Zones
6.4.1 Definitions of Stress Zones
The schematic surface stress distribution in the tube walls, shown
in Fig. i.), are characterised by three regions. These are notch stress
zone, linear stress zone and non-linear stress zone.
Notch zones Zn are defined by the distance, measured from weld
toes, to the commencementof the region in which the gradients of stress
vary so slowly that they are considered to be linear. Further from the
weld toe, at a distance Zf ' the curvature of the tube causes a non-
linear decay in wall bending momentsand hence. outside wall surface
stresses. The linear stress Boneexists between these two points.
6.4.2 Notch Zones
Somedistances. fro. the brace and chord weld toes to the point
where the surface stresses vary linearly with positions, were measured
and called IInb am. IInc respectively. Theyappear to vary little with
fillet radius but their relationship-to weld angle is shownin Fig. 6.70.
Someof the chord values are seen to extend beyond0.2./rl (which for
this geometr,yis O.7t ani 0.35T - the position which has been proposed
for one of two strain gauges to be used for linear extrapolation to
determine Ks (6». Notch sones for all 3-d models am. some2-d models
are presented in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, and 3.7. respectively.
6.4.3 Linear Stress Zones
In the determinatioD of shall SOFstangents were drawn to the linear
parts of the surface stress distribution curves am the end positions of
the linear region. Zn and Zt' were noted. The values obtained from the
It curves in Figs. 6.35 to 6.38 (in the saddle planes of the 3-d eK model)
are shownin Fig. 6.71. The large range of values for Zn and Zt indicates
the uncertainties involved in measuring these distances.
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Linear stress zones are small. typically o.7.5T. The distance to
the end of this zone Zl < O..5gI. Notch zones are typically O.2.5Tto
O.JT. Both values decrease with brace _gapwhengIlT < (about) 2.
6..5 Plastic-Elastic Strain Distributions
6• .5.1 Surface Strains, Near WeldToes, Obtained using Reflection
Photoelastic1ty
Reflection photoelasticity methods of measuring elastic and plastic-
elastic maximum shear strains were used to anaJ.yse two models. Because
of the.difficulties associated with this methcd, results are available
for only one of the models. Theyare presented to showthat attempts
were madeto measure plasticity at, and near to weld toes. The steel
model chosen for analysis is shownin Fig. 6.72 with the surface strains
near to chord and brace weld toes.
Strains were measured at several increments of load - which is
expressed in terms of 'Ynollcalculated from the load cell output am
cross sectional area of the brace wall. The Figure showsmaximum shear
strain contours for one loading and one unloading cycle with the maximum
value of 'Ynom= 0.11%. '!be residual. plastic strains measuredat (about)
zero load are shownin dotted lines.
Maximum fillet am weld toe strains were recorded and plotted against
'Y in Fig. 6.72 to showthe changes in strain during the tests. Neglect-
nom
ing the in! tial strains due to self weight etc. which were not measured,
strain indices, and hence. strain concentration factors were calculated.
Fig. 6.7J showsdistributions of surface shear strain indices for
the chord and brace weld toe regions. Elastic values were calculated
between 'Y = 0.04~ and 0.08'l', and plastic-elastic values were cal-
nom
culated at 'Ynom= 0.11%. The differences between the two curves
represents plastic strain iniices at 'Y = 0.11%. The curves shownin
nom
Fig. 6. 7J are characterised by linear and notch strain distributions
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with the position of maximumstrain in the fillet at an angular position
tp = 200 to 450• In the weld body strains decreased rapidly to zero.
6.5.2 ChordWall strains Obtained Using Moire Interferometry
Results have been obtained in four different steel models in the
posi t1ons referred to in the following schedule of Figure numbers.
steel ModelNo. 2 3 4 5
Position Saddle Saddle Saddle Crown
IIJ 1200 1200 1200 900
WeldProfile1 U U C U
WeldGrade E51 E51 E51 E51
Heat Treatment No Yes No No
Positions of Strain
Measurement2 Loading Values Figure Nos.
Loaded values J1 J2 6.75 6.76 6.77 6.78
Chord wall Residual and (one) £I £2 6.79 6.80 6.81 6.82
outside surface loaded values £1 £2line A-A'
Changeof strain £e £P 6.83 6.84 6.85 6.86during unloading 1 1
Sub-surface
chord wall Loaded values J:x:x 6.87 -lines B-B', C-C' - -
and D-D'
Through-thiclmess
chord wall Loaded values J1 J2 6.88 - - -
line E-E'
l J
At strain Variation with r 6.89£1£1
concentration load J1 J2 6.90
1. U = uncontrolled H/T~ 0.40
2. See Fig. 5.5
C = controlled HIT = 0.75
Fig. 6.74 shows, schematically, the maximumstrains £ in the model
measured at different loads. The loads are expressed in terms of
enon!£yield in the brace wall. Ini tial values, measured at Eno/£ y =
0.02, are given at A, and elastic values at B. The gradient of ABis the
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elastic strain index J. Strains measured at :first observed.yield and
at higher values are given at C and D, respectively. Residual strains
are given at F. The reduction DFcomprises elastic response DEand
plastic reversal EF.
cartesian strains were obtained :from:fringe order measurements
E = au/ax, £ = av/ay and r = au/ay + av/ax. The magnitudes £ 1 e 2
xx yy xy
and. £~ ~ and directions .r of principal loaded and residual strains
were calculated. :fromcartesian values. strain indices Jij = £ ijfo nom'
where £0 is the meanaJd.al strain in the brace wall. Elastic response
nom
strains £e were calculated :fromJ and l:J.£ - the reduction in the load.
nom
Plastic reversal strains are given by £P = (£ _ ~) _ £ e •
6.5.2.1 Surface Strain Indices
Elastic and plastic elastic values of J l' J2 and • are shown in
Figs. 6.75 to 6.78 for measurementsmadein line A - A' in Fig. 5.5.
The elastic values in Fi8s. 6.75 and 6.76 (open symbols) maybe compared.
with the 2-d photoelastic chord wall surface distributions of I1 (assume
I2 = 0) shownin Fig. 6.?:,/. The agreement in surface values in linear
regiOns is within ±1Q%. Peak values cannot be compared.because weld
toe geometries are diffenmt. Notch zones in steel models are generaJ.l.y
smaller, i.e. 0.0.5Tto 0.15T, than in photoelastic models. Plastic-
elastic distributions are given at the onset of first observed yielding
and for larger strains, 1.e. approaching 2%.
In steel modelNo.2 (Fig. 6.75) first yield was observed in the
parent (chord wall) plate near to the weld toe at a position approxi-
mating to the edge of the HAZat £no/£ yield = 0.28. The strain in
the model at the posi tioD and onset of first yield was O.34&.'. Local
yielding was identified in the moire fringe pattern as a small slip line
(about 2 mmlong in which the fringes were closely spaced] which followed.
the approximate arc of the HAZ/parentplate boundary.
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Plastic-elastic strain indices are also given for £nont:yield = 0.53.
This corresponds to a '::::200 N/mm2:a typical ma.x1mwnvalue used in
nom
jacket design (43). At this loading, a SNCF= 17 occurred at the weld
toe in a model in which the elastic SNCF= 4.6. Plastic strains in the
chord wall were measured for a distance of 4.5 mm (O. 09T) from the toe.
The inclinations t of J1 to A - A' are in the range 200< ~ <. 300 in
the weld, and 00 <. t <. 150 in the chord wall.
In steel modelNo.3 (Fig. 6.76) first yield was observed very close
to the weld toe in the HAZ. Because of the difficulties in locating
the exact position of the weld toe the position where yielding first
occurred was between 0.2 am. 0.7 mm from the toe • At this point in the
test e 1£ = 0.36, an increase in load at first yield over modelNo.2
nom' y
of 28%. The yield strain in the modelwas 0.402%1an increase of 0.05~
strain or 115N/mm2• This represents the add1tional. yield stress in
the models attributed to heat treatment. Howeverthis is not a reliable
or accurate measure of residual. welding stress because it was derived
from • observed' first yield values in models with slightly diffe:rent
weld toe geometry.
Plastic-elastic indices are given for £ 1£ = 0.53 for comparison
nom'"y
with·the results in modelNo.2. The effects of heat-treatment a:re quite
dramatic. Plastic-elastic strains were measured up to 3.7 mm(O.074T)
from the weld toe. In this region, three peak values of large plastic
strain were measured corresponding to SNCFs= 10.7, 8.9 and 13.0, the
latter occurring at 0.06T from the toe. In between these peaks, strain
indices were only JQ% greater than elastic values in the samepositions.
The effects of controlled weld profiles are given in the results
for steel modelNo.4 in Fig. 6.77. The onset of yielding was not
observed in this model. It was not apparent that yielding had occurred
until considerable plastic strains were present. Measurementswere made
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at loads corresponding to e 1£ = 0.53 (for comparison with Figs. 6.75
nom"y
and 6.76), 0.63 and 0.73. At e 1£ = 0.53, maximumplastic-elasticnom"y
strains measured in the weld material were approximately twice those
measured in the chord wall and HAZ. A SNCF= 5.7 was considerably less
than in the uncontrolled weld profiles. The increase in plas tic strain
and spread of plasticity at higher loads was fairly uniform, reflecting
perhaps the improved weld toe profile.
The variation in • 111th loa.d1l'lgwas less consistent than in previous
modelsI elastic values were in the range _40 <. • < +140, plastic-elastic
values _80 < • <.)40.
The results for the crown, cjI = 900, model No.5 are shownin Fig.
6.78. The elastic values agree with 2-d photoelastic results to within
11%. First yield occurred near to the HAZ/parent plate boundary at
e 1£ = 0.265. The yield strain in the model was 0.21l1,C- considerably
nom"y
lower than in cjI = 1200models with uncontrolled welds. Three further
load stations were used to study the changes, in ma.gn1tude and position,
of SNCFs. A unique feature in this model was that up to £ 1£ = 0.35,
nom"y
the SNCFat the weld toe increased by only 7%. The maximumstrain indices
in the HAZ/plate boUDiar,y region inareased by more than 22"'. Maximum
strain indices of between 10 am 11.6 near the weld toe were lower than
in cjI = 1200models with uncontrolled welds.
6.5.2.2 Plastic-elastic and Residual Plastic Strains
Distributions of principal plastic-elastic and residual plastic
surface strains are shawn in Figs. 6.79 to 6.82 for steel models Nos.
2 to 5, respectively. The plastic-elastic strains e 1 were measured at
£nom= 0.53 £y' and the residual plastic strains £I were measured at
£ = 0.02 £ , the smallest practical value. The reduction in Enom
nom y
was therefore 950J.I£. In these Figures, hatched areas represent reductions
in strains £1 - £I due to elastic memory£e and plastic reversal ep.
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This data is useful in the prediction of maximumplastic strain range
for a particular stress ratio R = (min/maxload) + 0.04, i.e. a brace
2
wall stress range of 7 to 200 N/mm. The Figures also define the true
extent of plasticity.
6.5.2.3 Elastic and Plastic-Elastic Strain Reductions
The reductions in plastic-elastic strains, due to a reduction of
9.50J,I£in £ , are shownin Figs. 6.83 to 6.86. The elastic strain
nom
e
response £1 calculated from elastic strain indices J 1 and strain range
(6£ = 950J,l£) are also shown. The difference in these quantities,
nom
given by EF in Fig. 6.74, represents the magn1 tudes of plastic reversal
strains ~ in the model - shownhatched in Figs. 6.83 to 6.86.
Plastic reversal strains are greatest, up to O.~, in the heat
treated modelNo.3 at the positions corresponding to the large plastic
strains in Fig. 6.76. Absolute values are uncertain because they are
computedfrom 4 measurements, i.e. £P = (£1 - £~) - J 1 6£nom' Thus,
the true extent am magnitude of plastic reversal in modelsNos. 4
and 5 may be disguised in the (inevitable) errors.
6.5.3 Sub-surface ChordWall Strains
Sub-surface distributions of elastic and plastic-elastic strain
1nd1ces Jxx are shownin Fig. 6.87 for depths of O.04T (= 2 mm),
O.08Tand o.16T from the outside chord wall. These are, respectively,
lines B - B', C - C' and D - D' in Fig. 5.5. The distributions show
the positions of ma.x1mumJ
xx
at three different depths and illustrate
the mannerof plastic growth in the models - narrow bands of large
plastic strain between essentially elastic regions.
Fig. 6.87 also gives the positions of the most useful through-
thickness line of analysis - E - E' in Fig. 5.5. Line E - E' was defined
"by the positions of J at each depth.
xx
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6.5.4 Through-thickness ChordWall Principal Strains
Fig. 6.88 shows the position of the line of analysis E - E' in which
principal plastic-elastic strains were maximum.The angular position of
this line was 'P = )20 =" ()j2.
Distributions of elastic and plastic-elastic J1, J2 and t are shown.
It is assumed that line E - E' approximates to the direction of early
fatigue crack growth. The smaller strains are, in general, not s1801fi-
cant. The direction t of J1 (~ symbols) is almost perpendicular to
E - E', i.e. )20 - • is SIIal.l.
6.6 Plastic-Elastic Strain Concentration Factors, SNCF
6.6.1 Defio1tions of SNCFs
The plastic-elastic strain indices distributions, shownin Figs.
6.75 to 6.78, are characteristically similar to the elastic stress
distribution curves. It is thazoefozeconvenient to define SNCFsin
a manner sim1lar to SOFa. The maximum value of J1 is the SNCF. A
shell strain concentration i'actor, SNCF is obtained by linear extra-
s
polation of surface strain indices to the weld toe.
Values for SNCFare given in Table 6.6 for each load station
shownin F18. 6.89. The variations in SNCFwith loading are shownin
Fig. 6.90. It is assumed.that the models' behaviour is linearly elastic
between a and b, and the onset of yielding is at b. The curves show
the effects of heat treatment, weld profile, ~ and loading on SNCFs.
In the models with uncontrolled. profiles, the rate of increase in
....
SNCF(J1) with load, and the load at which yielding takes place - between
£ 1£ = 0.2 to 0.) - appear to be independent of heat treatment am fl..
nom' y
The rate of change in plastic-elastic SNCFsis fairly uniform, as shown
(A • symbols)and assumed (0 e symbols), in different models.
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6.6.3 Shell SNCFs
Shell SNCFsare obtained from the extrapolation of surface strains
outside the plastic zone. The variation of SNCFswith load, given in
Table 6.6, shows the effects of strain redistribution during yielding.
The results showdecreases in SNCFsof between 510 and 1510 at the onset
of yielding and further differences, from elastic values, at higher
loads.
Because shell factors are extrapolations from elastic strains
(albeit modified by plastic behaviour in the model) they were used to
determine elastic shell SOFslsi (the value of Ks2 ~ 0). They are
compared, in Table 6.6, with values obtained in 2-d photoelastic models.
The agreement with elastic calculated values is within 1~.
6.7 Extent of Plastic Regions
Regions of plastic deformation were traced from residual moire
fringe patterns at loads cor.t'9sporning to £no/£Yield = 0.02 after
initial am gross yielding. It is assumed that the extents of residual
plastic strains are equal in area to the extents of plastic-elastic
strains. contours of plastic deform.tion are shownin Figs. 6.91 to
6.94..for steel models Nos. 2 to 5, respectively. They showplasticity
spreading more rapidly in the parent plate than in the weld. In all
models plasticity was partially arrested in the HAZs. As a result,
plastic deformation in the weld extended for less than 2.5 mm from the
toe.
6.8 The Effect of Out-of-Plane Strains on In-Plane Strains
In moire interferometry, out-of-plane rotations w or undulations
in the surfaces of the models cause extraneous fringe gradients and
apparent strains £' = 1 - cos w. To determine the magnitude of w,
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surface measurementswere made, using Talysurf apparatus, on one of the
models in an unloaded condition in which residual plasticity was present.
The surface profiles given in Fig. 6.95 showlateral contractions, in
the order of 20 ~m(10 ~mper face), in the regions of plasticity
relative to undeformedregions remote from these areas. In the chord
wall plate (beyond the region of in-plane plastic deformation) relative
lateral contractions, also about 20 ~mwere measured. The resulting
undulations in the surface of the modelwere CAl = %0.1So • The
extraneous strain £' was th\lS 4 ue , Although this is a negligible
quantity, it is important to showthat out-of-plane Poisson effects
were considered.
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Table 6.1 Empirical Constants and Exponents for Geometric and Notch
Through-thickness Stress Distributions
Crown Position of Single plane K90/45 Joint: • = e = 90°
Weld Profile Parameters Geometric Stress Notch Stress
HIT r IT u K Q C m
c c g
0.183 0.05 18° +3.60 -15.30 +0.11 -0.333
" "
5lt° +3.40 -11.20 +0.25 -0.290
0° +2.18 -4.34 +1.00 0
0.25 0.05 72° +3.lt5 -14.30 +0.26 -0.295
" " 54° +3.23 -10.15 +0.32 -0.261
" " 36° +2.85 -5.10 +O.!ll -0.222
" "
24° +2.63 -6.80 +0.60 -0.150
" "
0° +2.07 -!I. 12 +1.00 0
0.50 0.05 54° +2.83 -9.41 +0.29 -0.260
" "
36° +2.11 -6.30 +0.38 -0.240
" "
0° +1.85
-3.43 +1.00 0
0.25 0.02 69° +4,13
-25.8 +0.02 -0.320
"
It 12° +4.30
-23.3 +0.16 -0.300
"
0.10 14° +3.45 -13.8 +0.35 -0.282
"
0.20 83° +3.46
-13.5 +0.59 -0.187
0.25 0.02 48° +4.06
-13.1 +0.22 -0.250
"
0.033 " +3.01 -9.4 +0.40 -0.255
"
0.05 It +3.05
-9.8 +0.38 -0.242
"
0.10 50° +2.91
-9.6 +0.42 -0.250
Note
for u = 0° Kg = Ks
... .L (
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51l 60° 120° .Z."6 ·3.311 1.37 0;0 0.1I3t -0.35 I I 1 1 +2.001 550
- 1.63- . . -
6 bOO 60° .'.60 +Z.25 I. 110 ZOo-IlSo 0.3Ot +0.73 +1.13 1.38 5)° O. lilT .I.B 2]0
· '.35
8b 600 120" ·1.39 .2.60 1.11 0" 0.21t +1.30 +2.'6 1.89 10" O. lilT .2.011 1Sv
-1.13
9 600 1200 .2.Z0 .2.91 1.15 1° 0.311t t2. " .11.01 1.89 1]0 O.2]T .3. I 1 90° -1.511
II~ 1500 IZ00 .'.20 .1.12 1.52 ]0 0.1I0t 0 .0.10 . 300 . _I. 101 700
-0.63
12 ,soo 1200 .1.110 .Z.IZ 1.18 00 O.32t .1._8 .2.'11 1.65 1° _ 10° o .20T -1.86 ' 00·
-1.23
Not. I: Point or the aurrac. contr.rl • • ure occura Within rillet
Note 2: Approxl.ate value
Loaded brae ... 60° and 1500
Brac~ lap I' I.Z5T
Table 6.2
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St r e-sa COIl';f'ntratlon f.ctors - Ka6nltu<l~S. Positions .• nd Snl!ll arid ~otcn Coftlponeonls
OUTSIDE BUCE fILLET OUTS IDE CHO~O nLLET INT£HNAL fILLET INSIDEBrief' Loc a I CHORDJOlnt
AnAl ~ Anal ~ Velu. PoalUon Notch NotchNo Zon.. Velue PoUtton Zon.. Value Poalt Ion Valu..
u .. !taoD !tOD K 'D lb K K K , Z Klnob aoe oe noe C c '1 Kle
, 135
)
"~c .1.b2 .2.7~ 1.70 11° ~o_ 8('O·13t .1 .O~ .1 .d~ 1.76 O·33T .2.29 3'50 -o.~o
t. 1350 1.3~o +2.~O '3.68 1.q7 8° 0.80t
·3 17 .... 03 1.01 HO c.osr
-'.07
' 90° -0.9~21 90" Q(10 .2.19
-2.97 1.35 25° 0.521 .U.1" .1.'17
-
leO 0.26T _1.~7 50° -2.3oj
3 900 90' .2.22 .].25 l.qll 150 0.25t .1.97 ·3. 13 1.63 10° 0.211T
.'.10' qOO -1.~..
7 90° lZ00 .1.21
.'.92 1.'51 6° 0.30t .1.70 .2.~b 1.q~ 12° 0.08T .1.77 115~960 -0.82
8. 90° 1200
.-."" .5."0 1.21 8° 0."6t .].qb .5.11] 1.68 70_ 15" 0.36T '3.11
' 60° -2.3610 II., ~ 1200 .1.32 .2.00 1.'52 10° 0.35t .1.20 .;.,>q ;.12 200 0.23T
-1.55 "50
-0.711II. 11')° 1200 +2.111 +2.96 1.Iq 00_1')0 0.20t .2.QO '3.,>8 I.Q9 100_ 15" 0.361 -1.)')1 00
-1.31
Hot.. 1: POint of the .urf.ce contraflexure occura Within fillet
Loadtpd brae .. - 900 an4 1350
Brae ..lap I' 3.H751
Thr• • -Dl.enalonal Hodel Ref CK_
Str.a. Conc.ntratlon 'actor. - "*Inltu4 .., Po.ltlona, an4 Shell and Notch Coeponent.
OUTSIDE .UCI PIL1.II OUTSIDE CHORD FILLET INTERIIAL PILLIT IIISIDIQIOIDBrae. Local Notch lIot.chJoint Ancl. Walu. Po.IUon Value Po.ltlon Value PodUon Valli.No. Al1&l. Zone Zone
e • I.Ob KOb K 'b Ib I K K 'c I 11 'I IICnob .oc oc noc c
-
10;00 30° .1.12 '3.06 1.18 22° 0.311t. .0.50 .1.19 2.3e 560 0.20T ".65 200 _ 30° -0,5-
5a 150° 150° +2.63 +3.11 1..18 eO 0.30t. +2._0 +3.10 1.29 7° O.II1T -1.50 eoO ~.TT
5b 60° 120° +2.2' +2.91 1.30 10° _ 15c 0.36t. .1.61 +2.63 1.113 10° _ 15° 0.161 .,.55' 60° -2.1'
6 bOO 60° .1.55 '3.03 1.96 15° 0.1tIIt. +1.00 +2.00 2.00 10° _ 15° 0.231 ".3e 22°
-1."
I lib 60° 120° .1.68 +2.60 1.55 eO 0.1I0t. +2.35 +3.30 1.110 15° O.14T ".71 90u -1.'2
! bOO lZ00 +2.18 .3.0- 1._0 12° 0.16t. .2.011 ·3.1&6 1.66 17° 0.17T +2 • • 6 900 -1 • • 7i 9lib 1500 120° +1.20 .1.611 1.37 10° 0.29t. .1.76 .Z.62 1.'9 13° 0.09T _1.33' 115°- 55° -0.73
I 12 150° 120° +1._0 +1._e 1.06 5° 0.15t. .1.06 .1.76 1.66 22° 0.25T -1.03 .5° -0.117
IIote 1: Polnt.of .Ilrtace cont.raflexliN oCClAr. Within tlllet.
Loaded brac... 60° and 150°
Br.c. aap a • 3.87ST
Thr• • -Dl• • n.lonal Hod.lR.t. ClC5
Str• • • Conc.nt.r.tlon 'act.or. - H!in1t.lld• • , Po.lt.lona. and Sh.ll .n4 lIot.chco.pon.nt..
OUTSIDE • • ACI 'ILLIf OUTSIDE CHORD 'ILLET IIiTERIiAL'ILLIT INSIDE0I0lDBrae. Loc.l lIot.ch lIot.chJOint Ancl. Ancle Yalli. Po.1Uon Valli. Po.1Uon Valli. Po.IUon Valli.No. Zon. Zone
e • I~b lOb Inob 'b Zb K.oc K lnoc 'c Zc 11
"
K1coc
II 1500 30° +2.20 +3.76 1.71 16° 0.63t. .0.67 .1.61 2.110 20° 0.06T +2.15 15°
-0.-3
5a 1')00 1500 +2.90 .2.95 1.02 _0 _ 11° 0 .2.95 ·3.1111 1.17 11° 0.10T -1.75 110° -0._2
I 5t
bOO 120° +2.32 ·3.15 1.36 10° _ 15° 0._2t. ".05 .Z.ZO 2.09 10° 0.12T +1.55
'
_5°
-2.20
I I> 110° 600 +1.110 +2.lIO I ..... 20° 0.35t .1.05 See Hote 2
- -
+1.'0 30°
-1.32
I 8t 1100 1200 +2.)5 ·3.55 1.51 15° 0.17t. .).13 .3.73 1.20 10° 0.13T +2.50' 75u
-2 • • 9
~ 09° 1200 .1.20 .1.90 1.56 7° _ IZo O.llt .1.111 .2.Z5 1.91 lZo 0.08T .2.22 95°
-1.10
i
lib 1';00 1200 .1.00; .1.72 1.()_ 15° O.I()t +1.5Z .2.02 1.33 15° - zoo 0.05T -1.30 65°
-0.73
I~' ·c.no 1200 .0.'10 .0.9'> 1.011 5° _ 10° 0 +1.10 .1.92 1.7. 10° O.IIT -0.88 110°
-0.110
Not.. l' Point of allrf.ce eontrafl,xure occura wlt.hln fll1..t
Not~ 2: No r• • ult du..to pr..aene. of p~toelaat.lc lnelllalon
Loaded brae.... 60° and 1500
Brace lap I • 6.50T
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Table 6,4 2-d Photodiistic and f.E. Results
(on.'ltant.'lof Empl rl cal Equat Jon.'! ror ~ and !;1
Peak SCf K = A(r/TlJ
Notch SCf K = 1 + III r IT)k
n
All HIT
t0.25 except Where HIT rlT
Joint Weld Peak SCf Notch SCf
Constants Constants
Position Node Oual1 ty Q A j Be. kc.
c
Saddle X Uncontrolled 115° .8.6 -0.21 .0.36 -0."2
K fillet .. ·3.11 -0.25 .0.70 -0.30
K Uncontrolled 10° .3.3 -0.30 .0.B2 -0.36
"
fillet 12° +3. I -0.35 +0.7" -0.50
Crown
" "
460 +2.15 -0.30 +0.63 -0.421
" !\Illy blended 90° +2.0 -0.54 +0.31 -0.15
Table 6.5
Ax!al and Bending Stress eo.ponent of Shell SCF.
At Chord Weld Toe At Brace Weld Toe
Brace angles. Cap Axial Bending Axial BendIng
Source e 4- Prod_lty R'IT K soc(a) Kaoc(b) Total Ksob(a) K sOb(b)
Total
0.11 .0.20 .1.00 .1.20 ..0.65 .1.00 .1.65
115° Re~te 3.00 .0.25 .o.BO .1.05 .0.15 .0.B5 .1.00
135°
.0.85 .1.1S .2.bO .0.90 .2.30 .3.20
Fig. 135° Near " .1.30 .2.115 .3.15 .1.05 .1.75 .2.80
6.44
-1.15 .0.10 -1.05 .1.55 .1.35 .2.90
90° Near • -I. to .1.25 .0.15 .1.00 .1.25 .2.2S
90°
.0.110 .1.30 .1.10 .0.75 .1.115 .2.20
90° R~te • .0.110 .1.55 .1.95 .0.60 .1.65 .2.25
0.51 .0.10 .0.55 .0.6S .t .25 .1.15 .2.110
)0° Re~te '3.00 -0.10 .0.30 .0.20 .0.90 .0.85 .1.75
5.10 .0.10 .o.5S .0.65 .1.05 .1.15 .2.20
150°
I .0.30 .0.10 .'.00 .0.115 .1.50 .1.951500 Near
·
.1.10 .1.30 .2.110 .1.40 .1.20 .2.60
Fig. .1.35 +1.50 .Z.8S .1.35 .1.20 .2.5S
6.45
-0.10 .0. to 0 .1.35 .1. to .2.115
1200 Near
" -0."5 .2.15 .1.10 .1.00 .1.25 .2.2S
-0.15 .1.6S .1.S0 .0.90 .'.110 +2.30
600
.0.25 .0.95 .1.20 .0.60 .0.90 .1.50
600 RetIIOtfo • .o.2S .1.25 .1.50 .0~bO .1.00 .1.bO
- aee note 2 - .0.60 .1.20 .1.80
0.6- .0.2S .1.90 .2.15 .0.65 .1.60 .2.25
RetIIOte 3.00 .0.Al5 .1.65 +2.10 .0.65 .1.55 .2.20
6.00 .0.20
.'.00 .1.20 .0.115 .0.15 -
600 1200
.1.20
.0.25 .1.00 .1.25 .0.40 .1.10 .1.50
Near " .0.60 .1.10 .2.30 .0.60 .1.15 +1.75
Fig, .0.115 +2.70 .3. IS .0.60 +1.10 .2.30
6.46
0.611 .0.65
·3.95 +11.60 .1.20 .3.15 +4.3'>
900
Near 3.411 .0.55 ·3.00 +3.55 .1.35 .3.15 .11.50
120°
.0.65 .'.00 .1.65 .0.40 .0.6') .1.qS
RelllOte
" .0.30 .1.30 .'.60 .0.60 .0.80 .1.1i0
Notes: 1. Values ml'asur e d at O.l4l from brace weld tot'. I .... 0PPO:lIl .. Inlernal br;iC .. I'll Jrl top.
7. No rpadlnl'.s.
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Fig. 6.1 Principal Stresses in CK Models, Junction 1
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Fig. 6.2 Principal stresses in CK Models, Junction 2a
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CHAP'lER 7
ANALYSIS OF ERRORS
The sta.nd.ard deviation for each part of each experimental method has
been obtained and used to determine standard error values.
,
7.1 3-d Photoelastic Methods
The main sources of error in 3-d photoelastic work have been con-
sidered in the following sections.
7.1.1 Modeldimensions
7.1.2 Model loading
7.1.3 Photoelastic readings
7.1.4 Interpretation of stress d1str1 bJ.tions.
7.1.1 Errors due to Deviations in 3-d ModelDimensions iXom
Design Values
The dimensional accuracy and standazod.devia t1.on of model dimensions
from the design values, for which SCFaare quoted, are presented in
Table 4.10. In 3-d wom, the effects of divergence of the non-dimensional
ratios tiT, DIT, din and. gilT. and, the angle 9 on chord shell SCFs (Xsc)
were assessed b.y using the parametric equations developed by Wordsworth
(.5) for single plane X joints in ba.laooed axial. loading. To assess
the effects of the weld. leg length parameter HIT. surface stress gradients
were used. Crownand saddle planes were considered separately because
of the different significance of the geometric ratios at these positions.
Where sufficient data existed, standard deviations were obtained from
population histograms in Fig. 7.1.
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The standard error of a function obtained from a number of individual
quantities is given by
where ead = standard ezror in the value of Ksc
Ksc = f(x)
x = individual dimenslonal components
el = standard ezror in component x
n = number of components of error
a) At the crown posltlons
1) tIT
(t/T)design = 0.5. (tiT) = 0.489, s = 0.022mean mean
Hence the standard deviation based on the deslgn value of t/T = 0.5
was s = +0.011 and -0.0)).
standard error in the value of lCsc using parametric equations (5) was
e = +2.2% and -6.~1
11) D/T
(D/T)design = 25, (D/T)mean = 25.22, smean = 0.45
• • • sdeslgn= +0.67 and -0.2)
e = 1.?,C and -0.5l'1
111) dID
(d/D)deslgn = 0.5, (d/D)mean = 0.4993, s = 0.001mean
•
• • sd i = +0.000) and -0.0017es gn
el ( 0.1%
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iv) ca
Because actual weld toe-to-toe gap values of g'/T were used in the
results for K , errors were in the measurement of g'. The maximum
sc
error was to.04 mm, or t 0.005T.
The mean value of surface stress index gradient in the gap regions
was a r/aT = -2.5 (approx) •
• '. ei max = to.0125 (expressed as a stress index)
v) ~
9 = 60°, 90°, 135° and 150°.design
Insufficient data exists to determine s for each value of 9.
oHowever, maximum cUvergence from 9d ......was 0.25es"'Cn
Because weld leg leDgth varied for each joint, cUfferences in
design values and those achieved were considered.
{(H/T)des1gn - (H/T)actuall mean = -0.04, smean = 0.07
.'. sd 18 = +0.03 and -0.11.es n
The mean surface stress gradients for all joints was aI/aT = -0.95(approx)
• '. ei = +0.10 and -0.03 (expressed as stress izxl1ces)
Summation of standard error at crown positions gives e
sd
= +4.3%
-2.0%
b) At the saddle position
i) tIT
(t/T)design = 0.5, (t/T)mean = 0.508, s = 0.024mean
.'. Sdesign = 0.0)2 and -0.016
ei = +6.1.1% and -).2%
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11) D/T
(D/T)design = 25. (D/T)mean = 25.)4. S = 0.75mean
• • • sd1 = +1.09 and -0.41es gn
e1 = +).1% and -O.~
111) dID
(d/D}deSign = 0.5. (d/D}mean = 0.5002. S = 0.001mean
•
• • Sdes1gn = +0.0012 and -0.0008
1v) Jti:£.
Maximum error 1n measurement of g' = %0.07 min or 0.009T (approx)
due to curvature of tube. Mean value 1n gap of aI/aT = -1.65
• • • e1 max = %0.014
v} ~
Maximum divergence *0.250
.'. e1 = 0.4",
vi} &!:
{(H/T}design - (H/T}actual} = -0.06 r
mean
s = 0.045
mean
• • • Sdes1gn= -0.015 and -0.105
Mean value of all aI/dT = -1.05
• • • e1 = +0.11 (max) and +0.016 (min).
Summation of standard error at saddle pos1 tions g1ves e
sci
= +4.8%
-1.~
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7.1.2 Errors due to ModelLoading
7.1.2.1 Direction and Magnitude of Applied. Loads
The directions of the applied axial brace loads in the OK models
were visually checked for angular alignment, in the horizontal plane of
loading, at the maximum stress freezing temperature of 13500. This
was carried out by observing the shadowof a thin wire, which was
established parallel to the axis of the chord prior to filling the tank
with the 011, on an etched cross grating of 1 mm pitch and 40 mm long.
The grating was attached to the rear face of the vertical leg of the
rig (see Plate 4.4) which was knownto be nonnal to the direction of
the loading rod. The maximum observed deviation was 0.5 mmJ hence
maximum angular deviation was 0.720•
The point of load application was madedeliberately close to the
chord tube to min1m1seer.rors due to spurious shear forces. The
average bending stxess index was about 0.005. The loading rods were
placed concentric to the brace tube to within to .25 mm. i.e. in 0.5 mm
clearance holes. The maximum deviation of stress at any point around
the brace was %1.3"'.
The accumcy of the magnitudes of the loads was estimated by
measurementof the horizontal and vertical arms of the loading rig. These
were measured by tape measure to within %0.5 mm of the specified dimen-
sions. The cor.rect loads (i.e. hanging weights) were within %10 gms.
The magnitude of the loads was therefore correct to %O.~ although
the forces due to the self-weight of the loading assembly were negated
by' counter-weights. residual forces due to friction were not knownor
measured.
Because of all the uncertainties associated in the above, the
magnitudes of the meanaxial stresses in all braces were calculated
photoelastically. Fringe measurements of longitudinal brace stress were
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madeat approximately 1.2d from the crown heel. 8 (16 for OK1)slices
were cut at 450 (zztO for OK1)intervals from each loaded brace of some
models. Fringe order per unit thickness N obtained from each slice
nom
are plotted in Fig. 5.1. The ratio of the meanvalue of N in the
nom
compression and tension br.aces are given in Table 5.1.
Fig. 5.1 shows tha.t stresses are usually greatest in line with
the saddle toe (cp = 900) for braces in tension, and. saddle heel
(cp = 2700) for braces in compression. The stresses at the intersection
of the tubes would be over-predicted. by an average of 6.% at these
posi t10 ns , The minima.occurred. (roughly) diametrically opposite to the
maxima.,resulting in a correspording under-prediction of between ~
ard~. Stresses in line with crownpositions (cp = 00 and 1800) were
within t2% of the mean.
These values represent the summationof all load misalignment
and load. ~n1tude errors.
7.1.2.2 Unbalanced Self-Weight of Models
During loading the JIOdelswere simply supported. at both ends of
the chord. To eliminate stresses in the tubes caused.by beamberding
the models were 'floated' in oil with air pockets in the tubes adding
to the bouyancy. The aiM of the a.1r pockets were calculated separately
for each tube. Because the size of the air pocket depended.on the sub-
merged.density of the model, the specific gravity of the oil at 13500
was measured. It was 0.805. The density of Araldite was taken as
1.23 'qj~ (57).
The effectiveness of the pockets relied. on the cor.rect amount of
air being trapped. The SJJal.l differences in thermal expansion of oil
and air would keep the air in the pockets near to the intended volume.
However,whendraining the oil after loading, an oil meniscus was
was visible inside the tubes 2 to J mmhigher than the air trap level.
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It was possible, therefore, that the air pocket in the chord had contracted
in volumeby up to 1~.
The maximummeridional stress index in the chord tube due to
residual self weight of the modelwas calculated to be %0.0). Because
the braces were loaded in the neutral plane of the chord, these stresses
were negligible in the crownplane, and. half the maximumvalue at the
saddle posi tiona.
7.1.) Errors due to Photoelastic Fringe Order Readings
7.1.).1 Fringe order magnitudes
The repeatability of fringe order readings was assessed by making
several readings at selected points on one of the mOdels(CK1R). In
general, repeatability was found. to be independent of fringe order, rut
sensi ti ve in regions of large fringe gradient or where fringes ran nearly
parallel to the edges of the aodel. The latter comitions occurred near
weld toes where greatest accuracy was required.
Fringe order readings, their means and stand.a.rddeviations were as
follows. (Maldmumam mJn1mumvalues underlined.)
I ,
Location Fringe order, n " Mean Standard
Deviation
- ad ad/nn
l3ra.cewall, approx 0.68
~1.2d from joint 0.68 0.678 0.012 1.~•
0.66 0.67
Chord wall, approx 1.68 1.72
0.25T from 9 = 900 1.72 hZ2 1.708 0.02) 1.3%saddle weld toe. 1.70 1.72
1.68 1.69
Chord weld fillet 2.90 2.90
at ditto 2.87 2.85
2.87 2.85 2.897 0.0)0 1.0%2.91 2.91
2.9) 2.96
2.90 2.91
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7.1.).2 Positions of Fringe Measurement
A travelling microscope was used to enlarge the image of a slice
and define the posi ti ons of measurement. Providing all readings were
taken in the samedirection of travel, thus avoiding backlash, these
were repeatable to ±O.04 mm,i. e. ±O.OO.5T• The maximumerror in stress
index, based on the largest stress gradient (used in extrapolation methods)
was to.02, or to.7.% near to weld toes.
7.1.).) Fringe Orders at Edges
In somemodels, shallow surface layers which were photoelastically
opaque madeit impossible to read fringe orders at true edges. In these
instances, measurementswere madeat distances up to O.OJmmfrom the
edges.
Marston (21) showedthat, away from notches, through-thiclmess
fringe orders were proportional to stress and varied linearly with dis-
tance up to 0.2T from the edge. It was therefore possible to makean
estimation of the error in subsurface measurementof fringes b,y linear
extrapolation to the edges. In the chord wall, where through thiclmess
stress gradients were 1a;rgest, typical errors in N = 2 fringe orders
were -0.01 to -0.01), i.e. an under-prediction of between 0.,5% and 0.6,5%.
7.1.3.4 Errors due to Variations in Stress Througha Slice
Gradients of stress in the direction of sight cause errors because
photoelastic readings average through-the-slice stresses. In the planes
of symmetrythese were always parallel to the run of weld. An estimation
of the errors in hoop stresses near to chord weld toes in saddle planes
was madeb,y photoelastic measurementof a slice having first been 2 mm
thick, and later fly cut 1mmthick. Results are as followsl-
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Fringe slice
order thickness nit Difference
n t
2.93 1.96 1.49
1.55 1.0) 1.51 0.02
2.22 1.96 1.1)
1.17 1.0) 1.1) 0
1.72 1.97 0.87
0.91 1.03 0.88 0.01,
The maximumdifference was 0.02 fringes/mm. This equated to a stress
index of 0.05, or ±O.~ of the fillet SCF.
7.1.4 Errors due to Interpretation of Stress Distributions
The uncertainties in the determination of shell SCFsfrom extra-
polation of stresses in the linear regions are a major source of error
in this work. An BSsessJl8nt of the range of values for Ks' resulting
from the arbitrary choice of the 'best' tangent drawn to the stress
plots, revealed maximumdeviations of about tJ% at the crown ani remote
saddle posit1ons, and ±"c at the near saddle posit1ons. The greatest
errors in the value of Ks were in the saddle planes between inc11ned
braces where linear! ty is not always well defined.
7.1.5 Summationof Errors in 3-d Photoelaatic Work
Standard, or mean, percentage erlPors have been assessed for each
source of error in the determination of stress indices near to chord
weld toes. The errors resulting from positional (Section 7.1. 3.2) and
extrapolation (Sect1on 7.1.4) procedures are omitted in the summat10n
of peak SCFvalues.
The standard error of equally weighted functions 1s g1ven by
{
n
e = L
sd 1=1
28)
where = total standard error
= standard error of each source of error
n = numberof sources of error.
The standard error values e
sd for )-d photoelastic models are.
SCF Position
Crown Saddle toe
~
Saddle heel
Peak, K +5.0% +8.2%
-3.2% -5.~
Shell, Ks
+5.~ +9.6% +8.~
-4.~ -7.7% -6.6%
7.2 2-d Photoelastic Methods
Similar procedures to those used in the analysis of errors in 3-d
photoelastic models have been adopted for 2-d work. The main sources of
error have been considered in the following sections.
7.2.1 ModeldiJIIBnsions
7.2.2 Modelloading
7.2.3 Photoelastic readings
7.2.4 Extrapolation Methods
7.2.1 Errors due to Deviations in 2-d ModelDimensions from Design
Values
The dimensional deviations are presented in Table 4.12. In 2-d work,
the effects of divergence of the non-dimensional ratios tiT, H/T am rlT
and weld angle exon chord shell (K ) and peak (K ) SCFswere assessed
sc c
by using empirical expressions derived in this work. Crownani saddle
positions were considered together because dimensional deviations were
similar. Standard deviations were obtained where sufficient data existed.
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1) sa
(t/T)des1gn = 0.5, (t/T)mean = 0.497, s = 0.0042mean
.
· .
sd 1 = +0.001 and -0.007es gn
.0. e1 = +0.2% and -1.4%.
11) HIT
f(H/T)deS1gn - (H/T)actUalJ mean = +0.005, s = 0.003mean
· .
sd 1 = +0.008 and -0es gn
The chord.wall surface stress gradient was a r/aT = -2.46
• • e1 = 0 and -0. 'f%, based on the weld toe shall SOF.
The following data was obtained from a 1im1ted sample.
1ii) r/T
{(r/T)deSign - (r/T)achievedJ mean = +0.001
sd 1 = +0.0035 and -0.0015.es gn
s = 0.0025
mean
· .
Deviations in weld toe radii affect only peak SCFvalues. The
empirical expression approximated to a power law 1n which the exponent
(at crown positions) was approximately -i.
• '. e1 = +1.0% and -2.2%
iV) .!!
[a - a 1 = +0 150design actual mean • smean
•
· .
Sd i = +0.610 and -0.310es gn
Daviations in weld angle affect only peak SOFvalues in the relation-
ship K = f(sin 0.5 a). For a = 450
• • e1 = +1.~ and -0. 'f%
Summat10nof standard error at crown positions for shell SCFvalues
g1ves
= +0.2%
-1.~
28,5
and for peak SCFvalues gives
e = +1.&}b
ad -2.~
7.2.2 Errors due to ModelLoading
The positions of the loads in the 2-d loading system were measured
using a travelling microscope from the intersection of two scribed lines
representing the axes of the chord and brace walls • Deviations up to
!0.4 mmwere measured. Errors in distance modified the ratio of bending
to total stress at weld toes. The maximumerror in chord wall stresses,
based on T = JO mmmodels, was %1.0~.
The directions of loading were measured using a travelling microscope.
Maximumangular deviation of chord wall loading was typically ±1.5°.
Correspond1ng errors in stresses at weld toes were %0.8.'. Angular
deviations of brace wall loadings were less than 0.50 and errors in
stresses were less than 0.3%.
Load magnitude was controlled in a calibration strip positioned
in the direction of brace wall loading. Errors in load magnitude were
therefore proportional to the relative thicknesses of the calibration
strip and model walls. 'lhesa were in the range -0.04 mmc teal - tmodel
< 0.12 mm. '!he carrespoming maximumerror, based on t = 15 mm,was
0.8.'.
The summationof errors due to model loading yields ei = ±1.&}b.
7.2.3 Errors due to Photoelastic Fringe Order Readings
7.2.3.1 Fringe ~er Magnitude
The repeatability of fringe measurementwas assessed by making
several (e.g. 10) readings at 3 different load magnitudes at selected
points in the surfaces of models. Errors in stress indices were obtained
by cons~ering the sum of the standard deviations computed for the fringe
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orders measured at each load magnitude. The measurements taken at the
chord wall of a crown plane model are given in Table 7.1. The average
error was 1.1.5%•
7.2.3.2 Positions of Fringe Measurement
Positional accuracy was ±0.04 mm. Errors in stress indices were
negligible - less than 0.1%.
Because the edges of tl~se models were carefully machined, edge
effects found in 3-d castings weze not present in 2-d models. Fringe
order measurementswere thezefore madeat true edges.
7.2.4 Errors due to Extrapolation Methods
The errors in the value of shell SCFswere small because of the
inherent linearity of stresses outside the notch zone produced by the
3-point loading system. An assessment of this error was madeby replotting
stress ordinates and graphically evaluating Ks. Differences in the
magnitude of Is were typically t1.", to t2.0%.
7.2.5 Summationof Errors in 2-d Photoe1astic Work
The detellll1nation of staniard error ead is given in Section 7.1.5.
The values are
= +2 •.5%
-3.lJ.'
+4 •.5% (max)
-5./4% (maX)
Peak SCF, X,
7.3 Finite Element Methods
A typical F.E. mesh comprised 250 elements and 800 to 850 nodes.
In the fillets, elements were specified at 80 to 120 intervals (depending
on the weld angle). In the important regions in the outside chord wall,
elements were specified such that the increase in stress over one element
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was less than 50%. This is indicative of a reasonably fine mesh.
Surface stresses at a node sharing (two) adjacent elements were com-
pared in the important positions. The semi differences, expressed in
terms of the meanvalue, were
i) 0.11 @weld toes
ii) 0.02 in the chord wall. x/T = 0.25, i.e. near end of notch zone
111) 0.01 @ stress concentrations, and xlT ~ 0.3
This mismatch1s given (61) as the approximate error in the results.
Surface stresses nonnal to free surfaces a2 were checked and com-
pared to 01• The values of azlo l' which varied with weld toe rad11,
were
i) 0.02 to 0.05 at weld toes, for r/T = 0.25 to 0.02 respectively
ii) 0.02 in the cho~ wall
lii) 0.03 to 0.1 at stress concentrations, for r/T as in (i).
The mismatchis the value .of O2/0 1 with zero is also given (61)
as the approx1ma.te error in the resi1l.ts •
The repeatability of stresses in the llnear regions, x/T "> 0.25,
was less than 2%. The errors identified above were 2%. The effect on
the magnitudes of extrapolated shell SeFs was a meanvariation of
In summary,errors in weld toe stresses were in the region of 11%
because of large surface stress gradients. At the positions of stress
concentrations in the weld toe fillets, e~ors in SCFswere between
']I, and 10%for corresponding values of r/T = 0.25 to 0.02. Errors ln
shell SeFs were 2.5%
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7.4 Reflection Photoelasticity
The errors in reflection techniques in which 2-d photoelastic coatings
are profiled with the edges of steel models, are given by Fessler and
Eissa (6). The sources of error identified by Eissa are summarised
below. Variations in the material properties E and v for Araldite
CT200/MY 901 at room temperature determined by Edwards (54) have been
used.
7.4.1 Sources of Error
i) Variation in E and v (54) were ±2.~
ii) Variation in material fringe value F was ~0.9~ (See Fig. 4.15)
iii) Variations in layer thickness "tr, were ±2%, i.e. ±0.01 mmin
a meanvalue of 0.5 mm.
iv) A correction factor Cf, used to compensate for shear lag
through the th1cImess of the photoelastic layer, given in
(6), of 1.10 (corresponding to \ = 0.5 mm)was used in this
work. A 2% variation in \ gives a O.l.a% variation in C' for
tL = 0.5 mm.
v) The reinforcing effect of the layer was less than 0.1% (6).
vi) Timeedge effects were measured.by Marston (21). All photo-
elastic readings were taken within 21 hours of completing
edge profiling. The change in fringe ozder in the edge of a
slice after 162minutes out of a drying cabinet was given
in (21) as -0.068 fringes/mm. For \ = 0.5 mmand a typical
elastic fringe order in a weld fillet of +1.5 fr1.nges/mmthe
percentage error was -1%. For smaller strains measured in the
weld and chord wall surfaces, maximumtime edge errors were
typically -~.
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vii) Incorrect layer profiling was the most significant source of
error because measurementswere madein the edges. In this
work. edges were profiled using hand files - the best
practical method. Anestimation of the possible error in
the strains measuredin the weld toe fillet in the layer.
comparedto the actual strains in the model, was not attempted.
viii) Errors due to the misalignment of loading linkages are assumed
to be comparable to those in the 2-d. photoelas tic work in
Section 7.2.2. These are t1.8", at chcrd weld toes.
ix) Errors in the magnitudeof loading were assessed by the repeat-
ability of an elastic fringe order at a prescribed position in
the chom wall surface. For y = 0.045%. the variation in
nom
load magnitude (recomed in the Denison testing machine) was in
the region of ±o •.5 kN to to.7 kN. i. e. a mean deviation of
6.~. This error maybe inte1'Preted as the repeatability
of photoelast1c fringe omer measurement.
7.4.2 Summationof Error in Reflection Photoelasticity
The expression for maJC1mum shear strain in a photoelastic coating
mater1a1is
fn
. 2\
The percentage error in C', vL' :Bt' f, n and. \ has been applied
to each of the componentsources in the above expression. The quantity
n is the direct summationof errors due to load magnitude, load. position
and time edge effects. The staMard error e
sd in YLis as follows.
%10.2%at the position of the maxima.excluding edge profile effects
%1.5.%in the chord wall beyond.the extent of the notch zone.
It is assumedthat edge profile effects are negligible in this region.
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The greater errors in the smaller strain values were due to the
sensitivity of small fringe orders to time edge effects and positions of
measurement.
7.5 Moire interferometry Methods
Moire interferometry is a newdevelopment at NottinghamUniversity.
Because only four models ( of different geometry and. post-welded con-
dition) were tested, there was not the opportunity to accumulate a library
of standard data with which to assess the accuracy and repeatability of
the technique. However, the potential sources of error have been con-
sidered in the following sections.
7.5.1 Optical alignment
7.5.2 Directions and magnitudes of loads
7.5.3 True alignment of auxiliary grating throughout a test
7.5.4 Location of points of measurementon different fringe pattern
photographs
7.5.5 Measurementsof strains from fringe patterns
7.5.6 Identical model and model grating edge profiles.
7.5.1 Errors due to Optical Allgnments
Perfect optical alignment is achteved whena) the plane minor
adjacent to the model is pezpendicul.ar to the model, b) the incident beam
is parallel am impinges on the model grating at angle t a = sin-1 (AF/2).
These cr1ter1.a were satisfied by observing the reflected images of the
model grating as two bright dots which were brought together in the
plane of the objective lens (A in Fig. 4.5b) and adjusting the orientation
of the modeluntil a null field was observed in the camera screen. Any
deviations from this arrangement were seen as carrier patterns in the
auxiliary grating. Extraneous fringe gradients were eliminated by
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deducting carrier pattern values from field values to give true model
fringe gradients.
Thus, optical alignment errors were virtually elim1nated in the
analysis of moire fringe patterns.
7.5.2 Errors due to ModelLoading
7.5.2.1 Accuracy of LoadCell
The load cell was calibrated using an Instron testing machine.
It was loaded in compression through ball bearings centred on the cell.
The test was carried out three times and the meanrelationship between
load cell output v (volts) and the testing machineP (kN) was
v = 0.)02 % 0.005 p
i.e. a ma.x1mumdeviation of %1.6.5%.
7.5.2.2 Self Weight of Modeland Linkages
In the determination of strain imices, errors due to self weight
were eliminated by computingJ :!romthe d1:!ference in strains at two
(or more) load magnitudes. In the detennination of actual strains,
the magnitude of £nomin the brace wall, due to self weight, was cal-
culated to be about 1.5 JJ£. Assumingtypical SNCFsof between3 and 5
at weld toes the error in elastic strains at these positions would be
in the region of 6 JJ£, i.e. 0•.5% of elastic strains in weld toes.
7.5.2.3 Out-of-p1ane Di!p1acements of Linkages
This affects the distribution of load in the (4 mm)width of the
model. Although this source of error was not investigated, the
reasonable agreement in surface strains measured.in the linear regions
using moire, photoe1astic and F.E. methods suggest that the loads were
applied centrally in the .odel.
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7.5.2.4 Direction of Loads (1.e. Linkages) at Large ModelDeformations
The directions of the linkages were measuredby vernier protractor
in one of the tests at load magnitudese noj£Yield = 0.02 and 0.52.
Maximumangular deviation of brace and chord wall linkages were 0020'
o
and 0 30' relative to the outside edge of the chord wall. These values
include modelwall deforma.tions. Theyare real effects which are
difficul t to separate from the extraneous effects introduced in the
loading. However,errors in weld toe stresses in 2-d photoelastic
models due to 1.50 misalignment were estimated at O.~. The errors in
steel model (elastic) strains would be, pro-rata, about O.l'
7.5.3 True Alignmentof Auxiliary and ModelGratin! During a Test
This is an important relationship because rigid body rotations are
eliminated using auxiliazy gratings. The true identity of axes in the
aux1liary and modelgratings must be maintained throughout a test.
If relative movementoccurs the effects on strains are as follows.
In-plane rotation introduces a carrier pattern of rotation. This
has no effect on direct _trains £ and e and a compensating (equal.
xx yy
and opposite) effect on the shear strain components£ and £ • Out-x:r yx
of-plane rotation would be disastrousJ al1stra1ns would be modified
by unImownquantities. Rotations can only be detected with the model
in an elastic condition. In the testa, modeland auxiliary fringe
patterns were repeatable at load and. no-load magnitudes. Norotation of
the auxiliary grating was therefore observed.
7.5.4 Location of Points of Measurementon Different Fringe
Pattern Photographs
This was facilitated by scribing two small crosses on the model
grating and measuring the position of the weld toe relative to the
crosses using a travelling microscope. Theposition of the weld toe
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was located. on the photograph from these measurements. Photographs were
in general, 6 times magnification for measuring elastic and small plastic
strains (i.e. less than O.OQ%)and 12 times magnification for larger
plastic strains.
The position of the weld toe could not be identified to better than
!O.2 mm(O.004T) and ±O.5 mm(O.OlT) in the uncontrolled and controlled
weld profiles, respectively. The accuracy in the measurementof the dis-
tance between the centre of the crosses was ±O.05mmin the model and
±O.5 mmin the photographs. This equates to an add! tional error in the
position of the weld toe of ±O.OOlT. Although strains were measured.
at the sameposition throughout the test, the positions of strains
relative to the actual weld toe are equal to the above. Errars in
extrapolated shell SNCFswere ±)%and. ±'" in models with uncontrolled
and controlled weld p17ofiles, respectively.
7.5.5 Measurementof Stm.1ns from Fringe Patterns
These errors are due to repeatability in the measurementof fringe
gradients (or fringe spacing) in the same, or different, photographs
at the same load magn1tude. The deviations (which were assessed in
steel modelNo. -5) are given in Table 7.2. Twophotographs of different
scale, at two different load magnitudes were considered.; plastic-elastic
strains E: and. residual. plastic strains E: r were measured. Four measure-
xx xx
ments of fringe spacing were madeat two different positions using a
travelling microscope. Sta.ndam deviations in each fringe pattern were
1.)% to 8.)% depem.ing on scale and. pOSition. Deviations in auxiliary
values ~ux were less than 1.~.
xx
The resulting standard deviations in e - e aux obtained from 8
xx xx
measurements in two fringe patterns were 4% to 6.3%
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7.5.6 Identical Modelam Model-Grating Edge Profile
The edges of moire gratings were not exactly identical to model edge
profiles because of difficulties in replication (see Section 4.5.2)
Observations showedresin flashing and resin migration in someof the
edges. This resulted in overhanging and/or withdrawngratings up to
0.1 mm (0. 002T) from the edges. The error in ma.x1.mumstrain can be
assessed using the through-thickness J 1 distrl butions in Fig. 6.88.
Gradients of J1 near the edges were 8O/T(elastic) am 320/T (pl-el).
The corresponding error 1n strains measured at 0.002T from the (assumed)
real edge is ±~.
In the linear wall zegions, through-thickness gradients were in the
order of 20/T. The corresponding error is therefore ±1.1'.
7.5.7 Summationof Errors in Moire Work
In the measurementof weld toe strains. the significant errors
effects. These accumulate to 12.-".
were accuracy of loading, fringe gradient measurementand edge profile
In the extrapolation of linear chord wall strains, i.e. shell SNCFs,
accumulate to 13.1'.
the above errors plus poa1tional errors were significant. These
7.6 Summaryof Errors in All Methods
The following maximum errors have been assessed for each of the
different experimental or numerical methods used in this work.
Method Peak Values
3-d photoelasticity +8.2%
-5.8%
2-d photoelasticity +2.:Jfo
-3.~
2-3 finite elements 10%
Reflection techniques 10.2%1
Moire interferome~ 12.%
1. Excluding edge profile effects
Extrapolated
Shell Values
+9.~ -7.7%
+4.~ -5.~
2.~
15.~
13.JIb
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Table 7.1
Repeatability of Fringe Order Measurements in 2-d Photo elastic Models
Load N
nom
Fringe Order read1ngs Mean s .d ,
cycle n -n s
1.01 2.58, 2.56, 2 •.54, 2.56
1.02 2.61, 2.50, 2.59, 2.56 2.554 0.0)2
1.01 2.,52,2.55
2.01 5.20, 5.16, 5.20, 5.18
A 1.98 5.09, 5.11, 5.10, 5.11 5.1)9 0.0)7
2.01 5.15, 5.15, 5.11, 5.11
).00 7.&:;,7.71, 7.74, 7.7)
2.98 7.73, 7.76, 7.7), 7.68 7.734 0.0)1
2.98 7.76, 7.80, 7.74, 7.74
1.01 2.62, 2.62, 2.67, 2.66
1.01 2.61, 2.6), 2.6), 2.6) 2.6)4 0.019
2.00 5.20, 5.18, 5.20, 5.25
B 2.04 5.19, 5.26, 5.23, 5.2) 5.222 0.026
2.01 5.25, 5.23
3.00 7.84, 7.84, 7.90, 7.86
3.02 7.81, 7.77, 7.81, 7.80 7.820 0.040
3.02 I 7.79 7.76 ,
For load cycle A, stress lmlces (I = t. n/toNnom> were
mean = 2.590, .ax = 2.621, min = 2.559
1.e. e1 = t1.~
For load cycle B, stress lndices were
mean = 2.59), .ax = 2.622, min = 2.56)
1.e. e1 = ±1.1%
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Fig. 7.1 Population Histograms for Geometric Ratios in All
3-d Photoelastic Models
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CHAP'IER 8
DISCUSSlOO
8.1 Application of stress Analysis Techniques to the Determination
of stresses in Tubular and WeldedJoints
The sui tabili ty of the different experimental and numerical methods
used in the determination of elastic and plastic elastic, surface and
through-thickness, stress am strain distributions is discussed.. The
fundamental principles of each technique are well estaC[ished and are
not dealt with here.
8.1.1 Frozen stress Photoelasticity
3-d frozen stress photoelasticity madethe largest contribution in
the elastic work. Eight models (6 ex-type and 2 X-type tubular joints)
were analysed. To enable realistic size weld profiles to be formed in
the models a chord wall thickness of 8 mm(nominal) was used. The
expertise currently available at NottinghamUniversity allowed almost
total freedom in the design of 3-d tubular joints, four different
inclinations of braces in different positions were attached to a chord
tube. Slices were cut in all crownand saddle planes, and stresses in the
surfaces of walls and welds were measured. Subslices gave stresses
parallel to the run of the weld, am somesurface subsl1ces gave
inclinations of principal stresses. With these data, the entire 3-d
surface stress field was fully described in the important planes.
The tubes were madelong enough to avoid end conditions restraining
the natural ovali ty of each tUbe. Considerations were also g1ven to
ensuring that accurate balanced axial load magnitudes were applied to
each brace, and parasitic shears and bending momentswere elim1nated .
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The models yielded far more information than originally intended.
These were axial and bending stresses, recommendationsfor the positions
of strain gauges used in the hot-spot methodand types of strain gauges
required to predict maximumSOFs, and the errors involved in ignoring
these recommemations. '1besewere in addition to peak, shell and notch
SOFs.
8.1.2 2-d RoomTeSP8rature Photoelasticity
Full to half scale Araldite models were used to study, in detail,
stresses at weld toes. They were used for two main reasons.
i) economy. rela ti vely inexpensive to manufactuze and up to 8 different
weld profile changes were madeto one piece of rnaterial
ii) accuracy. weld profiles were produced using end mill cutters in
the range of toe radii 0.01 ~ r/T ~ 0.25 am weld angle
10o~ a ~"lIn0C IV.
The models were des18ned on the following ba.s1s.
If a very thin slice was cut from a plane of symmetryin a frozen-
stress 3-d model, annealed and :reloaded at room temperature by loads
of the correct magn1tude and direction, the principal stresses in the 2-d
model would be equal to those in the original plane of the stress-frozen
slice. Due to the curvature of the tubes this is impossible to achieve
in all positions. To satisfy the equilibrium of loads, chord wall stresses
inside the brace tube wen greater than in the parent 3-d model. Having
established equality in the important positions, near outside weld toes,
large va.r1ations in weld shape and size were analysed. Oa:rewas taken ur;
to overstep the boundaries afforded by 2-d analysis, particularly in the
case of weld size where large welds maychange structural compatibility
in the joint. This was controlled by studying the effects of weld size
in 3-d Xmodels prior to using large welds in 2-d models.
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8.1.3 Finite ElementMethods
2-d, plane stress, finite element models were used in collaboration
with someof the 2-d photoelastic models to obtain the positions and
magnitudes of SeFs in weld fillets of diffe:rent size and shape. The
meshwas designed to facilitate changes in weld geometry with a
minimumnumberof nexial co-ordinates to be altered. Although the tech-
nique was not used extensively and :restricted to one shape of jOint,
sufficient data was extracted. to makethe effort of prcxlucing the mesh
worthwhile. The stress distributions in weld toe fillets obtained. using
2-d F.E. am. photoelastic methodsare fairly compatible in terms of time,
expenditure ani reliability of results.
8.1.4 Reflection Techniques
It was anticipated that reflection photoelasticity was a sufficiently
sensitive technique to study plastic-elastic strains near to weld toes of
real steel weldments. The methodsused by Fessler and Eissa (55) to
measure plastic oontact strains in keywayswas adopted for this work.
The essential differences between Eissa's worlt and this workwere that
the former used.machinedspecimens manufactured from isotropic and homo-
geneous materials. Welded.joints with irregular microscopic weld toe
profiles do not offer these desirable fea tum e ,
The :results failed to showthe localised effects of the different
material properties near to weld toes. True strain gradients were not
measured because of a shear lag effects and inaccuracies in layer
profiling in the weld toe regions. Small fringe order measurements
were seve:rely affected by time-edge effects. An addit1onal. problem was
that of the photoelastic layer debonding at strains in the mexielin the
order of 1%.
It was for these main :reasons that reflection techniques were
abandonedfor moire interferometry methods.
J01
8.1.5 Moire Interferometry
It is thought that the use of moire interferometry to study plastic-
elastic strains in welded joints which represent principal planes in
tubular joints is the first in the U.K. The optical apparatus and
portable, light weight loading rig wasdesigned and built to measure
whole field elastic and plastic-elastic strains in 2-d steel models
manufacturedusing offshore quality steels and procedures.
The elastic results comparedfavourably with photoelastic values;
this data being used only to verify the experimental procedures. The
surface and through-thickness plastic-elastic SNCFsand distributions
of plastic-elastic strain iDiices and residual strains were unique.
Strains were measured:from20 J.lE to 2%.
The application of this experimental technique to offshore structures
is obviously in its infancy. Its potential, in furthering an understanding
of plastic-elastic behaviour near welds,is considerable.
8.2 Evaluation of Results to DeSignRequirements
8.2.1 Separation of Stresses Near to Welds
In the 1984 HoudremontLecture, Ma.rabal.l(43) dealt with the relation-
ship between fatigue failure am maximumstresses near crack in1tia tion
sites at weld toes in tezms of notch stresses and the assumptions
imp11cit in the use of the hot-spot stress method. The different
geometric scales at which stresses in complextubular joints should be
evaluated were as followsl-
i ) global, 1.e. space frame design,
11) geometric, i.e. behaviour of tubular connections, and
iii) local microscopic, i.e. effect of weld toe profile.
In this work it is shownthat an important assumption in the applic-
ation of stress analyses, parametric equations, fracture mechanicsand.
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fatigue testing results to the assessment of the safety of offshore
structures is the separability of a shell SCFand a notch SCF. This may
be stated as followsl-
1) Theelastic stress concentration due to structural incompatibility
of the deformation of tubes forming tubular joints depends only onl
D/Tand. d/t
d/D
t/T
the diameter to thickness ratio of each tube
the diameter ratio of adjacent tubes
g
the thickness ratio of adjacent tubes
the distance between them (expressed as a ratio, g/T
or g/D)
9 the angle betweentheir centre iines
the local inclination of tube walls. it is a
function of 9 and the position of the point
around the line of brace-to-chord intersection.
It is called Ks; shell stress concentration factor. In the interpretation
of fatigue test results, in whichgross plasticity occurs and through-
thicImess cracking is the fa.1lure cri tarion, K is also referred to as
s
the geometric, or hot-spot SOF. It is measuredin such a waythat the
presence of the weld is ignored. Hence,
2) Ks is assumedto be independent of shape and size of the fillet weld,
and weld toe profile.
J) The' local' elastic stress concentration caused by the discontinuities
h
of curvature of the joint surfaces, called Kn; notch stress concentration ';>('
factor is assumedto depend only onI
r/T or r/t the weld toe radius to wall thickness ratio
H/Tand h/t the length of chord and tube surface 'covered' by
the weld, i.e. its size
the weld toe angles whichare functions of cjI, Hand h.
)0)
Local weld toe notch effects are incorporated in the S-N fatigue
design curves. The assumption in the design rules (e.g. ( 7, 8» is that
the weld merges smoothly with the tube wall so that values for Knare
similar to those in butt welds. The position in the tubular joint is
therefore assumed.to be unimportant in the determination of notch
stresses. Hence,
4) Knis assumedto be independent of the 'global' parameters which
affect K , i.e. it is independent of K •
s s
'nle results from this work can be used to determine howrealistic
these (almost inevitable) assumptions are. The elastic results for
the 3-d CKmodels were used to qualify assumptions 1) and 4) in con-
sidering 9. ~ and g. The 3-d Xmodels were used. to qualify assumptions
2) and 4) (in the chcrd wa.ll only) in considering 9, ~, 't and H. The
2-d models (excluding steel models) were used to qualify assumptions 2),
:3) and 4) in considering 't, weld prafile am weld toe parameters r, H
and 01 with constant global. parameters 9 and ~ for different types of
tubular joints.
The effect on stresses of the large numberof geometric configurations
in an offshore structure were assessed. using a substructurlng technique.
Certa.1nplanes of symmetrywere chosen for detailed analysis. The
resul ts from J-d photoelast1c models analysed in this and previous
work (18) were used to find these positions and determine the lengths of
chord and brace walls that could be :realistically modelled in a 2-d
plane stress environment. These planes were at the crownand. saddle
positions of single-plane non-overlapped.K joints, and the saddle
positions of X joints. oIn all cases 9 = 90 and the braces were loaded
in axial tension.
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8.2.2 Surface Stress Distributions
The surface stress distributions in the outer surfaces of braces
and chords were found to contain ~h1Ch are suf'ficiently
linear to allow linear extrapolati on to the 'weld toe. Although the
uncertainties of this linearisation are a large source of error the
concept of a shell stress concentration factor K is so useful that this
s
uncertainty has to be accepted to generalise the :Iesul ts •
The surface stress distributions given in Figs. 6.17 to 6.22 for
the 3-d Xmodels show that points of surface contraflecture and
zero wall bending are independent of 't and weld size, up to leg length
H = 0.44 T. This is important in the design of 2-d, models because
different size welds were studied in the sameY shape model loaded in
the samepositions am. directions.
8.2.3 Surface strain Distr1.b1t1ons
The surface strain d1strib1tions in Figs. 6.41 to 6.4) are presented
to assist in the interpretation of stmin gauge readings in CKtype
tublla.r joints. Where the brace gap parameter g'/T ,.). suf'ficient
linearity exists between the recommended.strain gauge positions to
permit confident eJCtrapola.tion. For values of g'/T < 0.71 the practical
application of measurementis further complicated b:r the large strain
gradients in which the size of the smallest gauge would be significant.
Comprehensiva instrumentation with rosette or biaxial strip gauges
maynot be necessary at the saddle toe of the Q = 900 brace. where
minor strain indices are small. This is not the case at the crown toe
of the Q = 900 and 600 braces where hoop strains are predOminant. Here
biaxial strip gauges are essential, but rosettes are not. These effects
are attributed. to the beoUng and oValisation of the chord and have
been shownto apply for this brace diameter ratio (a = 0.5) only.
)05
8.2.4 Axial and BendingStress Distributions
These stress distributions (Figs. 6.44 to 6.46) help to explain the
large variation in K at chord weld toes and the smaller variation in
s
K at brace weld toes in CKtype joints.
s
The interbrace chord.walls in the crownplanes I and II (Figs. 6.44
and 6.45) have SCFsdominated by wall bending. The bending stress gradient
which varies inversely with the gap parameter g'IT is a measure of the
shear force between the opposing braces. Tensile axial stresses in the
chord wall are a result of the horizontal componentof axial load in the
inclined brace walls. Chordwall bending between the cjI = 1.500and 1200
junctions for glT = J.O and 5.7 is given in Fig. 6.45. Although the
stresses near to both weld toes are similar, the distributions between
these points differ. The bending stress plots diverge at about iT from
both weld toes; coincidentally a recommendedstrain gauge position (6).
It is therefore recommendedthat where interbrace activity is anticipated,
stresses further than one wall thickness from chord weld toes should not
be used in hot-spot extrapolation procedures.
Axial and bending stress distributions at saddle positions in Plane
III are shownin Fig. 6.46. These diagrams represent two separate model
oloadings in which the 9 = 90 brace was loaded separately from the
- 6009 brace. Chordwall bending is the primary stress concentrating
effect, but only at 9 = 900 brace does axial stress (due to the circum-
ferential componentof brace load) contribute significantly to chord
weld toe SCF. Both axial and berding stress gradients are steep and
sensi ti ve to small changes in brace proxim1ty •
At 9 = 600, because of the zero load in the adjacent brace, bending
stress gradients are fairly constant and insensitive to the gap parameter
g'/T; only the absolute values change. Consequently, because axial stresses
are small, K increases linearly with the gap parameter for the range of
s
values studied.
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Figs. 6.44 to 6.46 also showthe effects of brace wall bending on
brace wall SCFs. Because the chord. is a thin-walled tube, axial brace
loads ovalise the chord and consequently bend the braces. These bending
stresses decay rapidly. Apoint of contraflecture is created by the
Poisson effect where radial deformation of the tube is restrained by the
,footprint' of the weld on the chard. If a brace is in tension, hoop
restraint produces compressive stresses on the outer brace wall. It is
surprising that the ma.gn1tude of this hoop restrained bending stress is
the samefor all braces, despite the inclined braces having less flexi-
bility than the 9 = 900 brace.
8.2.5 The Effect of HoopStresses in CrownPlanes
An important consideration in the determination of hot-spot stresses
from strain gauge readings in the crownplane is the effect of the frequently
neglected hoop stresses. These are presented for the interbrace chord.
walls in planes I am II (see Fig. 3.2) of the 3-d CKmodels in Figs.
6.41 am 6.lI2. The relative JDa43n1tuieof hoop stresses at weld toes are
roughly proportional to the axial load in the nearest brace, suggesting
that hoop stresses are less sensitive than meridional stresses to the
different joint geometries g' and 9. In such complexconfigurations
of loading and. geometryas exists at the toes of the 9 = 900 and 600
braces ('" = 900 and 1200 respectively), hoop am meridional stresses are
almost of equal magnitude. This wouldnot be the case at the heel where
hoop stress is approximately the product of Poisson's ratio and the
meridional stress.
The hoop strains measuredby gauges wouldnot be negligible at these
positions. If the hoop strains were ignored the errors in the value of
i) weld toe SCFand i1) extrapolated shell SCFat the different positions
are given in Table 8.1.
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8.2.6 ComparisonBetweenHoopand MaximumPrincipal Stresses in
Saddle Planes
A further complication to the determination of extrapolated hot-spot
stresses occurs in the saddle planes III to VI (Fig. ).2) near inclined
braces in multibraced CKtype joints. Irvine (6) suggests that hot-spot
stresses are evaluated from maximumprincipal stresses in these planes.
If 9 f 900,principal stresses in the outside surfaces of the chord wall
near to weld toes do not lie in the saddle planes. This is due to
changes in direction of the principal stress trajectories from the hoop
direction in the chord to an axial direction in the brace. an angular
difference of 190-910• '!be situation is further complicated at saddle
toe posi tiona by the close proxim1ty of other inclined braces. Here
01 is orientated towards the axis of the nearest brace. The result is
that extrapolated values of hoop stress K are smaller than corresponding
s
values of °1, Ks1'
At these positions it is usual for hot-spot stresses at chord weld
toes to be determined !:romhoop stresses because these act normal to the
run of a weld. '!he hoopvalues, obtained by c~s gaugee, are less than
maximumprincipal values, obtained by gauge rosettes, for distances up
to 1• .5Tfrom weld toes. The differences were measuredand are expressed
in terms of rt = K/Ks1 given in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2 shows that values of KaiKsl for the smallest brace spacing
(g'/T < 1) are strongly influenced by the proxim1ty of other braces.
For g'/T > 1 the hoop stress values are not muchsmaller than Ks1 values
for 600 ~ 9 -( 13.50, l.e. rt ) 0.91. The values of rt for 9 = 1.500are
lower. If hoop strains, obtained from line gauges only, had been used
to calculate Ks the under-prediction would have been worse, e.g.
Ks(hoopvalues only)/Ks1 = 0.73 for 9 = 1.500and g'/T = ).00.
)08
8.) Discussion on Stress Concentration Factors
In the assessment of results in this work the separation of peak,
shell and notch SCFsis essential. Thedifferent effects on SCFsof
global tube geometry (g, cjI, w and g) and weld profile (r, a, H and h) A
are discussed separately.
8.).1 'Ihe Effects of Tube Geometryon Shell SCFs
Shell bending stresses arise because of the need to maintain com-
patib1l1ty of chord bending displacement betweencrownand saddle
posi tions and between adjacent braces in close or remote proxim1ty for a
particular brace inclination. In the )-d CXmodels, the presence of
unloaded braces in close proximity to loaded braces significantly
affected the stress distributions and hot-spot stresses in the loaded
fillets. structural behaviour maytherefore be the result of a complex
maldistribution of load due, not only to the relative stiffness of the
saddle and crownposi tiona rut also due to the restraint on the freely
deforming chord of the (:relatively) rigid unloaded brace stub. This is
shownby considering the differences in the values of X between toe
sc
(near to other braces) am. heel (remote from other braces) positions
of )-d models. See Figs. 6•.54 and 6.57. At the toe position, crown
and saddle chord SCFsX depend on brace spacing g'. At the crown toe,
sc
the opposite brace stresses due to balanced loading of adjacent braces
increase the stress gradients in the chord and this increases X there •
sc
These results affect the definition of an 'isolated' brace. API
(7) states that in a simple, non-overlapped Xnode, if offset e > D/4
the joint should be considered as several independent braces. For the
tube and weld parameters used in this work, this corresponds to g'/T = 2.67
o 0in the crownplane of the 90 and 1)5 braces. It can be seen from Fig.
6.54a that the value of Ksc for cjI = 900 at g'/T = 2.67 is not equal to
)09
K at the remote position where g'IT = 40. Brace interaction is therefore
sc
significant in somecases whene > D/4.
Also at the toe, the crown brace values (Fig. 6.,54b) appear to be
independent of brace spacing and brace inclination, but the saddle brace
values (Fig. 6.57b) are not. At the saddle positions, values of Ksb are
typically in the same order as K (except for 9 = 1500 at g' IT < 2)
sc
because chord.wall bending momentsaze consistentJ.y distri b.lted in the
brace wall. At the crownpositions there is no obvious relationship
betweenK b and K •
s sc
At the remote heel position, the crownchord SCFK (Fig. 6.55)
sc
2is approximately proportional to sin 9, the brace inclination. The
variation of the crown brace SCFKsbwith 9 is more complicated. It
appears to be the result of two separate effects peculiar to tubular
joints. The first is the result of momentdistribution between chord
and. brace walls. It is shown that chord walls are predominantly in bend-
2ing and the stresses are proportional. to sin g. Because carry-over stresses
2
are a function of ~. brace wall stresses are also proportional to sin 9.
The second effect is maldistribution of brace load caused by the increased
stiffness of the tube at the heel. As brace angle decreases the brace
wall opposite the heel is more flexible and attracts less load. Heel
stresses in the brace are therefore greater at small angles of 9. The
effect is null at 9 = 900•
8.).2 The Effect of WeldProfile on Maximumand Shell SCFs
8.).2.1 MaximumSCFs
The reductions in maximumSCFthat maybe achieved by weld profiling
by design or by weld toe parameter control are shownin Figs. 6.51 to
6.53. The benefits of controlled weld profiles are summarisedin Fig. 8.1
£or the three different positions studied using 2-d photoelastic models.
)10
For each joint, in which T and ~ only were varied, n'= K(c)/K(u)
i.e. controlled weld SCFdivided by uncontrolled weld SCF. Reductions
in SCFare shown to be greater at sadd'Ie (where surface stress gradients
are steeper) than at crownpositions. AdXamatic thickness effect,
however, is seen at the crownwhere n'reduces rapidly for T > 64 mm.
This maybe explained by the severeweld profile (a = 700) and small
c
toe rad11 (r = o.orr) often encountered at this position. This is not
foUndat the saddle where ac < 450, as recommendedby Marshall (4;) for
the controlled profile.
The reductions in maximumSCFwith respect to weld toe radii for
uncontrolled and fully blended profiles are shownin Fig. 6.5;. In the
expression K = A(r/T)j, the exponent j for fillet welds is approximately
-t at the saddles, and -! at the crownI the values apparently independent
of weld angle ac. Values for the constant A obviously include shell
stresses. The large differences in the values of A and j between fillet
and fully blended profile s showthat tm two types of weld shapes must
be treated separately even though individual parameters (e. g. r am H)
~ be s1m1la+.
The effect of weld toe grinding on SCFand stresses near the ground
sone are given in Table 3.6 and shownin Fig. 6.31. The increase in SCF
with depth p is roughly proportional to the square of the residual
chord wall section modulus, i.e.
The stress d1stri bltions showa rapid decrease in stress near the
end of the ground profile. The results verify that, in the determination
of a hot-spot stress, strains (or stresses) measured at the recommended
ECSCposition (6) of 0.2 Jit (= 0.;5T in this work) would not be affected
by the extent of weld toe grinding used in this work.
)11
8.).2.2 Shell SCFs
The shell SCFs obtained from )-d CK models were for nominally similar
weld size at each position on the model, i.e. brace leg h = t/sin ~ and
chord leg H = O.)75T/sin ~. There was no quantifiable effect on K of
s
weld leg length. The 2-d model results given in Fig. 6.60 and 6.61 show
it is important to state where K was measured because reductions in weld
s
size increases the value of K This would be expected from the surface
sc
stress distribution. Uncontrolled weld profile design leads to variations
in the magnitude of K (at chord toe) of 10% to 25,% in the permitted
sc
range of HIT. The effect is exaggerated by the changing cross-sectional
properties of the chord wall caused by a shift of the neutral axis as the
size of the weld fillet reduces.
It should be noted that the usual assumRtions regarding shell factors
~ lt~, -, ..c-
in assumption 1 in Section 8.).1 do not define the position of K ; if it
s
refers to the weld toe, it must depend on the size of the weld (H or h).
Fig. 6.61 shows that the range of weld sizes permitted by API rules leads
to significant variations of Ks' qualifying assumption 2 in Section 8.).1.
8.3.3 The Effect of Weld Profile and Position on Notch SCFs
Notch stresses are associated with the highly localised surface
deformations in the vicinity of tlre weld toe. They are primarily a
measure of the severity of toe geometry and are therefore presented in
terms of toe radii and local weld angle. The results suggest that notch
effect is not only a function of toe geometry but is also dependent on
the location on the joint at which it is measured. The magnitude of K
n
for similar values of rlt (or r/T) in joints of different wall angle is
significantly affected by the local stress distribution. Fig. 6.29 shows
that progressively "dressing" a weld changes the stress distributions
near a weld toe and the value of K in the fillet. The reductions in
n
)12
K with respect to weld toe radii for the uncontrolled and fully blended
n
profiles are shown in Figs. 6.64 and 6.65. In the empir1cal expression
K = 1 + B{r/T)k, the exponent k varies with ex and position. At the
n c
saddles, there are insufficient data to explain the values of B and.k,
At the crown, results from the finite element models in which ex = 480
c
and 720 suggest both B and k increase in proportion to a function of
sin ex. However there a:De insufficient data to quantify these trends.
Using F.E. methods to study fillet welded T and X joints (not
tubulars) with a = 450, Lawrence et al (41) expressed the notch-root
stress in terms of toe radii to wall thickness as followsa-
K = B(r/t)k + 1
where B = +0.35 {axial load) and +0.19 (bending)
k = -0.5
These results are in broad agreement with this work where the above load
cases are combined.
In the variation of K with weld toe radii and pOSition, saddle
n
results (Fig. 6.66a) are separated from crown values (Fig. 6.66b) because
.
of the different stress gradients at these positions. The saddle K
n
values are lower than corresponding crown values, but both show K pro-
n
portional to r/t or r/T.
In conclusion, notch SCFs increase with decreasing fillet radius to
wall thickness ratio r/T (see Fig. 6.64 and 6.65), and increasing weld
angle Q (see Figs. 6.63 and 6.66). Weld leg length has almost no
influence on Kn when r/T is constant. This qualifies assumption 3 in
Section 8.3.1. Assumption 4 is qualified b,y the significant differences
in Kn between the crown and saddle position of the same brace in which
the predominant variable was fillet radius (Fig. 6.66).
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8.4 Relationship between Surface Stress Distributions and Strain
Gauge Positions and Types
Continuous surface stress distributions providea
i) the gradients of linear stresses required in the extrapolation of
true shell SCFs,
ii) the positions of the ends of the linear regions at which points
stresses used in two-point linear extrapolations would yield
the same hot-spot SCF as obtained in (i), and
iii) show which stresses, i.e. hoop and/or meridional are important
in the determination of she1l SCFs.
These items are the basis for the following discussion and recommend-
ations for the instrumentation of J-d CK type tubular jOints.
8.4.1 Notch Zones
These are important in the determination of consistent extrapolated
hot-spot SCFs because gauges should not measure notch affected strains.
Notch zones increase with increasing a and decreasing r/T. They a.re
not affected by weld leg length - the notch zone is shifted along the
tube surface equal to the increase in H. Notch zones also decrease with
brace gap when gl/T < 1 to 2. Most values for notch zone measured in
this work did not exceed the ECSC recommended distance 0.2 J;t for the
position of the strain gauge nearest to weld toes.
8.4.2 Recommendations for strain Gauge Positions in CK Type
'l'uWlar Joints
8.4.2.1 Crown toe positions
Instrumentation of the outside chord surface between co-planar
braces would be difficult where s'/T < 0.71 if a useful stress distribution
was required to determine Ks. Line gauges may be used because hoop strains
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are small and the crownplane is a principal plane. Little (18) showed
that gauges maybe placed up to one chord wall thickness either side of
the crownplane with negligible error in peak fillet stress.
For brace gap values in the range J ~ g' IT ~ 6, stresses are
affected by proxim1ty even whenthe axial offset (e in Fig. 3.1)
exceeds n/4. In these positions, the ECSerecommendedgauge distances
0.2 lit and 0.44 JrtRT from a weld toe are acceptable, for any wall
angle ~, in the determination of K •
s
It is also suggested that the parameter g' IT is used to characterise
interbrace chord wall SOFs. the effect of e/n is global and less significant
for the tube geometries (r = 12.5, B = 't = 0.5) used in this work.
8.4.2.2 Crownheel positions
Chordwall stress distributions showwell defined notch zones,
which do not exceed o.33T, and small stress gradients. The regi ons of
stress linearity were between 0.33T and 1.8T for 300 < ~ < 900• Weld-
toe hoop stresses were found to be significant mostly at ~ = 600 and 900
where cross (T or X) gauges should be used.
8.4.2.3 Saddle toe positions
The presence of a non-planar brace significantly affects chord wall
hoop stresses at the saddle between two non-planar braces. The most
important position is at 9 = 900 for g'IT ~ 1. For g'IT = 0.64, stress
line~i;ticult to define, but is taken to exist between O.OST '}
and O.3T • Indrea1i ty, both braces (9 = 900 and 600) wouldprobably be
loaded, lim1ting the linear stress region to apprOximately 0.2T• At
this spacing, single gauges (2 mmlength) would be required to obtain a
reliable value of Ks.
For greater gap separation, e.g. g'IT = 3.44, chord hoop stresses
are affected by the curvature of the tube , Near to the 9 = 900 brace
stress gradients vary slowly between 0.36T and 1.lT from the weld toe.
Jl~
Two-point extrapolation of stresses from gauges placed in this region
would give differences in the value of K of about ~.
s
8.4.2.4 Saddle heel positions
Chord hoop stresses decay more slowly at the saddle heel of each
brace than at the saddle toe because the heel is isolated from other
braces. Regions of stress linearity extend near to the points of
contraflectureJfor9 = 900, this is O.BT to 1.25T, and for 9 = 600, it
is 1.2T to 1.6T. Cross gauges should be used because meridional strains
cannot be ignored. Notch zones do not exceed 0.25T. For 9 < 600, gauge
rosettes are required to establish the directions and magnitudes of
principal hot-spot stresses because the inclination t of a 1 (see Figs.
6.39 and 6.40) are significant up to iT from weld toes.
8.4.3 Errors in Shell SCFs from Arbitrary Strain Gauge Positions
The determination of hot-spot SCFs KHs by two-point linear extra-
polation methods is important at saddle positions where stress gradients
vary slowly from the end of the notch zone (0.25T to 0.36T) to between
i.iT to i.6T from weld toes. (In the crown positions, regions of stress
linearity are mostly well defined and the;e errors are small.) In
Fig. 8.2a, two strain gauges are positioned at distances Xa and Xb from
the weld toe. In Fig. 8.2b ordinates are drawn at the centres of the
gauges to intersect a principal stress distribution curve obtained from
o
a photoelastic model at the remote 9 = 90 saddle position. These
oxdinates provide the points required for ~s' The best tangent drawn
to the linear region of the photoelastic stress distribution provides
K
sl' the true shell SCF.
In Fig. 8.2c, ~ is compared to Ksl for a possible range of strain
gauge positions. The broken lines limit the positions where gauges can
be located; the smallest distance between the centres of 3 mm cross gauges
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is 8 mm. For a typical 2 in thick chord wall Xb - Xa > 0 .16T • The nearest
gauge to the weld should not be located in the region of notch stress,
Xa > Zc = 0.25T in this example.
The curves show the possible under-prediction of maximum principal
hot-spot stress when Xa exceeds the notch sone and Xb exceeds the region
of stress linearity.
8.5 Quantitative Analysis of Plastic-Elastic Strains using Moire
Fringe Patterns
Informative data on the behaviour of models or materials can be
obtained from the moire fringe patterns alone. Fringes are very sensitive
to changes in strains in inhomogenous materials; Fig. A2.5 shows smaller
strains in HAZs than in the weld or parent plate. Sudden changes in
fringe direction are a feature of deformations in anisotropic or diff-
erent materials. Fringe patterns show slip planes associated with plas-
ticity. Rapid changes in fringe gradient of up to 104 ~E/mmwere detected
over distances in the order of 0.) mm.
One of the main difficulties in the interpretation of fringe
patterns is coping with the directions and magnitudes of shear strains
and rigid body rotations, which are not separable in one pattern alone.
Anticlockwise rotation of N fringes, and clockwise rotation of N
x y
fringes indicate clockwise rotations in the model. Only when the two
fringe patterns are considered can shear strains be distinguished from
total rotations.
8.6 The Effect of Plastic-Elastic and Residual Plastic Strains on Design
8.6.1 Use of Plastic-Elastic Surface Strain Distributions
In the discussion on the prediction of SCFs from stresses obtained
by strain gauges, the possibility of the nearest gauge to the weld toe
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measuring plastic strains was not considered. The surface strain dis-
tr1butions given in Figs. 6.75 to 6.82 show plasticity was confined to
about 0.14T from the toe, i.e. less than half of 0.2 Jrt, and should,
therefore, never be measured. However, yielding influences strains
beyond the plastic regions. The effect on shell SNCFs, given in Table
6.6, is a JO% increase in controlled welds and, up to 1~ decrease in
uncontrolled welds. The implications are that large plastic strains at
weld toes could reduce surface strains at gauge positions remote from the
weld and cause an under-prediction of the extrapolated hot-spot strain
concentration factor.
The plastic-elastic strain distributions show that behaviour cannot
be predicted using elastic values alone. Despite the greater elastic
SNCF at weld toes, first yield was usually observed near the HAZ/plate
boundary where tensile test results gave about 30% lower yield strengths
(see Fig. 4.19) than in the HAZ or weld metal.
At greater loads, the positions of maximum strains in the uncontrolled
welds reverted back to weld toes. A localised plastic hinge resulted.
Plastic zones progressed more rapidly through the thickness than in the
.
surfaces of the model. The controlled profile reduced localised plastic
hinge effects and greater regions of plastic-elastic strains (of smaller
magni tude) resulted.
~.6.2 Residual Plastic strains and Plastic Reversal
The residual and plastic-elastic strain distributions gave principal
strain ranges 6£1 in the model for a mean axial load in the brace wall
of a = 7 to 200 N/mm2• The strains were plotted on the same axes to
nom
show the reductions - hatched in Figs. 6.79 to 6.82.
In Figs. 6.83 to 6.86, these reductions 0 f 6£ 1 are compared with
principal elastic response strains e ~ • The results show that the strain
range 6~ ne3.r weld toes is not equal to the product of the elastic SNCF
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and load range; the difference is £P. This could be overlooked in
fatigue design if strain range is computed from elastic SNCFs and load
range.
Table 8.1
Error in Meridional Weld Toe and Shell SCF if Chord Wall Hoop Strains
are Ignored in Crown Plane of CK Models for gilT ~ )
Crown Brace SCFs
~
Km
Plane Position Kt K
s
cJ. Fig. 3.1 -Fig. ).2 Q s Kt Ks
1350 45
0 Heel +1.85 +1.05 1.07 0.96
1350 Toe +3.90 +).77 1.02 0.82
I 900 " +1.50 +0.14 0.82 -0.67900
900 Heel +2.90 +1.92 0.84 0.97
1500 )0
0 Heel +0.80 +0.50 0.97 1.05
II 150
0 Toe +2.90 +2 40 1.16 1.19
600 120
0
" +2.)7 +1.61 1.02 0.80
600 Heel +1.66 +1.00 0.81 0.95
Kt = weld toe SCF obtained from meridional and hoop strains
K = shell SCF dittos
Km = Kt obtained from meridional strains onlyt
~ = Ks dittos
Table 8.2
Comparison between Principal and Hoop Shell SCFs
gilT Q = 900 Q = 600 Q = 1350 Q= 1500
Ksl n Kst n Ks1 11 Kst
"
0.57 - - 2.05 0.63 - - 0.92 0,00
0.64 4.60 1.00 - - 2.80 0.59 - -
3.00 - - 2.45 0.95 - - 2.00 0.81
3.44 ).45 1.00 - - 2.65 0.91 - -
6.00 No result 3.15 0.99 No result 1.47 1.03
48.0 1.78 0.95 1.15 0.98 1.25 0.96 1.15 0.75
0·6
0·6
11'
0·55
0-5
O·g
'1'
0'8
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Fig. 8.1 Effect of Wall Thickness on Ratio of SCFs in Controlled
and Uncontrolled Weld Profiles
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Fig. 8.2 Under-Prediction of Hot-Spot SCFs due to using Two Strain
Gauges Outside the Linear Range at Saddle Heel far Q = 900
in CK Models
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CHAPTER 9
CCfiCLUSIClm
9 .1 Synopsis of This Work
An experimental study determined elastic stresses and plastic-
elastic strains near to weld toes in certain types of welded tubular
joints used in offshore structures. Photoelastic and finite element
methods gave elastic values. A moire interferometer was designed and
blil t to study plastic-elastic and residual plastic strains in real
weldments. Reflection photoelastic1 ty was also used to determine
plastic-elastic strains but was not found to be a suitable technique
for this work.
9.2 Elastic Stresses in 3-d Tubular Joints
Small scale photoelastic models gave continuous surface stress
distributions in the walls and welds of corner K and X type tubular
joints. Maximum stresses a were found in the weld toe fillet arcs and
expressed as SCFs K = ~/mean brace stress. Linear distributions of
surface stress, found in the walls remote from weld toes, were shown to
be nearly independent of the weld. Linear extrapolation of these stresses
to the weld toe gave shell SCFs, Ks. Ks is compatible with the hot-spot
SCF defined in design codes of practice. A notch SCF, Kn' which is a
measure of the stresses caused by the local severity of the weld toe
profile, was defined as KlKs.
K depends on brace inclination 9, position in the brace-to-chord
s
intersection, i.e. dihedral wall angle ~, brace gap g, wall thickness
ratio T, and weld size, H.
)22
In the CK joints - with '(and. H nominally constant - Ks(max) ~ 4.6
was found at the chord weld toe in tl"s saddle plane for 9 = 900 and
g/T ~ 1. At the remote positions (where g is unimportant) crown values
at chord weld toes were proportional to sin29 and saddle values were
nearly independent of 9 because all ~ were equal. In the X joints,
Ks(max) = 8.15 (brace toe) and 7.65 (chord toe) occurred in the saddle
plane for Q = 900, ~ = 0.5 uncontrolled weld profiles (H ~ 0.18T). A
1~ reduction in chord values was measured using controlled weld profiles
(H ~ 0.4T). In the crown planes where shell stress gradients were small,
weld profile had little effect on K •
s
"-ThusJ I Ks also depends on surface
'-._./
stress gradients.
The distances to the commencement of linear stress regions were
measured from weld toes and called notch zones Zn' In the chord walls
Z depend on g and weld angle a.
n
K depends on weld toe radius r. a and H. There was considerable
n
scatter in K in CK joints because the values were obtained in different
n
positions and were affected by local surface stress gradients. Other
models were used to study notch stresses.
9.) Elastic Stresses in 2-d Joints in the Planes of Symmetry in
Tub.llar Joints
2-d photoelastic and finite element models gave surface st~ses in
weld toe fillets. Empirical expressions for K and K with respect to
s n
r, a, and H were determined. SCFs in models with identical weld shapes
were affected Qy position (crown or saddle) and type of joint (K or X).
For particular tube geometry, the variation in K and K with weld toe
n
radii approximated to
K = A(r/T)j and Kn = 1 + B(r/T)k
The value of A and B decreased with a in uncontrolled fillets,
and was smallest in fully blended welds. The exponents j and k, which
represent the rate of change of a SOF with rlT, were greatest in fully
blended welds. This was attriblted to the greater shi£t in the position
A
o£ a in these welds.
Notch £actors were also £ound to be related to weld angle by
K = 1 + v sin 0.5 a
n c
with rlT constant.
A
It was £ound that the angular position of a occurred at cp ~ 0.5a
in the weld toe fillet. The relationship £or K implies that, where
n
'"rlT is constant, SOFs depend. on the position cP of a, rather than a. ~""
Through thickness distributions o£ 01 in the chord wall radial
to the weld toe £illet showed an exponential notch stress decay £or
depths o£ up to 0.08T £rom the position o£ a in the sur£ace. Linear
distributions, called geometric stresses were measured up to 0.15T £rom
the surf'ace, Notch and geometric stresses were a££e cted by weld shape
and size; the rates o£ decrease in stresses i) increased with larger a
and smaller rlT, and ii) were greater £or smaller HIT.
The depth o£ the through-thickness notch zone Z was consistentlyy
in the range 0.06 < ZyiT < 0.08 (£or constant r). These are smaller
than surface notch zones.
9.4 Plastic-Elastic and Plastic Residual Strains
Elastic, plastic-elastic and plastic residual strain distributions
were obtained in the sur£aces and through the thickness o£ steel Y joints
manu£actured to o££shore specifications. They were tested using re£lection
photoelastic1ty am moire inter£erometry methods. The latter was used to
detect the onset of yielding and measure strains in the range 0.002% to
2.0%.
First yield usually occurred in the sur£ace of the chord wall at
the interface beween the parent plate and HAZ. At typical values of
brace stress (used in jacket design, i.e. 180 to 200 N/mm2) plastic-elastic
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SNCFs of between 13 and 17 were measured in models in which the corres-
ponding elastic values were J.6 and 4.6 , respectively. Residual strain
distributions showed plastic reversal was present in the HAZ and weld
metal, rut was not always present in t~ parent plate.
In the interior of the model, i.e. depths in the chord of between
0.05T (2.5 rom) and 0.20T (10 rom) plastic slip (or Luder's) bands were
identified in the moire fringe patterns. Because moire interferometry
is a high-sensitivity experimental technique, strain gradients could be
measured at the interfaces of the bands. 4Gradients of 10 ~E /rom were
typical.
It is thought that the results from this work are the first (in
the U.K.) measurements of plastic-elastic and residual plastic strains
at weld toes in steel joints that have been manufactured and tested
in a manner which simulates the behaviour of a brace-to-chord connection.
Moire interferometry has a wide, potential application in the study of
plastic-elastic, residual welding and residual plastic strain deter-
mination, defect assessment and crack initiation periods. However,
the author does not claim that the 3-d plastic-elastic behaviour of a
tubular joint can be deduced from these results.
9.5 The Contribution of this Work to Offshore Structures Research
Programmes
This work has formed part of the Cohesive Research Programme into
the Fatigue of Offshore Structures. The programme was funded by the
Department of Energy, ~T;;d.;~~~W~and the Science and Engineering
.c>:
Research Council. The studies, which have been carried out at five
U.K. universities, have dealt with residual welding stresses, geometry
and weld profile effects, stiffened joints and crack growth in air,
biologically active environments and sea water.
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The relevance of this workin the CohesiveFatigue Programme(and
other co-operative ventures) is that the effects of multibrace tubular
geometry, and weld shape and size whichare largely unknownand over-
looked in fatigue design, can be considered in the interpretation of
hot-spot methods, residual stress fields and (possibly) crack in1tiation
data. The continuous surface stress distr1bltions in the tube walls
and the weld are an important illustration of the relative ~n1tudes
of shell and notch stresses - those whichare considered in fatigue
analysis and those ignored.
9.6 Recommendationsfor Future Work
Oneof the maindeficiencies in the design rules against fatigue
failure concerns the methodsof extrapolation of hot-spot SCFswhen
more than one brace influences the stress distributions. 3-d photo-
elasticity is ideally suited to study this phenomenonbut the present
workhas only started this study. The extents of linear stress dis-
tributions should be further investigated in multibrace tubular joints
in which the important (varied) geometric :parametersare i) inclinations
of adjacent braces ii) brace gap separations in meridional and circum-
ferential planes, and iii) tube diameter ratio 6. Typical shapes
envisaged are corner KTjoints in which brace inclinations are different
and the circumferential brace gap is varied by changes in 6, or by
changes in the circumferential angle between the braces.
There is nowa wide scope for work, using moire interferometry
methods, in studying plastic-elastic behaviour in models of steel or
other materials. A current topic for discussion is the effect of weld
quality, i.e. profile. material properties, flaws, undercut, etc. on
fatigue crack in1tiation life. This workhas established the procedures
to measureplastic strains. It is therefore suggested that further
)26
plastic-elastic investigations are madeon specimens with various
profile qualities subjected to fatigue loading. The effectiveness of
improvementteclm1quea, such as toe grinding. TIGdreSSing ani hammer
or shot peening should be studied to assist in the interpretation of
recent UKOSRPII data as assessed by Godfrey and Hicks (72).
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APPENDIX 1
Ai Photoelastic Measu:rementof 3-d X90Model
Aproblem was encountered in the photoelastic measurementof the
X90model. A stress-frozen edge effect, approximately 0.3 mmdeep, was
observed in the slices cut from the model. The effect was a permanent
increase in (tensile) fringe order of between +0•.5 and +0.7 fringes/mm,
too large to be ignored. A region of photoelastically dead material 0.06
to 0.08 mmdeep, called rind, was also observed in the edges 0 The
problem was diagnosed as secondary curing during the stress freezing
cycle caused ~ a faulty thermostat on the temperature control unit
under reading the temperature by about SoC. The maximumstress freezing
temperature would therefore have been 140oc. The result of this was
that true stresses in the edges of the model could not be measured
directly in the surfaces 0 Thus, maximumprincipal surface stresses
were obtained in the walls by linear extrapolation, to the edges of the
model, of through-thickness values. Marston (21) showedthat within
0.2T of the edges of tube walls, fringe orders were proportional to
(0 - 0 )-::: 0 (because 0 and r were small wheny < Oo2T)and stressy x y x xy
gradients aolax were linear (see Fig. 4.28b)
The positions, values and linear extrapolations of chord
wall fringe order measurementsin the saddle planes are shownin Fig 0
A1.1. Similar exercises were carried out in all other planes.
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APPENDIX 2
A2 Illustrative Exampleof Determination of Strains fromMoire
Fringe Patterns
Moire fringe patterns shownin Figs. A2.1 to A2.12were obtained
in the testing of steel modelNo.2, on as-welded, cjI = 1200 joint with
an uncontrolled weld profile. Fringe patterns N
x
and Nyare presented
in the sequence of loading to showthe developmentof elastic, plastic-
elastic and residual plastic strains. Thesewerededucedfrom differences
in the measurementof moire fringe gradients in the loaded and unloaded
(or in1tial) modelfringe patterns.
Initial fringe patterns (Fig. A2.1) are the result of out-of-plane
imperfections in the surface of the modelgrating and the carrier patterns
of extension added to the 'best' null fields obtainable in each plane.
(Refer to Section 4.2.5). In all fringe patterns, carrier gradients
were subtracted from field fringe gradients (shownin the Figures) to
give true modelfringe gradients.
.
Elastic strains were obtained fromdifferences in modelfringe
gradients determined in the elastic (Fig. A2.2) and initial (Fig. A2,1)
fringe patterns. Similarly, strains at first yield (Fig. A2.), plastic-
elastic strains (Fig. A2.S) and residual plastiC strains (Figs. A2.4 and
A2.6) were obtained.
Increases in direct strains were identified by increases in fringe
gradients perpendicular to the lines of the grating, 1.e. no rotation
of fringes. Shear strains and rigid body rotations were identified by
changes in fringe gradients parallel to the lines of the grating. In
the N
x
fields, anti clockwise fringe rotation indicates clockwise
deformations in the model; it is vice versa in the N fields. Becausey
of this, rigid bodiYrotations manifest themselves in the fringe patterns
as £ringe rotations - equal and. opposite in magnitude. Theywere there-
fore elim1nated in the addition of fringe rotations whenobtaining shear strains.
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Fig. A2.5a Plastic-Elastic Field, E IE = 0.53
. nom y
Fig. A2.6a Residual Plastic Field, e k = 0 .02 after 0.53nom'-y
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